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IN MARNE BATTLE

Are North of Ourcq Germans,

Germans
River and
Entered by French, Is at the
Mercy of the Allies,

Facing Death or Retreat, Choose the Latter and
Are' Withdrawing
Under
Allied
Blows,
Smashing

HUNS, FIGHT BITTERLY
TO KEEP HIGH GROUND

CAVALRY AND TANKS ARE
USED WITH GOOD EFFECT
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at times attaining enormous pro

portions. Unwavering the Americana
held their ground and even advanced
aiOrhtly, while., the. .French .pftv their
sectors to the right and left resisted
as steadily against the vicious efforts
of the Germans.
From behind the advancing lines the
allied heavy guns kept up a continuous
bombardment throughout the day,
shelling the German positions wherever the airmen reported troop concen-

trations.

Von Iloohm to Make Stand?
Heavy artillery has been used to
some extent by the Germans in their
rear guard actions, but to no such extent as today and this gives some basis for belief that von Boehm. the
Oerpian. commander, is preparing to
make a stand. It is pointed out that
until the Ardre river is reached all the
advantages of ground are with the allies. So it Is generally believed that
the dropping bark of his heavy guns
Is merely an Indication that his armies
are being withdrawn with all speed
from a position which is Intolerable
and which unless relieved, might result In the disorganization of what so
far has been an admirably conducted

retreat.

The Americans began their advance
on Sergy early in the morning. They
had been driven back a short distance
Saturday night, but when thev moved
this morning under cover of the artillery ft few pieces going forward with
the advanced line they proceeded almost unchecked to tho river, crossed
the bridge and occupied the town

about

Yanks Mm Gas Attack.
. The Germans used gas, but the attacking party long ago had had Its
baptism of gas fumes and knew how
to utilize the masks and to avoid the
ravines through which the fume8 filtered. When the town was
there was some street fighting,occupied
but not
much, the Germans retreating
to
higher ground.
,
Until today the wounds received bv
the American soldiers have not been
serious as a rule, on account of the
failure of the Germans to use ortil-great majority of the wounds were
clean flesh wounds, made hv bullets
iiuiviiuic kuiib anu rides.
Considerable material has h.on -- or.
tured, including a few locomotives
wnicn me i.ermans put out of commission. There were relatively few
jh iHuners,
Many stories are told among the
old lines of the depreciation In the
German morale. Greatest significance
Is attached to a letter taken from an
officer, written by bis brother In Germany, giving It as his opinion that a
revolt was Imminent unless tho war
was slopped.
Closes M. E. Conference,
Santa Fe. July 28. Dr. Alonzo
Bright of Albuquerque, district superintendent of the Methodist church,
held the fourth and last quarterly
conference of St. John's M. E. church,
this evening.

vvitn the French Armies
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RHEIMS-MARN-

LOOP
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French and Yankee Troops Continue Their Pressure On Ger- mans in Retreat From Marne River and Penetrate Town of
Cutting Off Shipments of Fcfod.and Munitions to Crown Prince's Army; Teutons Not Only Throw in
Large Number of Reinforcements, but Long Range Guns
From North of Soissons and North and Northwest of Rheims
Are Keeping Both Wings of Salient Under Heavy Enfilading;
Hun Line On South Has Been Driven Back More Than Ten
Miles.
.
is,
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TO MAKE BIG GAINS IN THEIR

Supplement Their Defense With At Some Places the Bodies
Have Fallen Back .for a'Dis
Artillery Fire Reaching Over
Yankees' Front Line and
tance of Several Miles: Foe
Back to the Supports,
Being Constantly Harried,
With tho American Army on the
e
Front, July 28 (by the
Associated Press, 7 p. m.) The Gorman line Is again north of the Ourcq
which
river and
has been entered by Ficnch troops,
is at the merry of the allies. The tightening of the flanks holds promise that
the retreat will continue. The line
along the greater part of the bottom
of the Soissons-Rheim- s
salient has
hi en pushed forward In some places
as much ns five miles. The Germans
are bringing into play their artillery
In force to check the plunges of the
n
troops. Tho Americans have played a brilliant part In
the advance, which included the occupation of Rergy, on the north bank
of the river, and a numbor of Bmall
villages.
The line tonight follows the Ourcq
river to Sorgy and to Goussancourt,
the latter place lying about six miles
north of the Marne.
Germans Offer Resistance.
The Germans offered bitter resistance, but not to compare with that
which began late today for the retention of the higher ground further
north of the river. There they supple
mented their defense with artillery
fire reaching over the American front
lines to the supports, the volume of
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Associated
Press.) Allied
have reached the southernbank of
American
(l'n;lalcd War l,cad by the Associated Press)
have been in a large measure responsible for the great victory over the Germans beme river ourcq. This morning was tween Chateau machine gunners
I tie
! rain
sors in what has turned out one of the
troops- - conThierry and Soissons. This American official photograph shows a Yankee machine gunner of the
the
their
.center
of
tinuing
extremely quiet along
greatest battles of the war.
pressure on the
Second division taking a whack at the Huns from a trench.
in retreat from the .Maine, have
the salient where the Germans were
The crossing of the Ourcq, even if
reached and crossed tho Ourcq river only by advanced elements of the alnot offering great opposition.
and penetrated the town of
lied forces, presages a general crossOn both wings great activity preone of the great German ing later on. The French official comvails. The enemy has massed heavy
munications thus far during the batMipl lv bases for the enemy troops
HUN
LEARN
guns to the north of Solssons on the HEAVY
Insi.le the Hoissoiis-Itheim- s
salient. tle have Uon remarkable conservative
heights around Juvlgny and Chavigny
In
their estimates of the gains that
Meantime on the center of the alwhence they bombard with un enfillied right wing southwest of Iihelms daily have been made, and It la indi
that alading fire the western wing as far
violent attacks by the French have cated in unofficial dispatches
south as
NotIS
IN
TO RELY ON
3
forced tho enemy to give further lied troops are considerably in advance
of the line announced officially.
withstanding this bombardment the
ground and enabled the French to
Whore the Gcrmuns are In retreat
u
allies In the
recapture several towns of strategic
cavalry! has been brought Into the
value and to draw their front appregion are making some progress alfighting. Tanks and machine guns
though they are faced by the Gerciably nearer the high road which are
S
harrying the enemy, whose losses
runs northeastward from Hermans'
mans' best division and the concenare heavy. Airplanes are flying over
to UhelmH.
trated fire of machine guns.
the retreating hordes, dropping bombs,
On the eastern wing the allies gradwhile tho big allied guns from the
I'ncy Is Holding Tenaciously.
sides of the salient are keeping up
are
On
command
of
the extreme) wings of the gradthe
ually
obtaining
imv MORNlNtt OUKNAL MICUL LKAIBO WINf
s
Intensive firing from all angle
their
near
whole road leading from Dormans to Total in
pocket
ually
decreasing
and
Marine
On
Liner
Army
and Iihelms tho enemy, heavily Into the densely congested area.
Amsterdaai, July 28. Implicit be- Passengers Arriving
Iihelms. On this side the Germans
I tot rout Is Not a ltout.
is
reinforced
holding
tenaciously,
have assembled artillery In the neighCorps Increased 1,050 Dur- lief In the vipraclty of German admirat an Atlantic Port Give Ac- realizing
Tho retreat of the enemy has by
that successes there would
borhood of St. Thierry, northwest of
alty reports; received a rude shaking
no means become n rout, and so lontf
ing Last Week; Yesterday's in Germany when the German public
count of Thrilling Trip Across result in n general crumbling of his as
Iihelms.
These guns Cjpver the Gerthe picked troops around fioissonfl
plans of defense against the locking
to lie told that It was not the
had
man left flank and consequently make
and
Iihelms are able to keep well open
up of his entire armies Inside the big
Largest to Date,
the Atlantic,
American transport Leviathlan (forthe progress slower for the allies.
the
mouth of tho bag through which
In addition to the large number
bag.
Foe Retreats Several Miles.
merly tho German liner Vatcrland
of troops
for reinforcement that the Germans are falling back, it Is exbut the White Star llnM- Jusllclu
The retreat of the crown prince's
hnve been thrown on these two sec- pected that the greater portion of the
fv jinN4,a JOI tNAL iMCIAL lcamo WIV
CV MONNIN4 JOURNAL PCIAL LIAIIO WtRBl
armies of tho crown prince will be sucforces along the whole Marne front
Washington, July 28. Heavy fight. which wus sunk last Huturdny off the
Aii Atlantic Port. July 28. Pas- tors.- the German long rang.) guns cessful In
in order the line
ha reached
m
along the Aisne and Marne In north const.jr.f Ireland. The Leviath- - sengers on n British liner arriving from the region north of Solssons and where It is reaching
preqipiUhiiSase
Intended tot them to turn
Khelnis-ar"northenut
At some places the Germans nave vfilch American troops have partici- - ian measures 22.000 grosa to ns more here
of
northiti.l
and niako a stahit.
today' said that Inst Friday their keeping both wings of the salient
'r
fallen back for a distance of several pated has begun to show in the cas- than did tho Justicia.
Just where they will rrske it la
a heavy enfilading fire.
ualty lists. Today's army list of 225 deems it nevessary to declare that it ship cave battle to a German
miles. French and American troops names
750 miles off the New Jersey const
problematical, More than ha'uf the'
longest given out since would be entirely wrong to
Twi-lvMiles.
Allies
(;a!n
are harrying the retiring forces In the Americanis. the
at
pocket has been recaptured.
units made their appear- the conclusion that German Jump
and hiHt night fired three shots at
Under the battering tactics of the
center while French and British ance on the battle front. The
lint, commanders
If, us come of the military critic
wan benrvert to hn an American Americans and Frenchmen the Ger
what
habitually
both
flanks.
at
are
have suggested, Crown Print e
troops
hammering
however, It was believed, gives cas- the tonna-rniihmai Inn.
'unneither
Tho
sunk.
man
on
Apparently
now
been
south
has
line
the
newspaper,
Gerin
considerable
recent
ualties
from
and
the
tanks
of Bavaria proposes to start an
Cavalry
resulting
which mats t he official report as a dersea craft was bit.
driven back more than twelve miles
numbers have succeeded In getting In man offensive rather than from the xcoptional and an excusable
against the British of Flan-- ,
This liner was one of several which from the point south of Chateau Thier- offensive
lapse,
counter
stroke.
no
dors,
while
signs of it are apparent.
among the retiring Germans,
admits, however,
tho German was being convoyed with tho giant ry, where the allied troops locked the
that
What little fighting has been going
Total casualties in the army and figures on sinkings
vessel was tor- door to Paris against the enemy July
airplanes are bombarding their cob marine
generally ate Jusllcla whensunkthat
on In this region has been in the nacorps overseas increased 1,050 based on "Indications which
off the north Irish IS and themselves
aro falli- pedoed and
u in us.
became
the
aggros
ture of patrol raids, In which the Britthe week compared with 983 ble to tho trained mariner's eye as in coast on July 20. According to the
The Incessant smashing blows left during
ish have taken a number of prisoners
week and aggregate present methods of warfare it Is, in a passengers, a torpedo which hit the
the
previous
rethe enemy nothing to do but to
and mnchlne guns.
13,768 with the inclusion of today's majority of cases, impossible
own
of
Jiisticiii
their
astern
defipassed
treat or die. Even their sudden retire- army list of 225 and the marine corps nitely to establish a ship's Identity." ship, and narrowly missed another
Strikers to Resume' Work.
,
ment has not relieved the constant list of two. The week's increase also
Hvidently immediately impressed bf
The Lokul Anzelgcr hopes, how- merchantman before finding Its goal.
the
of
British
was
the
recorded.
throat
thai
the
11.
yet
a
premier
the
largest
that
ever,
of
be
"Vaterland
(la.,
will
Augusta,
llatt,
harrying.
if they remain on strike until Monday -In the 13,766
total caught yet sooner or later."
casualties,
Tank Crews AU1 Allies.
brojher of Major Archibald liutt, once
Other lierlin newspapers which al- - aid to president Taft, who lost his
they would be liuble to military serY' I
including 291 men lost at sea,
In addition to the slashing of cav- deaths,
Ice, a majority of the dissatisfied mil- men killed In action, died of wounds, ready had spoken
described the
of the United life on the Titantlc,
tanks
of
the
the
and
pounding
alry
nitlons workers in Kngland will return
n
disease, accident and other causes, States hnvins to foot tho bill for the liner's three encounters with
to work Immediately.
the lives of the German rear guards numbered 5,493 army men 4,783;
of the Lcviathian, refrain-- J l ines.
("(Smitlnueaon
marines 710. Tho wounded aggregate ed from comment, pending the verbal
Tho first, he said, came on July 19,
Page Two.
men
7,532
8,340; marines report of the
army
commander two davs after the merchantmen,
"POTATO HUNTS" NOW
Those
which
the
German
1,192.
missing, Including prissays convoyed by destroyers, left a British
admiralty
.
the
and
Of
The
oners, total 741 army men 657; ma- must be awaited.
guns
LAW
port.
booming,
POPULAR IN VIENNA'
rines 84.
shrieking of whistles brought tho pas
sengers to the deck.
Of the week's Increase. 949 were
' V RhINC JOURNAL APICAL LBABBB WINBl
"The sea was smooth as wo took our
army men and 101 marines. Killed
London, July 28 (British Wlreleae
t the life boats," said Sir.
stations
In action and other deaths numbered
One singular outcome ot
Service.)
liutt. "We crowded on all steam and
BV MORNINB JOURNAL BPfCAL LBABBB WIRI
BY 393 compared with 427 the previous
zig zagged as, In company with other
week; the wounded numberod 691
St. Paul, Minn., July 28. War has the exceedingly grave food shortage In
Is
Vienna
the institution of "potato
we left the
convoying destroyers,
compared with 465 the previous
virtually blotted out the grimy trail of hunts." The people of the Austrian
scene in a race to save ourselves. the
week, and the missing and prisoners
in the northtramp
professional
the
heard
the
that
We
91
the previous
carrying knapsacks ,and baa-- ,
66 compared with
night
during
west, according to railroad officers and capitalmake
kets,
their way Into the country,
Justicia ijnd destroyers were fighting officials
week.
of states from Minnesota to to
OF
and later learned that the western coast.
the
bargain with the farmers for a few
Tne army casuany summary as
vegetables. In most cases the farm
hrr struggle, to aurvlvo had failed."
announced follows:
The northwestern tier of states, ers
wil not sell from their stocks for
Mr. Hutt said that the ship met no
Killed In action (Including 291 aV
summer
of
the money
long tho
pluyground
but will barter for other food'
more submarines until last Friday at box
so
EtVIEiM
AND
have
car
sea) 2.009.
rigorously
"'
Btllffs.
noon, when 7fi0 miles off the New enforced transient,
or
749.
"work
order
the
Died
of
woilnds
fight"
Tho price of foodstuffs, saya The
Jersey coast, the call to quarters was and other war measures that the
They Will Be Put On Their Died of disease 455.
again sounded and the ship's guns 'tramps; who formerly appeared In Hague correspondent of the Times, has
Died of accident and other cause
began firing at an object apparently droves after having wintered in tho boon driven up to a crazy height. If
Horjor to Serve "Victory1 570.
miles nwav.
several
city dweller finds a willing seller
BY MONNINd
.OUINAL
BPICIAt
LVABKO
cities, have been reduced to a. few quo
WRI1
Wounded in action 6,340.,
who allows him to enter the field
Battle l4istx IIS Minutes.
Bread and Pledge Now Ex
28.
callOrdersstraggler:!.
lonely
'
Washington,
July
und dig potatoes, other would-b- e
buy-- ,
This was a supersuhmarlno," said
Missing In action 657.
n
ing off tho threatened strike of
Total to date 11,780.
"jnd tho demand for labor Is so crs will not be denied. Some farmer
Mr.
"it made no attempt to
isting Will Be Withdrawn,
and firemen on the great lakes come Butt,
The official summary of marine
nearer and after firing solid keen that town policemen and village
hava demanded a
at
Stanimcrsdorf
set for tomorrow were issued today shot, which fell short flt least 1,000 constables are quick 'to draft these much as six shillings for two pounda
corps casualties follows:
710.
stragglers and put them to work," de- of potatoes.
Deaths
by Victor A. Olander, secretary of tho yards, boe-nto fire shrnonel."
, .. .
!
MOHNIN4 OUBNAt fl'.lLLW"
sailors union of the great lakes, and
Wounded 1,192.
The exchange of shots lasted about clared an official of a railroad with
ol
Release
28.
here.
Washington, July
5
conheadquarters
In
hands
of
union
leaders
to Mr. Butt,
IT,
other
minutes,
following a
enemy
hotels, restaurants, clubs and dining
"The armed guards about railroad EMIGRATION IS DRAIN
ference with Chairman Hurley of the who said' the
then submerged
Missing 79.
r uorviees throughout the country
Total
to
1.986.
seen
date
board.
yardii,
was
not
bridges and tunnels have also
and
again.
ON CENTRAL POWERS
shipping
on August 1 from the voluntary pledge
Officers Included In the marine
At the same time, he said, another been a thorn in the side of the careIn the meeting all grievances given
to use no wheat until the present har- corps
68.
The by tho men for a strike. Chairman submarine engaged a British freighter free wanderer. lie Is in constant
totalled
summary
cable-ornIn
a
vest, was announced today
(AftBoHtited PretN Correftpoodenc.)
'T
summary does not distinguish Hurley today ordered the Ijike Car- in the same waters, and it was danger of becomingold a target while
rncnived from Food Adminl8tra army
haunts."
officers from enlisted men.
Amsterdam, June 25. The miliwas sunk.
loafing around his
riers' association, and ail its mem- thought the
tor Hoover, now In England. Public
In past years towns .which were tary and political Interests of the cen- -'
"If so, the Urilisher trot a good
bers to sin the nation's appeal for
eating places, the food eflminisiraior
of farm laborers trul powers In the war have been enorbak-in- g
men for merchant ships "as original- one," said Mr, Butt, "for these boats the headquarters
said, will continue to comply with
with
sunersu
were
are
wnicn
professional gam- mously damaged by the emigratlon'of
oepeno
omarlnes,
packed
ami
without any changes." more
ly drafted
regulations and to serve "Victory"
who devised 1,000.000 Hungarian men to the Unlt--o- d
and
destruction
gunmen
blers,
thugs
upon
by
gunfire
PLAN
ordered
not
the
He
also
association
bread.
States from 1900 to 1914, saya Em!
various schemes of fleecing the work
by torpedoes."
Mr. Hoover congratulated eating
to require seamen to register in Us than
"We got our next shock last night." er of his money They mingled with; orich Ferenczi, a professor of the Uni
offices
or
places upon their patriotic service and
rooms,
tne
shipping
assembly
versity of Budapest In the Norddeut-he said. "In a smooth sea a big tho men, wore the clothes of
voiced confidence and that tho spirit
pending further negotiations.
broke water not three worker und could be weeded out by sehe Algemelne Zeitung. The profea-- ,
submarine
shown will enable the American peosnr demand that the emigration
with
once
our
at
officers
difficulty.
miles away and
gunners
only
ple to build up a great food reserve
Th war has, in the opinion of the Hungarian farm hands should be ah
SAY AMERICAN
fired three shots at the boat while
HUNS
the
future.
of
the
against
exigencies
sou tided the death knell verted from the United State to Gerour commander signalled: 'who aro
Though exact figures have not been
DANGER FACES THEM vou?'
of this small army which annually many.
compiled, It was estimated today by
a
If nothing i done to counteract the
Xo Ilutlcr of Tings.
golden harvest.
reaped
the food administration that through
attraction of America, asserts the pro- - '
"The shots fell close to the boat
TO
OVER SOON (BV MOBNINfl JOURNAL BRBCIAL LKASBD WIRfJ
the voluntary pledge made by hotels,
fessoc, Hungary, which haa already
and we could see the 'flutter of flags SUBS LOSE GROUND
restaurants, clubs and dining cars
Amsterdam," July 28. --Kxpressing
lost about 2,000,000 sons in war, will
no sign of a fla to denote the
there has been effected between Octothe view that the present battle be- but
lo further drained of masses ot capaFinally
nationality of thd
IN MEDITERRANEAN
ber 1, 1917, and August 1, 1918, a savtween the Alsne and the Marne rivers our
ble workers, women and children wilt-- '
commander signalled to tho gun
must end in a preliminary decision, crew to cease, firing,
ing of between 175,000,000 and
came
we
be drafted for manual work, mar
on,
and
JOUttNAt
HOINIW
PtC,AL
WIM
(V
LAM0
of
critic
of
Its
wheat and
the military
the Vossische leaving the submarine on the surface
pounds
prodWIRC)
IBV MORNINS JOURNAL BR'CAL LCABf
rlages and births decline, mortality?
ucts-, ISO, 000, 000 pounds of meal and
London, Jultt 28. The ministry of Zeitung of Berlin says:
inefParis. July 28 The growing
on board had it that the latest
and disease increase and military
fiO, 000,000 pounds of sugar.
The' action munitions tonight announced that re"It cannot be to our Interest to al- Humor was nn American."
warfare
submarine
of
the
fectiveness
h
strength be Impaired.
of the proprietors of public eating ports received today from all parts low the war to drag, on into the
Among the passengers were Captain Is indicated by official figures
places, It was said, also has been of of the country Indicate that the strike years 1313 and 1920 as the British, John
the French government, ro- GERMANS CAN! "PUMP" v';
Tl. Prutt and the crew of 37
by
great educational value In carrying to situation In the munitions Industry above all desire because they hope from the American steamship George bbing to the French truffle in the
tho homes of the nation the necessity "has distinctly improved and that a by then that American millions will
Katon. which was abandoned June Mediterranean.
AMERICAN PRISONERS'
of food saving.
Europe and that Amer 22j. In Ktiropean waters after she
u.ajority of the strikers In all prob- have reached
According to these figures, not fewwill return to work tomor- icans by force of numbers will be sprang a leuk.
T.1 ,
er than 2,060 vessels, chiefly merability
CoanI Is Candidate.
HORNINB JOURNAL BPRCAL LBABBD W1RBI
able to achieve a break through.
.
row."
chantmen!, with a total tonnage of
"
Is
American
Santa Fe, July 28. Edwin F.
us.
"An
88
"Ask Per8hIn;.,,
Geneva, July
danger
facing
'3.500.000. crossed the Mediterranean
As a result ofl mass meetings In
HINDY'S
"Cablo Wilson!" These are some of
Coard, for a number of yean chief PJtmli:f.'hain and Went Bromwlch
but at tlio deciaive moment, an nt- - REPORT
'between Februry 24 and April 1.
toour
clerk of the state corporation com
the
answers
tack
of
will
vic
reserves,
by
number
Tlio
American prig.;
escort.
by
given
bring
average
was
dectded by the district
DEMISE IS DENIED
day it
mission, announces that he la willing committees
'i ',
ships coining to or departing from oners to German, officers who qua-- i
of the strikers' organiza- tory."
to accept the republican nomination
on
lion
naval and military maU,
them
France, was 240.
,
tors.
for state corporation commissioner to tions that the men should return to
JOURNAL tRlCIAL LKAtKO WIRI1
BV MORNINd
, The submarine attacks nevertheless
ltoal Funds Received.
succeed Matthew S. Groves of Carls work Monday morning. A majority of
official
28.
The
officers are furloua at
so
force
An
in
28.
diminished
German
that
had
Stato
only
Pant.l
Fe,
July
Amsterdam,
July
engineer
men
the
at
the
IBrmlngham meeting
bad, who wilt not be a candidate for
received from the county board communication r?ceived from German 'one In four resulted in damages to the American prisoners for their re- -'
favored a continuance of the Btrlke, ,hn
;
denies recent ru- the ships, and one out of every ten fusal to divulge
any Informatlotv
if Valenciaon county, 4,20 toward main headquartersField
vote was neces- the
Mr. Coard Is a newspaperman, and but as a
The whatever, and the coldly aarcaetla-manen- r
El Camlno Real be mors concerning
Marshal von attacks was entirely fruitless.
work
before going to the corporation com- sary nd this was not obtainable the tween Isleta and Belen and $1,732.21 Hindenburg's health.. The communi- result has been that the water traffic
Which the men almoat Inin
.
.
tk vta ' .t'eraiia
mittee, waa assistant to Territorial committee advised a resumption of tot worn,. o'jum
on me cation says Hindenburg'a health 'la ex- has steadily Increased from January variably reply to thoee eefcing Infor
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Denver, Colo., July 28. New Mexico: Monday partly cloudy with show-er- a
and cooler east portion; Tuesday

generally fair.
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday
in
fair; not riiuch change
perature,

ffen-eral- ly

tem-

LOCAI, REPORT, r
A aummary of local weather conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours end-

ed at t p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 92 degrees; minimum, 63; range, 38: temperature at
east wind; partlr cloudy;
p. m..
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MILLION' BARRELS

at the Front

OFFLOUR BOUGHT
FffR 51 A BARREL
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TEUTONS CLAIM

PRICE IS

1
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;
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rr

$1L',5U0.

For causing a, fires in a German
shipyard, J2ii,lilio.
Thes prisoners are, said to have declared that the French government is
offering similar prize.

the Carlsbad project this year, an in- FORCES OF CROWN
crease of twenty per cent over last
PRINCE CONTINUE TO
year. Carlsbad project lands are steadily proving their value to farmers
YIELD MARNE GROUND
who this year will have 7 ! 5 5 acres
,

11

LUMBER LADEN WAGON-

-

CRUSHES MAN TO DEATH
Fast

Vefmu--

1W
l..l OS
weight of a wagon
loaded with lumber, Kutimto Sandov
al, a resident of Ilolman, near- Mora
40 miles from here, died a few min
utes after the accident. The man was
driving to his home when something
became disarranged about his wagon
Me climbed down to investigate the
trouble when the horses suddenly began to run, dragging the heavy load
over his hody.
Mr. Sandoval was 50 years of age
and. was one of, the beWer known
residents of Mora county.
lie is survived by a wife and 12
sons and daughters. . One son is at'
Camp Cody, The funeral was held
Saturday In. Wagon Mound, the former home of the Sandoval family.

trusned

TJ

tiy the

'Continued from Page One.)
are being made precarious by infantry patrols. Ever since the commencement of the German retreat tank
crews have been breaking up the enemy front line and .preparing the way
for infantry.
Some have attacked ennny butteries
and killed all the gunners thus permitting the Infantry to capture the
weapons. The losses caused by the
tanks have been terrible.
The. line whero the German withdrawal litis attained Its greatest depth
is northeast of Chateau Thierry. The
depth from that point gradually be-- i
nines narrower until it is quite small
on nenrln
the eastern pivot on the
freint soiithwest cf Kheinis. Hoth here
and around Solssons, ihe other plveit,
the ground Is suited for defense. At
these two t'oints the Germans huve
concentrate artillery nnd infantry,
knowing that if the breach be made
a majority of the Germans
in the

pocket must be sacrificed.
Mctiliexi of KetlreiiH'iit.
On the banks of the Martin south of
the center of the salient not a single
live G.rman remains. Their suddee
retreat here was brought about by the
of tho Trench,
constlint pressure
American and Uritish. Allied troops
have kept constantly on the heels of
the enemy and some patrols have ad
vanced considerably further than the
line indicated.
1 he method of retirement adopted
by the enemy consists of first retiring
one company freim every two companies, then two squadrons from the
remnimng company. Then the last
section withdraws leaving only a few
men with machine guns to cover the
retreat. These men often are sacri
ficed, but sometimes they manage to
rejoin their comrades and the maneu
vcr is repeated.

Protest Moonoy's Sentence.
Chicago,. III., July 28. Thousands
of union workers paraded through the
city and later held a mass meeting
today in protest against the sentence
MORMIN
COMRFSPONDBNdK
JOUHNAL1
TO
of Thomas J. Mooney who has been
(FICIAl
Demlng,! N. M..
July 28. Miss condemned to death as the San FranVonnle Lois Rogers, of this city, and cisco preparedness parade bomber.
Douglas I Maples, of El Paso, were
married- In El Paso Saturday afterTwo Killed in Wrw-lnoon at 4 o'clock. The bride is the
Sedalla, Mo., July 28. Two trainrldr&t daughter of Judge and Mrs. men are reported to have been killed
?.' C. "Roger, and for the past ten and 20 or more soldiers Injured, some
Months has been clerk in the Dom- seriously, when a southbound MisThe bridegroom Is souri, Kansas and, Texas freight train
ing,, postoffice.
V e son:of Dr. and Mrs. E. 1 Maples, collided with a troop train near Clif
rf Morgan, Tex., and" is a bookkee- ton City. Mo, this afternoon.
per), the Oflce of the El ihuro & South'
oln Um "Two-BU- "
...
dub, tfepfenun El Pa

DEMING GIRL IS BRIDE
OF DOUGLAS L MAPLES

.,.,--
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May be Overcome by Lydia
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E. Pinljham's Vegetable
July 2S. rieoorting milirit sh front
operations on tie
AT FLAG RAISING tary,
FIGHT
IN
TEXAS
DECEIVE
in Flanders lust
ALLIES
This
tinctatement
Compound
night
Issued today by the war office suvs:
Letter
Proves
"Successful rads. as the result ol
which we
a few prisoners
West Philadelphia, Pa. "During the
and mnchjfiecaptured
guns, were carried out
TRY MORNINtt JOURNAL RPCCIAL IKAStD W.RI
thirty
years I have been married, 1 have
us
lust
va
hy
of
and
CapitalBouthesist
From
Two
night
Favorites Are to Carry Dallas, Tex.,
Nearly 200 Visitors
been in bad nealtn
;n the neighborhood
of Lucre.
July 2S. Tonights reand had several at"In the Givtnihy se:tv i.:::-City
Attend Celebration
Machine Guns in Stretchers turns from the statewide democratic
!l!i:!i'ii!!jjji!lj
tacks of nervous
primary from 2,2'. precincts emt of 1;
brought In furl her i me r.;.:'..id
prostration until it
or Don Uniforms 'of French 4, SO!) in Texas, gave Governor llolibs
at Which Prominent Men a machine gun."
seemed as if the
S05, Mil voles against .lames R. Ferguson's 14.ri,S12. For lieutenant govor American Soldiers,
organs in my whole
Speak,
.
ITALIAN
r.
4
7
ernor ,
precincts gave J. U.
body were worn
London,

.

lation of many lines of industry, lias ern front lecturing to ihe men doing
brought to light some peculiar thing." first line se'rvie'e.
in the economic world. For instance,
the federal trade commission finds-tha- t
u.1 much money is spent for advertising flour and Belling It as for
II
converting wheat liRo flour and putting it inyj barrels.
At present all such advertisements
of flour represent money invested in
the hope of profit after the war. All
BIG
ON
flour made by the niillr, today is alike.
It is all one grade and consists of y to
00 per cent wheat.
All brands specially udverlire.l were
special refinements of ordinary flour.
HEAD OF
Their makers hope to preserve the value of the trademark by keeping it in
the public mind and pian to make
their profits after the war permits
mem to resume their r.pecial refine(Ity Newspaper Kincipilic Ass'n.)
ments,
Amsti rdain, lloiland, July i!S. Two
.. Some
peculiar
happi 'n.np3 were
caused by the government regulation hundred and fifty thousand dollars
of the price of flour, while-- leavi.-ij- the to the man who attempts to kill the
of flour and other arti- kaiser!
cles unregulated. For instancc.n .MiTwo hundred thousand for tin atnnesota It was found recently that rye
on the life or the crown prince!
tempt
a barflour, which was selling m
Those are the prizes hung up y
was
rel,
being "diluted" witli wheat the Uritish government, if the official
flour, which was selling at $(Va bar- German
newspaper, thei Norddent-sch- e
rel.
Zeitung, can be beIn England the price regulating bus- lieved.Allgeine-iiiiness has been more successful than in
Of course it s part of the
the TTnlted States. Instead of naming
a fixed price for wheat alone, th- - Hrit-IB- h
propaganda scheme 1iii nu the
government fixe prices on the five f recent announcement that an attempt
principal food products for a nrriml nan iiccn made to kill the kaiser aiu!
of five years. One result In the matter Von ilindenliurg and its subsequent
of, 'Wheat has been the addition of denial was propaganda.
The idea
4.000.000 acres to the Hritiali wheat seems to be that this sort eif lies will
fields, so that the liriti.ih lam's are make the kaiser and the "clown"
producing 76 per cent of the r food pi int o more popular.
products, where before the war they
The German paper which prints
iier cent.
produced less than
weird yarn declares the authority
Substitutes used In Dial- - in: t read this
it is two recaptured German defor
In many cases cost more than
flour. serters who had
been employed in
This fact was brought out recently by
a, case brought before the federal trade Copenhagen by the British secret service.
hoard bv the food ndminir.lriitor nml
It isn't nocessary to kill the kaiser:
one of the principal- bakers of Omaha.
''
"
BIT you- have to do is
Neb..'
attempt it to
The food administrator ordered the! win the reward.
The Allegemeine
price of a pound loaf reduced to 7 Zeitung Intimates that England realcents, and when the bakers' associa- izes that to kill the head hun would
tion refused to obey, called on the be. impossible.
Washington authorities to revoke the
According to the story the followbakers' licenses.
The latter appealed and asked for an ing scald of prizes has been hung up
by Britain for 'other similar feats:
an Inquiry as to the, cost of
For the destruction of a
a loaf of bread, which showed making
that an ? Ur.,t)0(.
Increase in the cost of substitutes used
Fop the destruction of a German
made the cost of bread 7
cents.
bridge, ?7.r,,000.
The baker did not los.-- . his license.
For inciting a mutiny or a. strike,

of cotton to pick.
Wheat is being sold now for good
prices, most of it going out of the
Project. There were 1,907 acres of
the breadstuff planted. Full returns
are not yet available from the harvesters and thrashers which are
g
over the project.
Much alfalfa is being left for seed
this year, hut there were 7.04S acres
n the staple, when the reclamation
service published its crop sensiis, thin
morfth'. Three hundred tons of alfalfa
have been contracted for by one
rancher, who will hold it or feed
as conditions require.
Rains are falling now over the
farlsbad country, and although, they
are not general, they have reached
nearly every portion at least oncej
The situation has improved
and
farmers tinder the project and cowmen think that the hard times for
1918 are ubout over.
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fanciM. conniflPoNDf nci to moi'Mino jouhnal!
Carlsbad,' N. M., July 8. There
are 19,780 acres under cultivation on

MANY TRICKS TO

ENGLISH

NERVOUS

:

u

PROJECT

El

HOBBY LEADS BY

'

Enterprise Ass'n.)
Washington,
July 28. A million
hart Pis of flour at 1 a barrel is the
fascinating bargain the government
hah just picked up.
The millers of the country nre
obliged to sell this amount ut thi.s
price because they have been profiteering. It was arranged many months
ugo that the millers should have n
ertaln margin of profit for their millr !
LAUT
ing, Including the Bale of the bran und
middlings. It Is found that very large
TSINNITEiE
for
from
farmers
prices "re extracted
used to feed cattle
iIkpp
to that in some cases the miller gel
as much as $3 a b.'irrel profit on flour.
I.ady Winnifred 1'ennoyer, widow
All thin profit must now to dmtributed of Viscount Ingestre, is now one of
to
a
$1
the
form
flour
barrel
in
at
of
the lenders of the lirltish Welfare
the govt rnnient.
The war, with its government regu- league, .vhe Is at present on the west-

ON CARLSBAD

T 0 SANTA

HUNS RESORT TO

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

-

Miliars of Country Are Obliged
to Sell This Amount at This
Price Because They Have
Been Profiteering.

CROPS ARE PROMISING

E STANCIA HOST

I

(fey Newspaper

.

Morning Journal, Monday, July 29, 1918
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Win

cotncsponnic to mc rninc journali
RonVp, J.uly 2S.The official stateEstancIS, X. M., July L'8. About ment issued
toduv ly tin ItaLun war
offiee
one hundred and seventy-fivsays:
people1
there w: n efrWHve
Yesterday
came down from Santa l'e on the exour b.ntories
concentrations of fire
cursion Thursday to attend the flag in the Lngarina viilev. lyin the Vullarsa
In
New
and
exercises
tho
at
Mexico
the
,n,i i,,. iwuui
raising
eif l..:!i artilleries
Central depot. Speeches were made harassing
activity
. '
K
nr. inn
t lie
or
ror, i. eiui
Colonel
Ten
reuiiiinuer
by
Collifr,
I'ankey, Judge eiwn nnd
r.v... k ,...,..,.).
Heed llolloman,
Francis
Wilson, some prisoners'
at scattered points.
Judge Hanpa and Mr. TenRckye of
i wo
uirplams wer? brought
Santa Fe, nnd Fred II. Ayers nnd J. down.ln enemy
air
fightini;."
VV.
Davis of Kstaycia.
The flag,
which had ben purchased by the employes of the X. M. C. shops nt this
place was raised by Mr. TenF.ckye
BV MORNJMa JOURNAL
SPKriAI. ICaSCD WIKBJ
and Mr. i'owers.
I'arls,.nily 2D. Freni-- advanced
After the flag raising exercises the guards
have reaclail the north bank
Albuyuerqm' anil Kstancia bastdiali of 'the Ourcq river, and allied troops.
teams played on the Fstancia dia- have entered
Fere-KTanlenois, the
mond which resulted in a score eif 7 great Germiui
base, which lies
supply
3
In favor of Allnicpiertpie. A ball In the middle line of
to
e
the
was given at night in tiie new Farm- sector.
ers and Stockmen's Faulty building,
The announcement of the war of
the proceeds of which was given to flee tonight adds that the village's of
the Jted Cross. The music was fur- Anthenay and
on
nished by tin; Santa Fe band.
the east flank, lying to the south-Wfof Itheims, have been occupied.
The text of the statement reads:
George If. Van Stone and son and
"North of the Maine we have condaughter came down em the excursion
tinued our onward march in tho region
Thursday and visited with friends.
Not withstanding
Mr. and .Mrs. John F. Lasater of of the Oure'q.
the
Santa Fe visited in Kstancia Thurs- resistance of the enemy who employed
every effort to check our passage of
day.
The county board of education held the river, we succeeded in throwing
a special meeting Wednesday in Ks- advanced elements on the north bank.
tancia with County Superintendent W. We have penetrated into
It. Oinier u( Mountainuir, Alejandro
"Northeast eif the forest of liis we
Eaca and C. M. Milhourn of Estancla
reached Ohampvoisy.
present.
"On the right our troops have ocC. II. Miller and J. B. White of
cupied
on
Anthenay ami
In
Kstancia
were
Tuesday
Lucy
business connected with their school laine nml have approached appreel
ably the line of the road from Khelms
bond Issue.
to Dormnns.
Dr. J. H. Wiggins of Morlarty Is
"In Champagne two enemy at
to he located in Fstancia for at least a
tn'mjptfC in the region south of tho
week.
this
time
the
of
after
part
Monts were repulsed."
It. C. Kinsell was a visitor in
this week.
Paris, July 28. In their pursuit of
Mrs. Kugene Fisher of Toledo, O., the retreating Germans north of the
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. ,T. E. Peter- river
Marne, French troops have
son. Mrs. Fisher visited here two reached the south bank of the river
summers ago.
Ourcq, it was announced today by the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E: Teterson and French war office. In the Champagn
Mrs. Fisher, their guest, spent several a number of German attacks were redays in Albneiuereiue last week visit mised by the French.
The text of the statement reads:
ing friends.
"In the course of the night the
Mr. and Mrs. James 1'nyne of Moun
continued their preigress north
tainuir were Estancla visitors Thurs French
have
of the Marne. Our elements
day.
reached the southern bank of the rivMiss Mabel Illne has resigned her er Ourcq.
nosltlon as assistant in the postoffice
"On our right we approached the
and will leave in a few weeks for Al Dornians-Kheim- s
high road.
"In tho Champagne we repulsed
where she win aiienu
buquerque
school. Mrs. Allman has taken her several German attacks on our new
positions south of tho Mont Sans
place in the postoffice.
Nom.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ileal of Lucy
In a supplementary official statewere in Kstancia Wednesday.
ment issued
this afternoon tho
Mrs. J. L. Stubblefield and Mrs. A. French war office says:
M. 'arret t gave a porch tea at tho
"Since the opening of the artillery
home of Mrs. Stubblefield Friday aft- bombardment on July 18, the day of
ernoon for the benefit of the Woman's th French counter offensive on the
front between the Aisnc nnd the
club.
our tanks (hove taken n glorIt. A. Klstler of Albuquerque has Marne
ious part in the battle. After piercing
l.unn In F.Kt.'incl.i this week on busi
the enemy lines nhd enabling the Inness. He Is connoeHed with the Es
fantry to enter the breach they have
tancla Lumber company store.
not ceased to accompany the troops.
K. N. Nash and Validly left Sunday Throughout the battle the tanks have
for a week's outing on the, upper
given proof of their ability to maneuver ami of their Incomparable au
Miss Frances Turner left this week dacity. The crews drove the tanks
Into the hottest parts of the battle
for a visit with her parents in Texas. and
recoiled from no obstacles. They
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ayers enterattacked the centers of resistance ami
tained a few young friends at their the batteries of tho enemy under terhome on Wdnesduy evening in honor rific fire from machino
guns and
of Miss Ithy Otto eit Seattle, Wash.
special German cannon.
"Their gallantry attained the great
est results. Kach tank accounted for
JAP CHIEF OF STAFF
fifteen or twenty Gorman, machine
LAUDS U.S. TROOPS guns. Some eif the tanks charged the
German batteries, putting the gun
ners out of action and ensuring the
laT MORNINtt JOURNAL RCTl. UIIB WIR1
capture eif the cannon and material
Washington, July
"The losses sustained by the Gerimnn thn oiiccesscs of the Amer
mans as a result of. the onslaught of
rebeen
have
in
France
ican troops
the tanks were very high, according
ceived by General March, from GenFrom
to the reports of prisoners.
staff
chief
of
Y.
Haron
eral
Uyehara,
Julv 18 to July 23 the tankstook
of tho Imperial Japanese army.
part every day In the attack. Most
The message rrom General uyennru of
and
them were In action twii-follows:
some returned to the fight four or
'pionHn nnppr.t mv sincere congrat five times
same day. Some
In
ulations on the recent brilliant suc-cs- s tank companies the
fought for three full
won by your gallant army on the
Drivers operated their tanks
French battle field. I am looking for- days.
for thirty hours in the two day period
the
to
confidence
with
absolute
ward
of July
continued favorable development of
the situation and I feel fortified in
mv eonvletions for the filial triumph
of our common cause."
General March in replying said:
IBV MORNINd JOURNAL apRCinW
W1RI1
Vmif messiiire ta deeidv nnnrecia- Iteilln (via London) July 28. The
1
.v
armv
nnd
Trilled
th
States
isi
official communication from general
am repeating it to General Pershing headquarters dealing with events of
for publication to the American
on the
forces In order that they Saturday, reports a quiet day makes
crown prince'H battle front. It
may be made aware of your interest
mention, ho'wever, of "our new posi
is
in their light ror our common
toward the final triumph of which tion" while not admiUlna any mater
our two countries are jointly contrib- ial allied advance.
The statement says:
uting. On behalf of the American
army I sincerely thank you for your "On the front of Crown Trlnce
thero was lively reconnoiter-in- g
message which is prized very htgWly."
activitv and strong enomy thrusts
north of the Lys, on both sides of the
SIGNAL OFFICERS
Somme and northwest of Montdidier
'
were repulsed. The artillery was actHUN "HABIT"
W1SE
ive in sumo sectors.
"On the German crown prince's
(Auorlntml PreR CorTeHponIPBw.
battle front the day passed quietly.
in
Hehlnd the Uritish Lines
F,rance,
were small infantry engageJuno 30, Te battalion algnalllng of- There
before our new positions.
ficer's chief duty is to maintain com- ments
"In Champagne the enemy male
munications.' A battalion headquarour
ters has to bo in communication with a local attack and ofpenetrated
Fichtel mounforemost line south
the four companies in front of it. the tain.
He was for the greater part rebattalions on the' right and loft, the
brigade headquarters behind it, and pulsed by our counter thrusts."
tho supporting artillery. The signal
ling officer sees that these communi- CHILD SCALDED BY FALL
cations are kept up.
No line of wire will ever be abso
INTO BOILING BEANS
lutely safe. A slnglo trench mortar
may make a mess of any wire or cable.
Levy, N. M., July
Pickett,
If this happens many times, the wise
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
signalling officer will consider wheth.
er some quieter route cannot be found. Pickett of Levy, wa severely scalded
The German is a man of habit, he has a few days ago by falling Into a kettle
a way of hammering persistently at a of boiling beans. Mrs. Pickett had
certain point at a certain time. It is cooked the beans for chicken feed and
needlessly asking for trouble to lay
the kettle on the .floor for an inwires at a point which some German set,
stant when called to pther duties.
has a "habit" or bombarding.
The child was badly burned on the
lower half of his body. He will
v
cover,
pre
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With the American Army on the
e
Front, July 28. (by
the Associated Press) "The battle
of the woods" has ended and the Germans have been swept from the
forests of Fore and His. Toward the
last of this four day struggle the
n
advance became so
rapid that tho retreat of tho Germans
was greatly disorganized.
The edge of the German salient to
the south and southeast of
was ground down by the
whirl of the allied troops and dulled
to an extent that German weakness
was' indicated' at many points. The
first indication of this was seen Satso
urday when the enemy retretit-wrapidly that the
him.
with
lost
contact
troops entirely
In tho battle of the woods, the
stlfftst resistance the Americans ever
experienced in this kind of warfare
was encountered.
to contend
troops were competed
constantly with a rear guard action
consisting principally of machine gunners, most of them, dressed in green
Day
clothing, had nests In trees.
after day during the fighting the
allied troops bucked the German machine gun
usini; artillery .and
machine guns and gas against them.
I'lK! l'ruclioes De'ccption.
In the rear guard fiKhtinn. which
was curried on to permit of the withdrawal of tho heavier German kuiis,
the enemy resorted to numerous
tricks, such as currying machine guns
to
in strevhers when endeavoring
reach some points under the allied
fire. When they realized that their
stretcher trick had been discovered
the Germans resorted to other means'
Aisno-Murn-

Franco-America-

l

Franco-America-

Franco-America-

n

Moore, 40.KS1; S. B. Cowcll, 3.1, 3!H;
L. U. llailey, 19,3l'; J. M. Henderson,
.
:t2,419;-TW. Davidson, 4S,3(ii), and
W. A, Johnson, 4 'J, 7 5.
In the race for superintendent of
public, instruction Miss i'.lanton had
received 135,444 voles from 1, litis precincts. Doughty had received 73,378
and Trussell 25,024.
1!

iirnsi'KTu aiu ad
IX

f conn

COXGIUCSSIONAfj

HI

Paso, Tex., July 28. Pnofficial
returns compiled ut midnight from the
tutaln of thirty-thre- e
o ftho thirty-eiccounties comprising the .Sixteenth
cnngrcpKiouul district gave
State Senator
is. Hudspeth a ma,
of
i,4,-,rover Z. 1.. Cobb for con-g- i
jority
n so county, in thirty-sii. Kl
of
the thirty-eigh- t
precincts, gave Hudspeth a majority of J ,'259.
x

n
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Vegetable

4

Com-

pound and it mado
ti well woman of
me. I can now do
all my housework
and advise all ailinp women to try
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and I will puarant.ee they will
Mrs.i
derive great benefit from
Frank J'YrzGEitALD, 25 N. 41st Street,;
West Philadelphia, Pa.
There are thousands of women every
where in Mrs. Fitzgerald's condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of a
functional derangement.
It was a
pratef ul spirit for health restored which,
led l)er to write this letter so that other
women may benefit f rom her experience!
f
and find health as she has done.
For suggestions in regard to your condition write LydiaE. Pinkham Medicinej
Co., LynD, Mass. The result of theitj
40 vears experience is at your service.

it"
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JOGGLE TRUTH TO

AZTEC FUEL CO.

MAKE MEN FIGHT
IRV Wt RNITIC
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With the Uritish Army in France,
July 2S (by tho Associated Press.)
Continued rain has turned the Flanders front at many places Into an alto
most impassable mire, while all either
The
infantrymen
parts of the front are wet and soggy.
and machine gunners were notified Some parts are unfavorable for
by their commanding officers to he launching an assault against the Uriton the alert for Germans wearing ish lines, even if the enemy should
have some such plan in mind.
American or French, uniforms, sevLarge iiiantitics of gas have been
eral instances having been reported
where tho Germans elia this. On one projected against various sections of
occasion the soldiers were notified ihe German lineR, whiern have also
been shelled freely and, according to
by field orders that Germans had apprisoners, the enemy units are losing
Amerand
tunics
in
of
French
4
peared
little by little.
ican soldiers. Hushing across an open strength
So far as the German soldiers themplace in the forest when the German selves are concerned, they seem' pernests hael been discovered, one Gerfectly satisfied tei push mutters, for
man; acting as a leader and speaking their officers have been telling them
to the extraordinary tales in" order to make
English,
yelled
perfect
American machine gunners, "don't them fight, instead of submitting to
Prisoners say they w:ere
shoot; there are Americans in that capture.
warned the New Zea landers were opthicket."
The Americans were at the edge of posite and that on no account should
they allow themselves to be taken
the forest, peppering a wood. They alive
as the New Zealnnders were
ceased when a detachment appeared.
cannibals.
They were told that they
The detachment entered a forest to would be offered
nnd eaten
the right of the Americans and in u directly after. cigarettes,
All the
few minutes a hail of machine gun much to tho astonishment prisoners,
of their
bullets came from tjiat direction.
captors, firmly declined to nceiepl
The Americans
realized
quickly
that (hey hud been duped ajd turti
eel their machine guns upon the
RAINS' Itf SAN MIGUEL
wiping them out In short order.
HELP TO VEGETATION
Intelligence officers in the American army say numerous oases have
Fast Las
N. M.. July 2S.
been reported by soldiers of being
heavy rain which fell hero Friday
encountered by Individual Germans .A
nfteruoon nnd evening has put agriwearing American uniforms and in
in
San Miguel
some cases of Germans wearing cultural inconditions
The sprins
county
good shape.
merely an American or French tunic, and early summer were distressingly
presumably having . obtained them on dry. Cattlemen were obliged to drive
some other front.-- The allies have their herds into the mountains in
lost few prisoners in the battle of order to save them In many instances.
the woods and the Germans were unFeeding was carried oil into the
able to obtain uniforms from the month of July, when, about the
fourth, showers gave temporary redead, owing to their retreat.
dee-eiv-

Franco-America-

out. I was finally
persuaded to try
LydiaE. Pinkham'a

n

Ve-:a-

liefs

Friday's rain was a soaker that is
to brlner the vegetation
exported
HAVE ACTED AS HOODOO jumping out of the ground. Lean and
forage crops are practicaly assured In
the dry farming sections. Good grass
2S.
Amsterdam,
Kmperor in the pastures seems sure for several
July
months
to come,
who
William,
according to his favorite
correspondent, Karl Itosner,
'
Double Ituinlmw ut Levy.
watched the buttle of Khei'ms from
a tower which gave him a good view
Levy, N. M., July 28. A perfect
of a wide sector of the front, sent double rainbow was visible here for
his troops from this vantage point, about 20 minutes
Friday owning. The
Itosr.er reports, the following tele- unusually
inner limy was
bright
gram:
a second ono as perfect as
hy
"Hia majesty informs his troops
that he has arrived behind thn front the first, but paler.
of the attack and shall watch the batrtesidos the regular Swastika wo
tle from a tower. Ills majesty's good
Slate is picked hy
wishes accompany his troops. His hnvo ftiigarii.
band. It will not slack in the bin. It
majesty's word to his troops is:
" 'With God for tho emperor and Is hard ami hot. (illiSOX-l'AM'MBI'.lt COMPANY. lMiono 333.
the empire.' "
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RUSSIA MAY YET
PAY OFF BONDS,
SAYS OFFICIAL
Kcrensky's Secre-

ier

tary Says People Are Strugto Throw Bolsheviki Out
of Power,

gling
(

AhMH'Ititril IriHN

'tttr ft ponlnr.)

I.nndnn, July 1. Conviction that
the llnlshevik noveTnincnt of Russia
winild inrvit:ili!y he overthrown nnd
Ihtita n;fw ItuMiiinn ttovernment would,
first eif ail. t:tl;e ntis to pay Russia's
fnreiivn drill, was expressed hy lr. David Soskiee at a recent meeting of tlie
linnds here. Dr.
holders of itns-iaSosleiee is rnnfidentiui
speretriryl to
(ciimer Premier Kerensky of Itussia.
lie declared that, it would reiiiire
an immense capital to reconstruct the
Kreat industrial and aurie'iiltaral fali-ri- e
of Russia. Russia, he said, ran only
finel that capital in lCirtland
ami
America.
('. Ilireh Crisp, hanker, said lie believed the majority of the people of
Russia would embrace, tho first opportunity to set themselves riht wilhi
the rest of the civilized world.
Amount ink noun.
The chairman of tho nieiHinK ?aid
it wan almost impossible to ascertain
the. amount of Russia's debt. Afcord-in- ii
to Infnrjwfrrkm received by the
London stock Kxehanfio, it amounted,
on January 1, 1017, to. about
(if this, he said tho direct
loans made by the vtiite probably
would amount to 1,100.000,000. In
addition there were twelve municipal
loans Issued l.y nine? principal Russian
eaties, to tho amount of 20,000,000.
It was not clear whether these figures
included the war advances made te
Russia by the allied nations. This w:is
unofficially stated to iiuureifate from
400,000,000 to 800,000,000.
3,3f8,-0110,00- 0.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, July 29,
A Flying Fox

AERIAL DRIVE ON

Roll of Honor
American Casualties

BERLIN SOON IS

,

vFHK AltMY.
AVashington. July 28. The army
casualty list today shows:
Killed in action, 38; died of wounds,
11; died of disease. 13; died of acciother causes S; wound-iA dent and 119.
'Wounded, decree un
severely,
determined, 1; missing, 3o. Total

PLAM OF ALLIES

British Officer Says an Air Raid
On Teutonic Cities This Fall,
or in the Spring at the Very

225.

TfrREZ

191$

,

speaking frequently In Chicago and
subsequently in San Francisco,
Washington Visited.
"I paid several visits to Washington," he writes, "especially at moments when matters became critical
at homo and when it was necessary
to explain the attitude of my party.
"Among the experiences I recollect
with the greatest pleasure were two
interviews with the president, and
an interview I had with him
immediately'before my departure. 1
had been a student of his writings
and speeches for many years, and
though I had never met him before,
I felt as though I was acquainted with
1
his thought and temperament.
must add that my personal filter-view- s
with htm had the effect of
some of the Impressions
changing
which are suggested by his public appearance anil especially by his photographs. The president of Ihe photoof the living
graph and the president
flesh and blood seen close at hand are
almost a contradiction.
Sums l'p Impressions.
"The severity of feature In the photograph entirely disappears when you
are seated opposite him. Let me sum
inup mv impressions trom a private
terview, by saying that he is a man
of perfect simplicity, transparent sinthought
cerity, rigid adhesion to well
out principles nnd almost Celtic
of warm feeling, tempered
by the cautious
rather than controlled Scotch-Irisanhis
of
side
partially
much
indeed, to me he isScotch-Iriscestors,
more dominantly Celt than
of course 1 am not at liberty
to reveal his expression, except to say
thiit I reirard him as a genuine nnd
sincere friend of Ireland.
"I return home at the urgent re-- 1
a. ines-- i
quest of Mr. Dillon and bring
Europe!
sage of cheer to everybody in can
give!
on our side. !v the account
of the splendid spirit of the A merit
I
that
above
all,
rejoice
people, and
my visit extended In, the time when,
the
skill
of
and
the bravery
I
held:
troops vindicated the opinion
trom the beginning that America':! in- made complete
vldoryc
tervenlion
over the forces of Germany an

Killed In Action.
Captains Newell 11. Fiske. Canford,
N. J.; William T. Shaw, "'fatnm. S. C.;
Lieutenants Robert . Crandnll, Stanford, Conn,; Raymond B. Jauss, New
Latest.
York City; Seigeants John W. Car-ricMonongahela, Pa.; John F. DonPitts'
...CO... MO H1 . ovan, Boston; Frank Downer,
Christian Kattenhorn,
offon-George
aerial
An
burg;
28.
New York, July
Conn.; Clyde Mumey,
nf fiermany including Wallingford,
..iti
John W.
Ohio;
Corporals
Rorlin. Is nossible in. the opinion of Kenton, Hazzard,
Boyd.
Pa.; Edward Martin
Maj. Gen. W. S. Brance
Carlson.
Hyman
Princeton, Ills.;
of V'0rm,
general of eiuipinent
Feldman, New York Citv; Raymond
if miniRtrV.
Charles
L.
ffcottdale.
Pa.;
Maloy.
state
Major General Branckor in a
Menztcr Nitterhouse, Chambersburg,
iuiu
ment to the Associaiea
This young fox is the mascot of the British Royal Air Squadron. He acPrivates Joe M. Aloise, Whitu
Pa.;
air
of
the
on the organization
D. Anderson, companies one of the aviators In a flight every day and is very fond of flying.
Ross
N,
Y.;
Plains,
of
basin
independent
forces on a
quite
New Brighton, Pa.; Clarence David
the land and sea.
Md.; Iwi!
rionornl lirancker believes eventu Armstrong, Frederick, Nlcolad
Czerullo, Altoona, Pa.;
ally the United States will be obliged
Ohio; Fred
Steuhenville,
lo create a secretary 01 aw luaca,
Earl
Tenn.;
Surgconsvillo,
the success of the allied cause he feels Clifton,
Ross ConDonald
W.
Va.;
Coe,
Alma,
indeair
the
that
quicker
strongly
Pa.; Kerr Andrew
rad, Towanda,
pendence is established in this coun- Cunningham, Canonsburg, Pa.; Waltry the better.
Ohio; George
"We simply had to come to an air ter Davis, Portsmouth, Pa.;
ate Baree, and the astonishing IntelGonzale AT THE TIIKATKUS TODAY.
Lancaster,
Ferguson,
ministry in Kngland." said General Forero,
Vivian
Grady,
York
Tlietei
"II"
New
ligence each displays throughout the
City;
Repeating
Popular
the
and
"The
Urancker.
Zeppelins
New Brunswick, N. J.; Arnold D. Hall, Billie lnirke us (he star in "Eve's picture reflects tho greatest credit on
llothas. counled with the experience Dalton,
Pa.; Mnlvin Nathan Jamison, Daughter;" also the reel or "Weekly David Smith, who dirccb-- tho picture
gained when aviation was controlled
Grove, Pa.: Ira Cranmer Kel- Events," showing the 'world's latest and on Nell Shipinan, who made the
by the army and navy, forced it upon Spring
N. Y'.; Robert Ken- events In
dogs .her constant companions, won
pictures.
us You have had no Hun air raids ler, Manatawayq.
Pa,; Chris Kawal-sk- i,
Monogahela.
nedy,
is
to
E.
it
Albert
but
Smith their affection and then their obedarouse
you,
in this country
Lyric Tlientei
P. Lyle,
Robert
Ills.;
Peoria,
ience.
commuch hoped that, lacking this stimu- Sutton,
N. D.; Bart M. MoKune, presents through tho Vilagraph
Not less remarkable and beautiful
lie leading
lus, you will profit by our experience. Bradford,
Pa.; Apcar S. Mamoul, pany Nell inShipmau as t of
In the extreme, are the snow scenes.
Son
character
Control.
"Baree,
Tickford,
Walter
Kazan;"
New York City;
Independent
All exteriors Were taken in dead of
certainty."
"Are not the advantages of inde- Sunnyside, Pa.; Elsa Rife, Middleport, also a good comedy.
wlnfbr in the
"The Scarlet north of Truckee. California. passes
pendent control obvious? Hero you Ohio; Lew N. Wasser, Greenville. Pa.
Pastime Tlienier
have one branch of aviation under the
Died of Wounds.
Road," with Gladys Brockwoll as the
In' connection with the above, there
S
administration of the secretary of war;
Corporal Charles Caleb Crows,
star, is being repeated today; also the will also be shown a good comedy
the
of
P.
Leon
tho
Burgess, Sunshine comedy of
unother under
secretary
Calif.; 'Bugler
'Who's reel.
navy, Theso ministers have many Hnlyoke, Mass.; Privates Frank
L. Your" Father."
Henry
other affairs to attend to In addition
Dubuque, Iowa;
L.
AT T I IK PASTIME.
Bennie
to aviation.
Mass.;
Natic,
Bouret.
A splendid new William Fox photo-pin"In Great Britain we have Lord Brown, Vigor, Va.; Lonnio A. Chil-der- AT THE "IV
At the "if theater, for tho last time
called "The Scarlet Road'' was
Ncwalla, Okla.; Albert Downing,
Weir, the air minister, as tho head of
at the Pastime
a council of seven.
East Boston, Mass.; Wilbur Fulton, today, demure Billie Burke in her presented-yesterda- y
"This council controls everything Covington,
Ind.; Edwin Lindsay, latest Paramount picture, "Eve's theater, with Gladys Brockwell as tint
C.
pertaining to aviation, both for land Council Bluffs, Iowa; Herbert Homer Daughter" from Alicia Ramsey's play star, and it will be repeated for the
und sea combat. It supplies the army
by that name, is to bo the star. Tho last time today. It can ho said that
Ewanton, Ohio; George
and fleet with airplanes and pilots, Baxter Sutherland, Coiners Rock, Va. story deals with the life of a girl, in, this picture there is a comha-llo- n
Died of Disease.
and in addition maintains an inde
suddenly left a little money by Jier
of good play, fine direction ami
father after a life of repression and splendid a.ctlng.
pendent force This Independent' air Sergeant Outer Albert Huntzinger,
force really has the same status as Hartford City, Ind.; Corporals Fravel hardship. How she nearly outsteps
(AnKwIutm! Trent rorrrnpomlenee.)
Iihs to do with a woman
Arthur tho bounds of convention, spending of This playaffections
Goshen, Ind.;
tho expeditionary force or tho grand K. Alleman,
Paris, June 28. Acres and acres of.
and sensibilities
strong
T.
Clerk
John
Postal
fleet.
Diebull, Chicago;
her money in "ono good time." who, nevertheless, is controlled by gardens located near the Americanto
N. J.; Privates all
"We can formulate policy and Hvland, Camden.
to bo saved in time by the man conscience that she will not allow to base hospitals are new beginning
only
James H. Allvn, Goldendale. Wush.; who loves her and a girl she has ho overcome, srm'cannot marry the. bring forth thoir harvests of vege.equipstrategy, whilo production
111.;
cultivated by Amerment and personnel function under Roscoe W. Bishop, Martinsville. Walhelpdd, make up a thrilling and at man whom she truly loves because he tables. All were convalescents,
who
Albert L. Caldwell, Couch, Mo.;
one control. We do not have tho
times humorous story that will prove had earlier in his Ufa contracted an ican wounded,
M.
Noah
Sumner.
Miss.;
of repose were
situation of one branch of ter Clark,
Other pictures on unforlonato marriage with a woman during their periods
entertaining.
highly
of
liantora
the
Mo.;
Linn
to
the
Crook,
to
attend
growing
aviation service competing with tho Faust,
of "Cur- who Htill lives, lint at .one point, she able
Northland, Wis.; Hurry the program will be a reel
produce.
other for production and equipment. Hanson, Sarvis,
world's
the
save
to
rent
him
fom
Max
Events,"
showing
does borrow money
(Jreenshoro, Ala.;
Not alone has the venture been one
Dudley
Such
as this, obviously Swink,
her brother from disgrace, nnd then nf great economy for the hospitals.
Connelly Springs, N. C; Wil- most interesting scenes in pictures.
is the only way a great air offensive liam
to
stand
two
doors
Cleveland.
open
tho
it
is
has been
that
Whclan,
The work of cultivation
can he prepared for and conducted. Died from
Aevldents and Other finises AT THE LYRIC.
her ono of which Is to give herself ol.ieed noon the prescriptions of theAVe need your help, your great re"Baree, son of Kazan," which will to this man. Finally she marries an- medical surgeons so that a double purCorporal David Menshue, Pulim,
sources and a similiar organization In Ga.;
Saddler Clyde M. Trout, Hunkers, be the attraction at the Lyric theater other man to pay the money that she pose is accomplished in tho establish-- !
this country to
with us on Pa.: Privates Muro Caputa, Rochester, today only, is announced to he one borrowed: And so we find her in tho ment of the gardens.
The garden)
come work provides relaxation for the men
N. Y.; Linzy A. Goodwin, Huntingdon, of the most remarkable pictures ever miserable surroundings that
equal terms.
on
Pa.;
Conifer,
times
marEdward
strenuous
Kengh,
Cnn Itoinb (iei'itiun Capital.
their
Tenn.;
after
released by that company. A stirring, through an unhappy nnd unwise
and their painful anxiety
"It is within the realm of certainty Jos. A. O'Kcffe. .New York,. City: swift moving
of tho big woods, riage. It is difficult to see what tho
drama
Jerome
in the hospital winds. The diversion
that we can bomb Berlin in the spring George Thlm, Astoria, Ore.;
lakes and rivers of the northwest, result can be, especially as the heroin bringing!
if not In the fall, with airplanes wo Trombley, Auburn, Mich.
on Baree, ine of the play maintains her strong acts as a recreative agency
centers
interest
especial
Wounded.
Severely
No
ono
who
have building, as we have already
nnd
of
honor
sense
duty.
proI.ieuts. Earl Granville Anderson, half wolf and hair dog, protege,of
bombed Cologne and tho Rhino cities,
loves good moving pictures can afNew tector and, finally, avenger,
John Vincent Flood,
but we have not the numbers for n Moines: Arthur
MoCor-mickford to miss tfBenedict
York
Citv;
a really big offensive, in my underBesides the above the management
Five malamute dogs, ranging In ago
Mass.; Kendrick J
standing of the term. We have plenty Ralph, Waltham,
from a puppy to a lull grown husky is repeating the Sunshine comedy,
Mount Carmel, Conn.;
of planes and can build plenty more,
"Who's Your Father."
H. BermKr, Austin, III.; were used in the picture to Imperson
but we lack engines, and we have Itiiloich Frank
Franks. Morris, Ala.; Pcnko
about reached tjj'o limit of capacity Kiznerman.
C.
George
Chicago;
for engine production.
W. Schulman, Brooklyn;
Koonco. Kvansvlllc, Ind.; Alexander
"We have built up a big airplane M. McMullen. Everett, Mass.; Law- HenrySchwartz. New York City; Stove
C.
program to take tho Liberty motor rence S. McNabb. Allcntown, Pa.; Siedleckl, Milwuukee;
Stanley
and bomb Germany, but America can Chris A. Melotis. Mosgrove, Pa.; Har Smith, Chicago; John Stcrlook,
not now spare these motors, fend so, old Ralph Teverell, Vlrden, Ills.; Aris
Pa.; 'John Stortzman, Duryea,
I fear that our airplanes will be M. Shollman, Palmer, Aiass.; cnariea Pa.; James H. Smith,
Burlington,
Thomas
wasted and the real offensive from D. Stark, Chicago; Corporals
Iowa: Joseph Sullivan, Lowell, Mass.;
OF
A.
Bosrbn,
Mass.;
Louis
J.
L.
Cainnbell.
Chester.
Matthew
Pa.;
the air seriously delayed.
Sweeney,
"The delivery of cetrain types of Hartz, Chicago; Martin Hellgren, Chi- Henry Elliott Taylor, Worton Station,
John TempinsKi,
vnicago;
planes by flying them across tho At- cago; Harold H. Hompstey, Blandford, Md.;
Lutrohe, Fa.;
lantic is feasible. If we can fly to Mass.; Jncob Kough, Aakville, Pa.; Joseph Jacob Varhol, Winston-slaloBerlin and back which Is more than Harold S. Magner, Morris, 111.; Ralph Whitson J, Wesley,
800 miles, we can fly
from New T. Miller, Darlington, Pa.: Joseph P. N. C: Daniel J. Wissell, Harvey, 111.;
Wounded. l)croe I iidelenmutMi.
Foundland to the Azores (the longest Monihan, Wilmington, Del.; Orlando
Private August l'reesc, Cincinnnati.
Pa.; Wallap of the Journey), which Is 1,206 Newcomer, Boiling Springs,
Missing in Action.
111.; Abo
miles. This means a big organization,, ter J. Buddy, Aurora, Nicholas
Lieuts. Burt Cliccsniun, Parsons,
Spallls.
Hermlne, Pa.;
airdromes and repair' plants in New
Kdward
Klliott, M uncle, Ind.; United States Would Fight an
Stoughton, Mass.; Clarence E. Todd, Kans.;
Foundland and the Azores."
N.
Ironton, O.; Wagoner Frank Bower. Fran F. Schilling. Averill Park,
York
Inconclusive Peace, Even If
Pa.; Mechanic Lunltc Sergeants Vincent Barry.. New
Williamsport,
Citv: Hartv M. Uohnnnon, Rockficld
C. Ward, Kffington, S. CM Cooks TheoPLANS FOR LABOR DAY
She Had to Stand Alone,
Shenandoah.
dora P. Provencal, Edgar, Wis.; Emil Ind.; Stiney Griscullia,
CELEBRATION STARTED Arthur Wende, Chicago; Privates Ta.; liverett Hoke, Seattle; Corporals
Neb.;
Hastings,
Says Irishman.
Frank Acchluto, Chadron, Neb.; Dex- Adam A. Adler, Wilkesbarre,
Pa.;
S. Ambrose,
George
i.
ter
Ga.;
Stanley
Statesboro,
Allen,
as
exercises
and
Plans for a parade
W. numbs, Jersey City, N. J.;
Lua Labor Day celebration were started Xnuszkiewic, Pittsburgh; Russell Pa.; Harry
JOUHNAk (PlCltV
Wll
1ST MOBNINO
Daniel J. Harvey, New Haven, Conn.;
Argonbrlght, Chambersburg,
' New York,
of
at a meeting of a committee In Union ther
111.:
July 2H. Impressions
Raymond K. Parsons, Ware, Mass;.;
hall on South Second street yesterday Charles O. Armlrust, Galena,
written
woro
M.
Ind.:
P.,
Mason
T.
Kvansville,
P. O'Connor,
Clyde
Potts,
Herman
James
Chicngo;
Barrowman,
a
proI'lans for holding
morning.
'for the Associated Press Just before
Granville H. Santee, Athens, I'a.: Frederick
gram of games and patriotic speeches Beck, New Tnrk N.City;
Syracuse, N. Y.; Bugler Everett his departure for Kngland and for
J.; Llndsey E.
in the afternoon
were favored by Beebe, Vlncentown,
P. publication at the time of his arrival.
Belknap, Bellows Falls, Vt.; Frederick Thomas, Paris, 111.; Cook MartinWilthose present.
The afternoon proMr O'Connor was in this country
Privates
Ind.;
Kouts,
Radilyack;
Walter
Utah;
Benson,
Elsmorc,
commis-sione- r
gram, it was thought, could be held Bell,
Ash liam B. Adams, St. Louis; Mcrtln Ca- for more than a year as
at lluning Grove as was the case Fairview, Mass.; Kemp Blglow,Charle-roMass.; 'Ed- of the Irish parliamentary party, and
bana, East Cambridge,
l,
land, Wis.; Harley Bromwlch,
last year.
mund- N. Costcllo, Iiwronco, Mass.; ho soon joined labors' campaign to
One thousand men, it was said, will
Pa.; George K. Brown, Chicago: John
F. W. Donegan, New York City;
cretilu allied sentiment among the
Amster
take part in the parade which will be Thomas Christopher Brown,
Seattle; Charles J. Irish.
held in the morning.
Tho committee dam, N. Y.: Daniel W. Brunish, Potts- - Stanley II. Green,
H.
'lr n nv one or ull of the 'European
Koehn,
Kane, Syracuse, N. Y.; John
which formulated the plans yesterday town, Pa.: Erwln Adolph Brush,
show
N. Y.; John Henry Hurch- - Fort Wayne, Ind.; Orvillo Iaflainm, notions should in war weariness
consisted of representatives of various
an Inconclusive
trades or the city. William Phillip
ficld, Rockwood, Tenn.; Verne S. Jewett City, Conn.; Gustavus It. Lllya, any signheof accepting
"Amorica would keep
la.: Dowell Murray, Utah: Michael J. McNerny, peace," If said,
is chairman of the committee and J. Caldwell, Montezuma,
she had to stand alone."
New Haven, Conn.; George II. Miller, on even
J. Votaw, secretary.
Caudell, Newport, Ky,; Clinton VinThe Irish louder sees Prosldmt WilMont.; Seymour Nottingcent Clark. Smithport, Pa.; Brady n Alberton,
son as dominantly Celt and sees a conTtnin Falls at Doming.
Cohick, AJIen, Pa.: Donald G. ham, Washington, 1). C; Raymond tradiction
'tween the president of the
Mass.; Joseph
Frank Palblcka, Webster,
Mass.;
Wollaston,
Denting, N. M.. July 28. Rain be- Crocker,
East Saugus, Mass.; Hugh photograph and tho president of the
gan falling late Saturday afternoon Deangeils, Boston; Paul Ade, Rochelle, Paravate,
and blood. After telling
W. Dullanty, Spoknne, F. Riley, Syracuse, N. Y.: Charles A. living flesh
111.; Frank
accompanied by lightning and thunJohn J. of his arrival in New York In June,
der. The rain is greatly appreciate? "Wash.; Charles W. Dyer, Chester Stevenson, Sterling,R. N. Y.;
O'Connor
writes:
r,
Mr.
Turano, Westerly,
I.; Ervlne Tuy-loby stockmen as they are feeding their1 Springs, Pa.i Joe Feldman, Chicago:
His Pirst Impressions.
Watertown, N. Y.
III.:
G.
Cicero,
Fellman,
cattle, on account of the extra dry Frank
'
Note:
must own my first impressions
weather.
4
Henry J. Galvin. Cambridge, Mass.; is now Previously reportedas missing, were not encouraging from any point
having
reported
William C. Gebhard, St. Paul, Minn.; returned officially
to duty:
,
of view. Within a few hours I had
Arthur E. Gentz, Wncon!a, Minn.;
evidence on the one hand that
Alton
Private
La.
Lager,
every
Sulphur,
Clarence
Peter J. Gnacinskl, Chicago;
sentiment had not yet
the
B. Goldwatt, Roxbury, Mass.: Mlchiel
THK NAVY.
spent itself and still confused the IsGrillone, Brockton. Mass.: Charles A.
Washington, July 28. The marine sues In the minds in some of my race;
Hall, Bellevue, pa.: Eli William Has- casualty list today contained on the other hand, the sight of this
Pa.: , Robert Addison dorps
Inm, Carlisle,
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets have (Hazen,
I thought,
d great rich city, rushing as
Pa.;
George but two names. Privates Roy O.
Wesleyville,
saved mv life, writes Mrs. Maifirie Coil, Adam- of lilair, Neb., killed in action. to every seaside resort in the vacation
Everett
Heller,
Philadelphia:
Private Oscr Snover, Katy, Tex., spirit of the summer, was in marked
City, Mo. "I had pains in my M. Hoback, Wise,
polden
George W. and
"
"
died of disease. "Changes In the na- contrast to the somber attitude and atetomacn so oaa 1 Holley, Mt. Vernonj Va.r
N. Y.;
Fritz
city I had left after
thought I could not Hornke, Rice I.ake. Wis.; Edward C. ture of casualties of seven other men mosphere ofofthe
war. I found in private
three years
live. Our doctor said Howie,, pTTITIirisburiT, Pn.; Harold W. are recorded.
a
The changes follow:
conversation,
startling evidence of
it was congestion of Hubert, Yonkers, N. Y.; Frank C.
Previously reported killed In action, a division of mind and opinion as to
the stomach. I would Jacobs, Chicago: Robert Paul John
intervention in the war,
goto bed perfectly well son. Bradford,. Pa.; John R. Kalley, now reported severely wounded in America's
which whs expressed with an openness
action:
"v,
and wake np in the Lawrence, Nob.; Edwain Kelly,
and even pained me.
Private Christian Roehm, Irvington, which surprised
Pa.; Dan H. Kcenan, N.
is
night as bad as I could
"I speak of thiB Impression frankly
Y.: Josenh P. Kennev. New N. J.
,
be and live. Onr doc- Britain. N.Conn.:
1
am
because
to add that
able
now,
ChiSteven
acin
Lniberg,
do
Previously
would
reported
missing
tor said it
transformation of feeling.
D.
Lcggett,
Rodney, tion, now reported severely wounded r saw the
no good to give medi- cago; James
Now I feel convinced hut of all naIqwa; John Reginald Lindsay, Chi- in action:
cine internally. H cago:
in this war, the one that fee's'
Ivan E. Little, Portage. Wis.:
Trumpeter Leslie J. Harris, Detroit, tions passionately, most unitedly
had to inject medicine Gottlieb W. Loewe. Chicago;
and
Mich.; Privates Bernard J. Kearney, most
in my arm. Since tak- William Maleski, Clymer, N. Y.Joseph
most ruthlessly,' Is America.
I will
; hoy
and
David
Wash.;
Spckane,
J,
the
if
of
even
Chamberlain's
go
length
that
S.
Davis.
F.
Meinert,
ing
Baying
III.; Arthur
Jersey City, N. J.
Tablets I can eat any flyers, Lebanon III.; Daniel A. Milone or all of the European naany
acIn
Previously
reported missing)
"
tions should in war weariness show
thins I want without ler, Allentown, Pa.; Ogden A. Moore. tion, now
reported returned to duty. any sign of accepting an inconclusive
hurting me." This Dinoon, 111.; Norman T. Olson, Crystal
Robert
Privates
Law,
Homestead,
peace, America would keep on, even
form or indigestion is Falls Mich.; Nathern Dennis Perkins,
Pa.; Garry Nagle, Newark,' N. J., p,nd if she had to stand alone;, and that
Jacob M. Peterrn.-v,iextremely painful and Barlpw, Ky.; Mark
Newell Peterson, John E. Sawyer, Yakima, Wash.
wherever tlse the Germans may look
often dangerous. By Philadelphia:
for a spirit of compromise they Cannot
Pa.; John B. Philipps,
taking Chamberlain's Bradford,
STRUCT
LIGHTS
von
NMOKEUS. look for it, or even approach to It.
Pa.; Michael Phillipson,
Tablets after eating. West Etna,
(London
C.
Daily
Telegraph.!
from the people of the United States."
Purdy,
Ralph
and especially when you have fulness Paterson, N. J.;
Tho High Wycombe corporation is
Mr. O'Connor telle of apendlng the
Ohio; Andrew Pyros. Indiana
and weight in the stomach after eating,
Harbor, Ind.; John Will(am Rltter, endeavoring to cope with the shortage first three months In New Tork, and
the diseasevmay be warded off and Carlisle,
Pa.: Antonio ROra, West- - of matohes. In certain well frequent of a trip to Chicago where he adavoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not only Ih.HIa Til
T?nhArr Snflrpra fnlnmhiia ed parts of the town it has placed li dressed the Irish Felowehlp
Club.
aid digestion, but strengthen and invig- - Ohio; Bert m.
ciair, Fryeburg, boxes containing pipe lighting yrcg jety Then he placed himself at the
01
the
ot
convenience
W.
ine
bmoRein.
Harmel
XiUlfinaj
Schenck,
Chicago; ipr
Security league,
j Maine;
ts

h

Chric-znnievic- z,

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

back the men to normal mental and
'
physical slate.
The gardens are worked entirely by
Not a single dollar has
convalescents.
been spent for hired labor. The combase
manding officers of the varied lavish
hospital units have spoken in
men
to
the
terms of the physical good
and of tho economy and efficiency of
of the plan, which insures fresh, luscious vegetables to the patients at a
minimum cost to the government.
The army has undertaken a comprehensive plan of army provisioning
along these lines. The American Red
Cross also is
by the establishment of smaller plots in the
centers where convalescents are sent.

ALMOST

TO EAT

stomach trouble that he was reduced
to almost a shadow ani was afraid to
eat anything, as all food caused blotting of gas which pressed, against his
heart, worrying him very much. Our
druggist persunded him to try Mayr's
Wonderful Remedy and in two months
he looked fine, can eat anything and
works hard every day." Jt is a simple, harmless) preparation that removes tho catarrhal mucus from the
Intestinal tract and allays the inflammation which causes practically all
SUNDAY MORNING MUSIC
stomach, liver and intestinal ailments,
INTERRUPTED BY POLICE including appendicitis. One dose will
The playing of a plionciaph, sing- convince or money refunded. For sale
ing and dancing at 3 o'clock Sunda by Butts Bros., Briggs' Pharmacy and
morning at a house behind the build- druggists everywhere.
ing formerly known as the Orpheum
theater on .south Second second strcea.
brought grief to Frank Hernandez and
Tiirnlx and beet seed for late
Caldcrone Candelaria. Tho police say
it was not church music either.
plantliiK. Stocks of these sorts are
According lo authorities, tho men
limited. If; yon wait long you
and two women were taking part in very
you
the musical program. The police say may not be able, to buy wliat
they were drinking w ine as well. Can- Uvant. Sold in 6c packets 01- by tho
delaria and Hernandez were arrested niiiH'e or pound. Out of town orders
on the charge of disturbing the peace.
I same day order Is received.
They furnished bonds for their ap- whippet
pearance in police court this morning. i:. V. FEE. Phone 16.

PATTERNS to be
used for the new
materials make delightful gowns that
the woman who
lives on her war
income cannot resist, but can afford.
All the McCall designs are new and

1111

Anu-rlca-

.ibso-Iulf-

d

WOUNDED

Gil-ro-

two-reel- s,

Block-linge-

r,

y

s,

Mur-bac-

h,

was so bad from

"My

I

snow-houn-

SHADOW, AFRAID

A

ME

distinctive.

TILL GARDENS

McCALL

HOSPITAL ZONES

PATTERNS
for August
8461 Drwi

H47 Skirt

P

NOW ON
SALE

,
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ts
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How Much Longer Will

IMPRESSIONS

AMERICAN VISIT

Shof-nosk-

y,

.

i.t0

Allow the Hun to Terrorize
the World?

How much longer are you willing to permit the arrogant bestial brute of Berlin and the bloodthirsty Huns
to continue their work of sinking hospital ships and
unarmed merchantmen and trying to fasten the yoke
of Prussianism on the entire world?

Er-vi-

,

YOU Can S top

Attacks of Indigestion

Hal-stea-

r"

f

-

Car-lysl-

Tona-wand-

a,

The U. S. Army Is .Open for
Enlistment in All Branches

M11I1-ga-

!

Call at Room

,

Orr-vill-

sl

By joining the United States army.. YOU means
every man who can assist in any manner, either in the
front line trenches, in some less hazardous position if
you are not abre to shoulder a gun, or in some one of
a multitude of positions in the United States where
war work being carried on.

e,

dls-pos-

21,

Grant Building, Albuquerque.

1
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KING AT BALL GAME

L FAGUE PLAYERS

KELLY-SPRINGFIE-

DM
.

CORD TIRES

LD

So-call-

Have you tried to buy a Cord Tire of any
make lately? If o you will appreciate this
opportunity.

COMPLICATIONS

OF THE TEAMS

VTIONAI, l,KA!--

X

Chicago
Now Turk
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

SUPERB BALL AID

'

BLANKS RED SOX

B.
31

K2
51

40
47
42
47

.565
.520
.517

5

.451
.435

41

45
40

Rrooklyn
Boston
Pt. I.ouis

Pet.

W.
59

45

Philadelphia

.fiSfi

.4611

1

52
55

3S

Scrub Nines Are Put-- -,
tins Up Brand 'of Baseball
Little Inferior of Professional
Clubs.
JOURNAL

inii-nu-

YJi'H

PInl

.4011

i

i

NE1-4-

Ot-fl-

;

;

ma-iori- ty

v

ln

whs In
Chicago, July
fine form today and Chicago shut out
Boston. Score:
(Vision.
A B. 11. II. PO. A. IS.
4
0
0
0
0
Hooper, if
4
1
4
2
0
Truesdale, 2 b
0
2
0
4
0
0
Strun k, cf
0
I
2
3
0
0
Ruth, If
(I
0
0
0
0
Whiteman, If
0
0
4
0
0 17
Mclnnls, lb
1
5
2
0
0
Scott, as
0
0
0
xMayer
I 0.0 0 2 0
Gonzales, ss
0
2
4
0 ' 1
0
Schang, c
1
0
II
0
3
0
Stansbury, lib
1

1

Totals
x

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

6

33

patted for Scolt

0
0

2

24

19

tilling".
a b. n. a. po.

Good, cf . . . .
Beilbold, If . .
K. Collins, 2b
Uandil, lb . . .
J. Collins, rf
Weaver, as . .
Risberg, as . .
McMullin, 3b
Schalk, c
Russell, p . .

0

0

in seventh,

Maisel,

1

Pemmltt,

Kus-ue-

ll

.

(luvrlaiul 2; New York 2.
Cleveland, July 28. A rainstorm
put an end to the first game between
Cleveland and New York In the tenth
2
lo 2. the
Inlng with the score
grounds being flooded so the game
could not be continued or the second game started. Score:
New vork.
AH. R. H. PO. A. F.
1
4
2
Lamar, cf
4
1
3
Gtlhooley, rf
2
0
0
Maker, 3b
o
o
:t
1

Bodie, If
Peckinpaugh,
Hannah, c
Caldwell, p
Tetala

.5

m

.

o 10
4
0

34

2

6 30

.

(ic vol and. R.
AB.

Granev. If
Chiirnian. ss
Speaker, cf
Roth, rf
Wood, 2 b
Johnston, lb

Turner,

'.

IT

.....

4

1

5

0

;

.

.

3b

Thomas, c'
Morton, p
Cournbe, p

!

. .

1

0

5

1

0

H. PO.
0
0
2
0

4

3
. .

2

2

8

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.

(V

K.
0

3

3
3
1
2
3
0

3
2
5

--

BurnR,

If

.

Gardner, 3b
McAvoy, c
Dykes, 2h
Dugan, as
Adams, p

.".

0

:i

29

Totals

i

6x23 11

t.

A. ,,.
n
0

2
3
3

(I

n
A

5

1

1

I

3

1

14

II

4
4

0

1

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

2

i

1

1

AB. It. H. PO. A.

Push, ss

K.

,loiis

lib

Vcnch, If
Kavanaugh. lb
Harper, if
F. Walker, cf
Coffey, 21)
Stanage c
Kallio, ,,

...

1

I

1

5

2

2

0

1

4

2

4
4
4
3
4

0

2
3

3

3
4
Q

0
0

2

6
2

I

4

0
0
0

1

4

3

0

2
2

4

I

0

0

0

1

0
2
6 13 27
32
Totals
x
KnvanatiRh out, hit batted ball.
1

6 30 17
35
Totals
Score by Innings:
200 000 000
New York
090 000 020
Cleveland
Called, account of rain.
hits PeckinSummary:
paugh, Speaker (2). Stolen bases
GllSpeaker. Sacrifice hits Hyatt,
hooley, Coumbe. .Sacrifice fly Pratt
Bases on balls off
and Hyatt.
Caldwell 5, off Morton 1. off Coumbe
4.
Struck out Caldwell 3, Coumbe
Morton none.
1.
pitched
Innings
iPltched to two batters In first.)

02
02

000 ooo
193 1 10 00x

"(Ml

Philadelphia

Detroit
Summary:
Stanage.

MOBNINO
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W. W. Scribner, bridge and building foreman for the Santa Fe railroad
with headquarters at Wtnslow. Ariz.,
enlisted in the tank corps of the army
He will not leave for
here Saturday.
artive service, however, before Au
x.
Scribner is only one of a few
who have enlisted In that branch of
service at the local station.
morninc for
He left yesterday
Winslow to nlace his resignation with
nnika
preparations
tho company and
for leaving. His family live at. Wins-inScribner has two brothers In
the army.

4

2

Independence day in London went George V took part in the cclobra
He Is hero shown shaking hands
further toward showing the new re- tiou.
with tho captain of tho l'- S. navy
lations toward the 1'iiiled States and baseball team
which defeated the V
Great Britain than any other event S. army team In a game at Chelsea
since America4entci cd the war. King Admiral Sims is In the background

BUILDING FOREMAN ON
SANTA FE ENLISTS IN
TANK CORPS OF ARMY

3
3
2

Hudson for
Picture Frames

aver-erag-

n
o

:
Detroit
Philadelphia
Detroit, July 28. Detroit took both
games from Philadelphia by coupling
hits with the visitors' loose, fielding.
Score, first game:
Pliiladc'pliin.
AB. U. H. PO. A
1
1
0
4
0
.lamleson, rf
1
0
4
0
0
Konn. If . J
4
0
5
0
0
Wulkpr. cf

r

Wall Paper

Chicago. Julv 2S. llalph lie Palma
luna ibe nrtneinai performer in the
program of sprint automobile events
held this afternoon on tho Chicago
to winning
In addition
speedway.
three of the four races which were
decided before a heavy rain stopped
them, the Brooklyn driver established two new world's records in competition, lie drove to victory In the
lowering
ten mile race In 5:24
by
the former mark, 5:33.01 held
109.24
Dario Resta, and averaged
miles per hour. In tho twenty milo
dash de Palma easily won, his time
The old mark was
being 10:50
e
set by do Talma at 10:53.8. His
was
today
for the distance
110.51 miles per hour. De Palma also
annexed the thirty mile race, hVs
and average of
time being 16:54
106.51 njiles per hour.
Dario Resta won the opening event
at two miles in 1:1 8.
Three laps had ben completed in
the fifty mile race which was announced as the final event of the day
and which was started in a drizzling
rain when tho officials ordered the
contestants from the course. Despite
the slippery condition of the track
the four drivers , de Palma, Mulford,
Chevrolet and Vail clipped off the
hour.
laps at the rate of 100 miles an

11
0

3

Hudson for Signs!

CHICAGO AUTO TRACK

2

1

.

;

SOME NEW RECORDS ARE
HUNG UP BY RACERS ON

2
5 27
9
.24
. .
Totals
Score by innings:
100 001) 0103
Washington
200 020 (lOx 4
St Kouis
hits Sho'tton,
Summary: Two-basnit Msier.
Judge, Smith. Three-bas- e
Sacrifice hits Foster, Malhel, Dem-mit- t.
Double play Shanks and Bflvan,
'Shanks and Judge. Pases on balls
off Hovllk 6, off Ayers 1. oir houck1,
1.
Struck out Hovlik 2, Ayers
Wright 3, Houck 1. Wild pitcheB
Hovlik. Innings pitched Hovlik 7,
Houck 1
Ayers 1. Wright 7

1

0
0
0
0
0

D4

e

ll

3
3
4
3
4
4

51

34

.

hits-Russ- ell

Pratt,
Hyatt, lb

2b

Slsler, lb

Smith, cf
Ocdeon, 2b
Austin, ss
Severeid, c
Wright, r
Houck, p .

. :

til

3
9 24 14
34
Totals
xRatted for Hoxlik in eighth.
xxBatted for Ayers in ninth.
a. k.
St. lxmis.
Alt. ft. H PO. A.
0
2
4
Tobin. If .

31 8 10 27 13 1
Totals
Score by innings:
000 ooo ono o
Boston
001 :io:i inx s
Chicago
Hooper,
Bummary: Two-bas- e
1
Collins
(2). Stolen base
hit Schalk.
Sacrifice
3; Weaver.
Double plays K. Collins to Weaver
to Gandll. Bases on balls "ff
1; Mays 4. Struck out By Kus-seMays
5; Mays 1. Jnnings pitched

2b

4

42
47
49

43

2

0 10
1

4 2

4G

.

1

p
l)ubuc, p

.589
.553
.543
.523
.471
.456
.4 40
.386

which scored him In tho fifth, were
responsible for St. Louia' vlstory over
Washington. Score:
Washington.
AH. R. M. ro. A
if
Sliotton.
Foster, 3b
Judge, lb
Milan, cf .
Schulto, it
Shanks, 2b
Lavan. ss .
Ainsniith. e
Pioinieh, c
liovlik, p
xJohnson .
Ayers, p .
xxMotuaa

1

Mavs,

52
50

Philadelphia

Pit.

39
42

5B

lioston
Cleveland
Washington
New York
Chicago
SI. I.ouis
Detroit

.PlnAL
28. Russell

MopNtNO JOU.NAL

i,i:(.n:.
B.
W.

MK.itif.x

Chicago Garners Eight Runs to
Boston's None; Indians and
Yanks Play 10 Inning Tie;
Rain Stops Contest,

Food

Administration

State News Bulletin
Taking arc of tho Plums.
Plums a ro usually abundant and
can be preserved In a dozen or moio
ways; but they will sour a lot of sugar
and only skinful planning will take
care of the fruit without using up
an undue proportion of the sugar
allotment. It is udvisablo to use tho
sweetest vanities of plums and combine corn svrup and sugar in preserving. Here are a, few suggestions lor
saving the plum crop:
Without Sugar.
I. Cah whole fruit with hot water
Instead of syrup.
2. Can iilum pulp. Heat fruit grad
ually, add no water, cook to a pulp,
boil an hour and can as usual.
3.
.Make plum butter, omitting (he
sugar. Follow usual uirecuons. sweeten when opened. :
4.
Hull lu plum juice for syrups
and desserts.
5.
Dry plums. Cover plums with
boiling water, let utaml twenty minutes, drain and dry In sun or dryer.
'

6.

.Make a

winter marmalade fnun

the canned plum pulp and sorghum
or other syrup.
With Susar.
1.
For preserves or desserts combine plums with peaches, apples or
pears.
2.
Can plums with syrup made of
boiling water and equal parts sug.ir
and coin syrup.
3.
Make plum preserves, or Jam
corn syrup and
with
sugar.
4.
Serve hot Stewed blue plums
slightly sweetened for breakfast or
dinner. Serve with bacon or fresh
pork.
5. Sweelene plum desserts with
corn syrup tml sugar.
Vhi .rv Plum Pudding.
quart corn meal, 3 quart plums
cut fine.
pound chopped suet,

...

lf

1

tablespoon butter, 4 eggs well beaten,
milk to make stiff batter,
servo with any sauce desired. This
Boil in pudding bag three hours;
this pudding can be saved in a cool
place, warmed over, another day, and
is as nice as when fresh.
Kice Plum I utidlng.
Two tablespoons rice, 1 quart milk,
teaspoon salt, 1 cup needed plums,
cup sugar, 2 cup chopped nuts,
1 egg.
Boil lico and salted milk tdowly Tut
halt an hour, add sweetened plums
and bake an hour, stirring frequently.
Stir in last the nuts, cover with
egg and brown slightly. Serve
hot or cold with whipped cream.
Plum Jelly.
One cup Plum juice, 1 cup peach
cup
Juice, 1 cup blackberry juice,
cup corn syrup, 2 tablesugar,
spoons gelatine, 1 cup water.
Bring fruit juice, sugar and syrup
to boiling point, add gelatine previously soaked In the water and strain.
When cool set in the refrigerator or
in lee water to "Jell." Serve with
w hipped cream.
( aim You licet Sugar?
Beet sugar is excellent for canning,
preserving and jellyas making.
to tho use of
Krroneous ideas
beet sugar arc prevalent, it being a
rather common idea Unit beet sugar
cannot be used fpr canning, preserving or jelly making.
Beet sugar and cane sugar, have the
.same chemical composition, the same
molecular structure and show Identi-all- y
the same reaction.
t
refinod
and
Refined beet sugar
cane sugar are absolutely interchangeable in any cooking process.
1'nlesi the housewife is tobj which
kind of sugar she is buying she will
bo unable to know', there being no
result in cooking of any nature which
noiild show the kind of sucar used.
If for any reason beet, sugar is
use is
cheaper than cane sugar, itseconomlo be recommended from an
ical standpoint, and because the increased use of beet sugar will encourage tho sugar beet Industry.
With a largo fruit crop at hand

and unknown months or years of war
ahead, let not an unfounded prejudice prevent the preservation of all
ptssil.lt' food.
Upon request, directions for canning and preserving will be supplied
to any resident of the state by the
extension service of New Mexico college of agriculture and mechanic arts.
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AUSTRIA'S TRIPLE DRIVE MAYBE
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Two-tias-

Kav-anag-
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Fourth St.
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and hoci smhI tor lato LEADING TEAM IN EACH
nro
Hort
Storks of Uk-hMAJOR LEAGUE SLIPPED
wry liniltfd. If you wait lonir you
.may not Im aWo to huy what yon
DURING THE PAST WEEK
want. Sold !n 5c packctfl or hy the
iounee or jKMind. Out of town orriVr
lT nOMNIN iouma. .pc.l c.to
Hhlpned same day onler Is rccclvwl.
New York, July 28. The leading
E. V. WE. Phono 16.
team in each of the major leagues
lost ground last week. The Chicago
Nationals broke even in six games
Turnip

il

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

Pbone

110 West Gold.

THE WM. FARR
Wholesale

and

Beta I!

COMPANY
Dealer
b

AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Bpoclaltj
For Cattle and Hoga the RuHnf
Market aJMot Are raid
JTKKSH

whll New York, In second place, won
five of Its seven games. The Boston
Americans won three and tost two but
second
riBveinnrt and. Washington,
and third resiiectlvely. lost none of
their names, the Indians wlnnin?
three and the Senators five. Washing
ton lost to St. Bonis today after win
nlng seven straight games.

kiMLEs

,

No matter what , you
want, you'll save money
Dy USing

t
journal waius
i

Nil

N-r-v

iiiiiiiHlHInll
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SciC

J
3tfm W7j&
It. At Iw

inAustria, says Swiss dispatches, is planning a triple drive against Italyby Jand, sea and air. The program
cludes military drives In northern Italy and Albania, naval stacks along the Adriatic coast of Italy and a great air
offensive against cities behind the lines. Austria is counting on German aid for her offensive and seeks Ty it to
placate the Austrian people, who were thrown into a fever pf, unrest hy the failure of the spring offensive on the
;
.,
'....j
Plave, ! .,. .......
'
4
,
'
.

-

-

-

V

Are.

t

We are In a position to give
more value for tho money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
lids vicinity.
Office With

CHARGED

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

WITH SELLING 0 F

77

PHONE

BEER ON SUNDAY

LUMBER

Faintt, Oils, Glass. Mnithold Roofln
and Building Paper.
lotils Giacomllli, one of tho proLUMBER
prietors of tho New Bridgo saloon at J. C. BALDRIDGE
Barelas, and a bartender employed
COMPANY
there, were arrested yesterday afternoon on a charge of selling liquor on
The arrest was made by
Sunday.
deputy sheriff Ramon Ortiz.
According to undersheriff R. T.
Wooton, when the deputy went to the
saloon he found tho door wide open.
Fifteen or twenty men, ho said, were
standing at the bar drinking beer
and a crowd of men were outside.
According to authorities this is only
ono of several times proprietors of
the Bridge saloon have been charged
with violating tho Sunday saloon law.
(liacomilli and the bartender gave
bond for their appearance before
this
police judge W. W. McClellan
morning.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
LONG BEACH MONDAY
V

MOHNIMC

JOUMNAI.

HELP
UNCLE
SAM
By Getting

WILL BE OPENED AT

II3IAL LIASSD Wlff

Beach; Calif.. July 28. A
nnmlier of lekding tennis players- of
southern California are expected to
participate in the week's play of the
annual southern California champion
ship tennis tournament opening here
A
delegation of players
Monday.
from San Francisco and other points
in the northern part of the state also
Prohave been invited to compete.
ceeds cf the tournament will bo doCross
Red
American
nated to the
l
war fund.
Varlo-.everts scheduled for 'he
and
men's
singles
week inculdo
doubles, women's singles and women'
doubles, mixed doubles, special singles
land junior singles and doubles for
contestants under 19 years old.
Frank Winne and Nat B. Browne,
winnor of the Pacific coast double title
this year. Thomas C. Bundy, Simpson
Sinabaugh, Harvey Snodgrass and a
number of other men, familiar to followers of the court game in couthttn
California, have entered. some of 'the
events.
Tho women's special singles overt
will he open only to players who
have nevcf won an open tournament.
Bong

-

ROUND ROBIN TENNIS
TOURNAMENT SCHEDULED
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t General Contractor
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tplnntliiK.

and

I Wallace Hesselden

well-beate- n

0

hits Kava-nagStolon bases Kopp.
Vouch, It. Jones. Sacrifice hit Kallio. Double plays Bush, Coffey and
Kavanagh; H. Jones, Coffey ami
Gardner and Burns; Adams,
Dugan and Burns. Bases on balls tiff
11;
off Adams 3. Hit by pitch
Kallio
er Uv Adams 1 (Coffey). Struck out
By Kallio 4, hy Adams 1.
It. H. K.
Score Second game:
4
9
Philadi Iphia ..010 001 IIO0-- -2
8
6
3
SOx
.
000
003
Detroit
St.
4; Washington
Batteries: Perry and Perkins; Cun
St. Louis, Mo., July 28. Slsler's
thrcc-baBhit and Shanks wild throw nlngham and Spe"'.-Two-bas- e

.
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Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.
STANDING

BIG-BANQUE-

Ca'lf.. .Inly 28.
Sun Francisco.
With the suspension of play in the
liai.'iie, there
THfific Coast base!
clun oi
s scarcely a
any prominence on the coast which
of one or
docs not contain the names
...
.,1...ro,-more prolessionai
iwum
some one of trie leagues gnum
ountry. This includes players from
oth the major and minor leagues.
At a recent game plavcd lure be
tween two army teams no less man
ten well known diamond names appeared in the lineups of tly two clubs.
With plenty of simon pure partisan
"rnnlilm" on both sides, there was ex
the
citement enough provided during
nine Innings of play to supply a n.iu
dozen professional games, according
to the professional players who mon
part and who are quite alive to the
support they get from the nouse.
The result lias been tnai
scrub teams are providing a urn mi oi
Insehnll which followers ol inn spori
claim Is the best ever seen off a regular professional circuit. As the have
of the buseha'l men who
had to obey Urn work or fight" order
are either in ine ami. mn;
organ- ship yards, the teams of these inferior
iatlo'ns are considered little
In playing ability to the regular professional clubs.
There are three teams in this
which generally are consid
ered to be about the strongest aggreThese are the quartermas
gations.
ter's department and iieuerman gen
eral hospital fains at the rresiuio,
and the Mare Island navy team. The
roster of players includes suon wen
known names as Holme. Bewis, Miller. o'Doul, l.crenz. Zamlock, Maisel.
Siglin, f'ascv and others familiar to
the professional diamond.

E. E. BLISS
RUSSELL TWIRLS

ARMY TEAMS
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Notice is hereby given, that an annual and special meeting of the stockholders, of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
Company will be held on Monday,
August 5th, 1918, at 10 o'clock a. m.
at the Alvarado Hotel in Albuqneviue,
N. Mex., for the purposes of electinS
a hoard of directors, to take action
theron, properly organizing and transacting such other business as may lawT
fully come before the meeting. This,
AT
notice is given in compliance with See.
!37 of the Corporation Laws of New
Mexico.
KATIE RUHN'AI'.
FRANK Rt'HNAU,
Pro. ('(rri'MimidVnro.V
H. A. HOOVKR,
London, June 30. The allied diplo
!toekholders.
matic colony in Unglnnd will long
remember the arrival in Jassy last
MXJAlj NOTICE.
winter of a large shipment of hospi
MITIl ii i on rrtu.ic.vi ion.
tal and medical supplies from the
It. 8. LHncl of- "f l"'
t'nited States. The shipment was long Di'rnr'mM"
Santa it, N. M., July 3, jam.
ut
fhe
ardelayed on tho way, and when it
Notice 1b hernl.y given that Pnlrnctnii
rived one of the allied ministers in
N. M
who. on Sjit.
Mjriur. of Manpip.
sisted on celebrating its arrival by a IM,
nude HoinraP'ild entry No. 017lM;n,
dinner, ns elaborate as dinners could Tor ltlfi, . Section
Ituntrn
Township
be under existing conditions.
N. M. P. Meridian, hna riled notice of
After the arrangements for the din- intention to r.uiUo five year Homrnteart
ner had all been carefully worked out Pinal Proof, to etilahllsli claim to tho land
V..
by tho minister who was acting as ahova desorit'Od. heforn William
II. S. Commissioner, at Sebayeta! N.
host, it was found that there was not
an ounce of olive oil to be obtained in M.. on Sept. 3. 1318.ns witneFBen:
Claimant names
of
JuKsy. At tho urgent solicitation
ilevo Martinez, of Marque., N. M ;
the minister, the chairman of the
Juramlllo. of tlid... N. M.i Marqarlu
American Red Cross mission agreed to
rtotnero, of. San Mateo. N. M. ; I'ctinltU
remedy this deficiency. Accordingly a Salazar, of flllio, N. M.
written order was given authorizing
FRANCISCO DKI.d.M'O.
UeKlKtef
the minister to withdraw ono quart
bottle of ollvo oil from the supplies
r-- r
.vrioN
rr:t:.:f
notk'K
which hail just arrived from New
Department of I tie Intctror, V. S. I.Rrd
York.
Fe. N. M.. July 1. 191.
Sahtu
al
The miniver sent h's orderly to the
that tot. van C.
Notice, la hereby
Red Cross warehouse, with tho requion Oct. 4.
Chorea, of Kcboyeta. N. M., who.017.11D.
for
sition, and the courteous superintend- 1912. made Homestead. No.
ent of the warehouse handed tho or
2S, Townnhlp
4. "Section
filed
hid
M.
a
bottle
I'.
N.
took
Mer.dlan,
LIN.
3W.
a
and
receipt
Hanse
derly quart
In the customary form.
notice of intention to make five year Proof,neThe same evening the dinner took to establish claim to tfe. land V.above
S. urn- hefor Wm. ('. Kennedy.
guests repre- ncrlhed,
place, with twenty-fiv- e
at Ketmyvla. N. M., on to sepi.
senting all the important states in the mlBsioner,
IMS.
entente alliance. The host, proud of S, nalmant
eBBe
namea
his achievement In hecuring real olive V. P. HarrltiKton, of e'orreo. N. M Patricio
oil for the occasion, had arranged a OonzalCB. of Schoyeta, N. M tvunuei
menu in which every dish contained cla. of Heboyetn. N. M. Dlolilclo Maiques,
oil ns an ingredient.
of Selioyeta, N. M.
FltANCISCl) l'Kii.'.Ai"j,
It is better perhaps not to go into
Register.
details regarding the denouement.
Suffice it to say that there was not
single dish of which anyone was able
to take more than a mouthful. From
meginning to end everything was flavored with a penetrating taste which
the American minister declared wai
(MHaBMHVMMHIMpHHaMMPpn
that of fish glue.
Fverybody accused the Red Cross
chairman of attempting a bad practical joke, but ho was as much at sea
as anybody else, and could oonly
promise that the matter would be in
vestigated on the morrow.

ARE APPEARING

At Last We Have a Few

Notice of Meeting.

MISTAKE CAUSES

Any boy of the city, if he desires
to play tennis, may become n participant in a Round Robin Tennis tournament, which will begin Tuesday, July
80. and end Thursday, August 8. ,
The boys have been requested to
They
sign tip for the tournament.
may leave their names and weight
with Mr. Green at the Young Men's
These names
Christian association.
must be registered before tonight.
The boys will be divided Into classes
according to welch t and each con
testant will play every other one In
his class. It is not necessary mat
the boys be a member of the T. M.

f

w. s. s.
For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds

And Endi Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrl C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Pott 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charfe of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

.
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LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
M ITOBTH HB8T grBKCT '
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That New Mexico has boosters outside tho state ise Indicated In a recent number of the Panama Weekly
News which has the following account
of a toast given by Mrs. .Miguel A.
Otero ut a musical club in Ancon

low.

Mrs. Cioolsby, Women and Men Associates:
"It is a privilege as well as a pleasure which you have accorded mo, and
I certainly appreciate the courtesy ot
being called upon by the president of
the Ancon Morning Musical club, to
toast my home state, the rich and wonderful Sunshine Sfate of New
ico.
"I would, quite naturally, rathci
hesitate to assume the agreeable and
pleasant undertaking, of attempting
briefly and in my own way, to creditably do full Justice to a subject embracing such magnitude, however, a
pardonable prido, in being permitted
to express myself, and to at least
mention some of the many encomiums
deserved by the great state of New
Mexico, is in itself an enjoyment and
satisfaction sufficient for me, and
particularly when I feel that yon
thoroughly appreciate the predicament in which 1 find myself, and wilf
bear with me, when expressing with
brevity, some .few accurate facts connected with my home state.
"Tho motto of New Mexico la
"Crcslt Eundo," meaning, "It Increases by going" or a more accepted
translation, "We progress as we go,'
I can truthfully say, having frequently travelled through every county In
the state, that the motto has always
been religiously lived up to.
"New Mexico is very properly
known as tho "Sunshine State." It Is a
'vast domain, eight thousand square
miles larger than the kingdom of
Italy; a plateau tilted toward the
sun and sloping from an elevation
of 8,000 feet in tho north to 4,000 feet
and less in the south, upon which
are three score of mountain ranges,
and which boasts of the finest summer and winter climate In the world,
a climate that knows of no oppressive
days nor. close and humid nights and
"hlch will bring the glow of health
to the consumptive; a land in whose
valleys and upon whose Hlopes are
orchards producing fruit of greater
size, of richer color" and of finer flavor than the
fruit of southern California; fields of wheat that
more
yield
abundantly than the wheat
fields of Minnesota and Manitoba;
acres of finer corn than was ever
grown in Kansas; vast eras green
with alfalfa that produces thousands
of tons of fodder and a soil that wil)
produce the best sugar beet, tho best
cantaloupes, the best celery, tho best
vegetables and the best grain in the
world; a commonwealth of teeming
towns and cities as modern as the
;
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have not cln-- lo,i for four
years the fabulous blows of the Marne
the Yser, the Somme, and Verdun U.
succumb in the last quarter of an
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Home on furlough is the greatest tonic to the morale of th
French and British forces. But
the American boy cannot go homo
and the American Red Crosa aided
women la doing
by America's
everything It con to carry the
home eplrlt over there. Tromlnent
among the workers la Mrs. W. K.
now active in Red
Vanderbilt,
Crosa Canteen Work In France,
one of the effective ways of reaching the men.
The canteena on the Imea of
were established
eommunication
for the purpose of providing the
sleeping quarter, food, batha and
disinfecting service for the soldier
en route to and from the front.
Xhey are also equipped with rest
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Thus remarks a l'rcm h newspaper.
And I like its stout, (aim words. They
'
?
i
warm my blood with the potency of
si. s?: iS it
wine. They bid me remember that
the allies have won through days of
darker storm and harder stress than
these.
In them I can hear the ring of the
heroic determination of all t!ie allied
nations not to be dismayed by the
latest frenzied attempt of the German
mad dog to latter the justice and
of the whole world.
Beside them, the shouts of the
kaiser on his victory sound in my
ears like the puns yappings of a cur
at my heels.
"God has granted us a fine victory,
i.
and will further help us," Wilhelin
has wired to tho Empress,
Yes, this is the yapping of a cur-- -'
of a cur with the blod of infamies
rooms where soldiers can read,
dripping from Its fangs. Its yelpings
must not unduly depress us. The kaiwrite and piny (james. and small
ser's purpose is, perhaps, more to
stores where they can buy canned
hearten his own people than to frightdelicacies, tobacco
and slmilai
articles.
en uh. Hy this time he must realize
These canteens are built at Juncthat we are not so rasily scared.
tion depots, which, in peace time
We have set out to kill that mad
were "quipped to handle about 71
dog which satan lias turned loose on
people. Before the establishment
the world, and even Wilheim, king o?
of the canteena sometimes a
brutes, must know in his own heart
many as 4.000 soldiers would o
that we shall never rest until we have
forced to wait from 24 to 48 houtl
killed it and freed the world rrom
for their connecting trains, durini
German rabies for ever.
which tlni6 they slept on th
ground, got very Mule food and
Hypocrisy of Kaiser.
that at high prices. Now trench-staine"Hypocrisy Is tho necessary burden
soldiers can obtain hoi
of villainy." Almost as if to prove tho
meals at less than cost 16c
truth of Dr. Johnsons words, at about
meal can bathe, play games oi
tho same time that tho kiriser was
sleep until time for their connect
telegram
sending that blasphemous
ing trains.
German airmen were deliberately peron
petrating another fiendish outrage the.
a hospital many miles behind
front.
Does the kaiser dare to claim that
God was on his side in that? Do our
Apacifists daro so to insult the
lmighty as to believe that Ho wishess
us to condone such unspeakablo
and to parley with devils of
such crime?
tho enemy to fall back still further ' If they do, they had better blow out
from Soissons.
their insensate brains and rid the
The French successes on the Chemin world
of persons who are treacherous
des Dames in April and May of last alike to the
cause of God and man.
year once more forced the crown
Hut whilo all of us who are not
prince to retire in this region, and pacifists steadfastly believe that the
this was repeated on a smaller scalo allies are the Instruments of tho AlIn OctoL-or- .
Oeneral von Klnck was
mighty for the ultlmato punishment
wounded in March; 1917, whilo in- of
the" Hun for his crimes against
near
defenses
the
French
specting
Himself and humanity, we must nev-e- r
Soissons.
that homely adage which
Soissons had a population of more tellsforget
God helps those who help
us
that
than 11.000 before the war. It Is an themselves.
with
identified
ancient town, generally
Are we helping ourselves sufficientNovlodmium, mentioned
by Cacser.
In his telegram to the empress th
1'nder the early Homan empire it was ly
"the English and
called Augusta Suessonum, and after- kaiser boasts that
been
completely surhavo
French
wards Su'Ssiona, from which its modprised."
is
ern name
derived.
There Is grave ground for belle!
In the I'lacJtle la Itepiililique there
is a monument to t ho citizens shot by that they were. The German onslaughtbeen maoo in n'Germans in 870. Tho Soissons ca- lis said.!.to havo
snnnrliir tn 11111' llien. J et
thedral, of a mixed lloinanoBque and
tnn
Uothie type of architecture of the 12th we seem to have been aware ofus ol
and 13th centuries, has been much enormous concentration before
even
is
U
his troops and his tanks.
damaged by gunfire.
stateAlleged that we knew, from tho
ments of prisoners, exactly when thft
floats the Stars and Stripes, that is Hun meant to attack. Hoard.
Gun Inquiry
today more prosperous or that is makHas there been another gigantic
ing more progressive strides in all
branches of human endeavor, than the blunder on our able? It is a, matter
state of New Mexico, which is repre- that must be sternly inquired into.
sented on the flag of our country by For tho present we must Joavo it ai
s

Soissons, the famous city on the
Aisne toward which the French and
American armies are rapidly advancing, had not itself been tho scone of
fighting from the earliest days of the
war until last month, when tho Germans captured it.
It was occupied by. the first Ilrltish
corps, under Sir Douglas Haig during
the great retreat from Mona in August, 1914, and was evacuated by the
i It
was then
Hritish on August
seized by the Hermans.
After the battle of the Manic the
pursuing French and Hrilish troopn
on September IS! drove the (iermaiiR
out of Soissons and across the Aisne,
tho enemy destroying tho bridges in

their retreat.
In January, 1915, the Hermans attacked in this region, gaining some
advantage, and, owing to the heavy

shelling of tho city, the civilian population was evacuated.
In March and April, 1917, the Or-ma- n
retreat from tho Somme forced

than any other country on the face
of the earth; a land with many springs
of healing mineral waters and with
prehistoric ruins and historic monua land
ments;
with
nearly a
half of millltth peaceful patriotic
citizens, where the' civilization
of
the eastern states Is intermingled
with
the
older
of
civilization
the
ruelils
Indians
and ' the
more recent Spanish t'onqulstadors, an
well as touches of tho customs of
nomadic Indian tribes; a commonwealth of colleges, military Institutes,
public schools, churches, charitable

which is occupied by Hie New Mexico
branch of the Archaeological Institute
of America
where the study of archaeology is now taught, and during
each summer, classes are formed and
school camps are placed at FrIJoles
canyon, where the ruins of the Cliff
Pecos river, where you find the ruins
of the 'Old Tccos chinch. ' The classes
aro In charge of eminent scientific
doctors and lecturers, as well as
d
artists, al of whom- - have!
world wide reputations in tho study
of archaeology, and as well of Jn- dian paintings.
TJiere is no jurisdiction over which
celo-brate-

j
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"A country over which centuries
of history have thrown a nlamor of
KILLED
DAY
romance; an empire which in re- CHARLES
staunch
sources,
patriotism, good
IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT;
government. In progress and In
promise leads all tho other older com
HIS FATHER INJURED
monwealths of our great nation. Such
Is tho 'Sunshine State,' the sanitarium
RNlNO JOORNL
,eW TO
of tho world, tht state of New
L.
GaW. N. M.. July 28. Charles
evenDav was killed early yesterday
au
Ariz., In an w
ing near Navajo, Charles
th
LIBERAL DONATIONS
Day.
accident
of Ht. Mlch.it Ms.
E
S.
Day.
father.
his
TO VEGAS RED CROSS
were on their way to St. Johns,
Ariz' It an automobile. When near
CSPICIAL COHRCONDNGf TO MONMIN9 JOURNAL)
NovaJo tho car turned over, killing
his father. deKast I.as Vegas. N. M. July 28.
Charles and Injuring thirty-second
Isaac Davis, whose float won sec
Decedent was a
and
a
in
reunion
ond prize
the cowboys'
Knight Templar temgree Mason,
purado on July 4, has donated the also a member of Hallut ibyad
The re2". to the Red Cross. Mrs. ple shrine of Albuqucrqc
money,
If. D. Williams has donated $5 to the mains will he brought to Gallup for a
Garment room, Mrs. H. Danzlger.gave Masonic burial.
S2 toze used in purchasing muslin for
layettes, the (Catholic, sisters will do
the needlework on twenty waists for
layettes, Mrs. Donald Stewart donated two sweaters and Mrs. V. J,
Mills gave socks.
Mrs. Hen liruhn has earned her
third cross for knitting, and Mrs. F. D.
Howe and Mrs. Strickland each received one. Mrs. Ijino has knitted
eighty-thre- e
pairs of socks and MrB.
Adlon has finished fifty-fiv- e
'
.
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Phona

520J or call at 1413 West Roma after 6 p m.
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The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
PETROGRADISA
CITY OF DESPAIR.

1

Kast I.as Vegas, N. M., July 28.
Emery Griggs, aged 70 years, was
found dead in the bathroom of La
Pension hotel on Friday night. Apoplexy is believed to have been the
cause of death. Mr. Griggs was a
real estate man of St. Paul, Mlnn.and
was wealthy. He had been here several years ago, when he bought property near Las Vegas. Recently he
returned and was negotiating for the
thousands of
purchase of several

l

ervice depend.

.

SPtCIAI.

With Presto lighting outfit, horn, Stewart rear
drive speedorneter-ancLandem cushion, new
inner tubes and reliners in every tire.
Would cost new $450. Cask price $200 .
Will take Liberty Bond as part payment

Each telephone user is an essential part of the system upon whose cooperation the conservation of its resources and the maintenance of good

j

DIES AT LAS VEGAS

and Side Car

the war hrgan The Mountain, States Telephone ad Telegraph
was ready to render instant service to the Government.
It
at onee, on its own initiative, riiade the needs of the Government
paramount, giving them precedence over general economic requirements, and
adopted a policy of strict conservation of all its resources.
I
To meet all the wartime telephone needs of our territory the Mountain
States System has restricted to Avar purposes new construction and the limited supply of material and labor, as far as possible without impairing the
general service. Every bit of plant equipment has been utilized and new
methods of handling traffic devised.

WHEN

d

ST. PAUL REALTY MAN

Harley Davidson MOTORCYCLE

Saving for Service

--

SOISSONS

Institutions and.
newseastern states; peaceful agricultural papers.
"At the capital will bo found the
settlements and busy mining camps;
known
along whoso mountains and canpns new art museum,
as the
are treasure-house- s
of gold, silver, 'School of American Research,' and

copper, coal. Iron, zinc, lead, turquoise
garnets and other minerals and precious stones; whose hillsides1 are covered with valuable timber, wiiVtf
tablelands are covered with five million sheep, one and a half million cattle, thousands of goats, horses and
other livestock."
"A country
d
by great
transcontinental railroads and many
lesser railways, and spanned by telegraph and telephone wires; a region
of majestic and beautiful scenery; a
paradise for the sportsman: a lund
with more hours of sunshine per year

yj
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A unique

applause, and which was pronounced
by all who heard it as the best of the
occasion from the standpoint of delivery as well as the attractive and
masterly marshalling of tho facts
was the one dedicated to New Mex.
ico, the ''Sunshine Slate." This toast
was delivered by Mrs. Migue.1 A. Otero
of Ancon, whose husband, the United States marshal for tho Canal
Zone, was governor of New Mexico
for a period of nine years. As tho information contained therein will undoubtedly bo of much interest to tho
readers of the Weekly News we take
pleasure in reproducing t lie toast be-

gpP

for Four

Years Blows of Maine, Yser,
Somme and Verdun to Suc- ciimb at This Late Date,
(We

Panama:

feature which characterized the War Tea recently given by
Ancon
the
Morning Musical club at
the Tivoll Hotel, Ancon was the toast:!
proposed by the mem;bers to the
home tata of the speaker. One Jn
particular which called forth much

Not Checked

JEWISH SYNAGOGUE
MOVED AT LAS VEGAS
R.OIAL CORRIARONDINCK

TO

KORNINO JOURNAL!

East Las Vegas, N.. M., July 28.
J. Kenny of Denver, who moved
brick
the Santa Fe city hall, a largeMonte-fiore,
structure, is moving Temple
The
the Jewish synagogue.
beits
taken
from
presbuilding will
ent site on Douglas avenue and
moved to a location on North Eighth
street. Its site will be occupied after
the war by a postoffice, as was the . William C. D'Arcy of St. Louis was
Mr. Kenny moved In Santa
building
president of the Associate-- 1
.
:
,
...
Fe.
Advertising Clubs, of th World at the
fourteenth annual convention, held in
M.

Journal Wants Bring Results

Ban Francisco,

:.
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wistful and hungry and sell themselves, inslead of biscuits or chocolate or newspapers, to tho rollicking
sailors and debonair speculators.
Whero Do I ji tables Conic IVom?
fine of tho mysteries of Russia la
where tho venders of cakes and biscuits Ret the things they sell. There
is absolutely no flour to be had and
the bread allowance per person which
one sometimes does not get, Is one-haa pound daily for the proletariat
of a pound daily for
and
tho bourgeois.
The bread Is black
and heavy and Its Ingredients cannot
be identified.
Sugar cannot be obtained in the shops. In the homes,
hors meat, dried cabbage and what
bread Is available Is tfie principal diet
for tho majority. Hugs, butter und
milk nre high in price und extremely
scarce.
How 1'rlcos Havo KoummI.
Formerly an income of 200 rubles
a month was comparative opulence,
Now. according to tho best estimates
available, It cosls from 2.500 to 3,000
rubles a month to maintain a family
of three In anything like comfort.
Most of tho familes in Totrograd,
even with wages soaring, havo less
than 1,000 rubles a month. But even
tho wealthy suffer hunger panes because transportation Ib crippled anil
the city Is cut off from the Ukraine,
Its principal flour und sugar producing territory, and from the nearby
lf

ono-elgh-

Persons Who Formerly Owned
Limousines and Lived in Palaces Sell Candy and Biscuits
to Earn Living,
( AMfirlntrrf lreM 'rrppnn(lrnr)
Tetrograd, June IB. TotroKrad Is
a city of despair and near starvation.
A great
majority of tho 2,000,000

poisons now crowded into the once
proud tapital of Peter the great know
what it means to bo without food
und know that winter is coming with
worse in store.
The pcpple talk, dream and when
they can eat food. Long linos form
early in the morning before the shops
to buy food.
Thousands storm Incoming trains in a wild scramble for
food brought in by peasants and
traveling soldier's. In front of every
shop window where foodstuffs are (liH.
played people stand und gazo longingly.
Money In Worthless.
Pctrograd is a city with Its pockets
full of worthless
money.
Money
presses are working overtime and
wages are increasing but' neither can
keep up with the rising prices. The
Nevsky Prospckt, "the streets of
is a picturesque evidence of
the city's Interest in food. In those
sections of white nlshts every hour
of the twenty of daylight sees it lined
from one end to the other with street
venders sellinc cakes and chocolate
and queer little pancakes called
"blecneys" and sugar in lumps from
carefully guarded little boxes.
Persons who formerly owned limou
sines and lived in palacclike homes
along the Nevsky, are selling candy
and biscuits in the streets to earn
their living. Their customers are
opulent sailors and workmen who buy
biscuits at fabulous prices because
even they, part of the time, cannot
get bread.
AH Trying 'to Kurn a IJving.
One need not be surprised if the
ladv dressed In silks and satins once
a member of the Bourgeois who sells
a biscuit on the corner addresses
him in any of the two or three foreign languages she knows. Then one
may buy newspapers from gray beards
in frock coats and silk hats and former army officers in shiny boots. All
are trying to earn a livelihood in the
"commune" of Petrograd where property is confiscated and Incomes have
vanished.
,
Some of those on the Nevsky are
girls, pretty ones, and they walk the
long length of the street all day and
into the night asking for the little
postage stamps that, pass for money
In Russia now because
they are
And there are other girl,
hungry.
and the number grows larger ; every
da, who da not esactiy beg but look
-
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SAN MIGUEL

HOME GUARD

PREPARES FOR DRILLING
OnrntllPONDINCI tO MORNINa JOUKNL

Kast I.as Vegas. N. M July 28.
Tho "old" home guard, which has
been superceded by tho "new" home
guard, of which t'olonel Apolonlo A.
Sena is commanding officer, will continue to drill according to announcement.
Arrival of uniforms and
arms for the new organization is looked for soon.
i

AMERICAN

PRISONERS

CHEER ALLIED AIRMEN
llir MORNIM JOURNAL BPIClAL

LIIO

WIMI

Geneva, July 28 (by the Associated
Press). Tho majority of the Americans taken prisoner by the Germans
are iuartered in the ithino cities of
Darmstadt, Karlsruhe and ti lessen,
according to advices reaching tho
American branch of the lnternallon
al Ited Cross here.
Allied airmen who homb these cities are cheered by the Americans, tho
advices state.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

Finnish and r.altlc communities that

once supplied it with butter, milk,
eggs and vegetables.
In tho city's largest hotels some
formerly among the show places of
Kurope, there Is no electric light, no
elevators, no hot water and generally,
no food. One provides always his own
bread and must keep It under lock
and key. A dinner In one of the better class resturants today costs 40
rubles.
But the cily struggles on. Now
desperately, and now nonchalantly. It
strives to adapt itself to the
of Its present life.
topsy-turvine- ss

Join the

Two-h- it

cluh.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of cose, throat, and that
raused by feminine ills It has no equal.
For ten years the Lydli E. Plnkham
Medicine Co. has recommonded Paxtiue
la their private correspondence with
Hoinen, which proves Its superiority. I
Women who have been cured say
It Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail
The Pax toa Tcllet Co Boston, Mass,
In

SUMMER EXCURSIONS
To Colorado and Utah Points
The A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. is offering reduced fares for the
round trip to various points in Colorado. For your information we quote a few of these fares:
Albuquerque to Pueblo and return
.$25.74
Albuquerque to Colorado Springs and return. . . .$27.90
Albuquerque to Denver and return.
$31.44
Albuquerque to Glenwood Springs and return. . .$41.34
Albuquerque to Grand Junction and return.
.$48.54
Albuquerque to Sale Lake City and return.
.$58.74,
Tickets on sale daily until September 30th, with the
final limit on all tickets, October 31st.
For official information about National Parks and
Monuments, address Bureau of Service, United States
Railroad Administration, 226 W. Jackson Street, Chica-

....
.....

go,

111.

For further information phone or write
PHONE 204
N. F. JOHNSON,
'
Santa Fe Depot
Asst. Agent

J
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ADVKBTIStNG.

beginning this morning tho depart
ment of labor will launch a coast to
coast campaign to explain tho United
States Kmployment Service, the cen
tral war labor recruiting program, and
the necessity for maximum production
to the entire nation.
The campaign will be similar to the
great publicity and educational drives
of the treasury department for the
three Liberty loans and the lied Cross.
.Every means of reaching the public
will be employed.
Newspapers, ad-- !
vertising clubs, large advertisers, mo-- j
o
tion pictures, and the 35,000
men will carry the message of
service by voice,
tho employment
screen, or printed word to every city,
in the
town or rural community
United States.
Since America's entry into tho war
one of the most potent educational
forces utilized by the government has
been newspaper
through
publicity,
both news and advertising columns
at Is estimated that at least $12,000,-00- 0
of newspaper
advertising alone
to war campaigns of
has
the government.
Striking examples
are the recent Liberty Loan and Red
Cross drives.
Through tho advertising pnges of
the national press virtually every man,
woman and child in the country .has
been mado acquainted with the necessity for giving, loaning and serving.
The United States Employment Ser
vice cannot put througi the enormous
task delegated to it keeping the war
industries of the nation full manned
unless the entire country is familiar
with it.
The success of the central war la
bor recruiting program depends pit
marily upon the measure of coopera
tion given tho Employment Service
the agency for its execution by all
employers, workers and the genera!
public.
The importance of a systematic plan
for mustering labor to the most needed
points CHnnot bft too strongly empha
sized. When one reflects it requires
eight men over here for each one
"over .there" tho necessity for of
fective organization of this country's
labor is plain.
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CREDIT DfJE FOCH.

Disappointment may be felt by the
people at home if the German crown
prince succeeds in extricating his army
from the hazardous position between
the Aisne and the Marne, but It is not
likely anyone will venture criticism of
the tactics employed by General Foch
It must bo kept in mind that inorder
for tho allies to cut into the northeast
and northwest flanks of the German
salient which extended as far south as
tho Mnrne it was necessary to run a
double lino, one facing north and one
south. Germans are occupying territory on both sides of the wedges being driven east from Soissons and
west from llhelms.
It requires large bodies of men to
carry out such maneuvers nnd tho fact
that the British succeeded in throwing their lines westward a considerable
distance and the Americans
and
French carried
theirs east beyond
which may be
roughly described as tho allied effort
to close the top of the bag, and cut
off the northward retreat of the
enemy forces, speaks well for the success of the allied enterprise thus far.
If only a quarter of million Americans have been added to the allied
forces as Secretary Raker estimated
in his announcement
last week, the
successes of the allies in the roctnt
fighting may be taken as exceptionally
It is not unlikely, how
creditable.
ever, that Jlr. Makers estimate was
extremely consei votive, but ovum with
twice a quarter of a million Americans
iddod to tho strength of General
Foch's armies, tho showing ho has
made cannot hf, considered either by
the people or military critics as any
thing but remarkable.

in the event of mobilization,
New lines.
10. Tho telegraph and tclephonal
lineti.
Wireless stations. 2 Military
pigeon posts.
sketches,
11.
Russian fortresses,
photographs and estimates of approximate quantities of provisions.
The material condition of tho population (in the district where the German spy is located). To what political
parties the people of that district belong.
Russia llootled With Spies.
These spies traveled in Russia as
photographers, "salesmen, cattle dealers or lumber merchants. They thus
had every opportunity for familiarizing themselves intimately with various phases of Russian life.
According to Ncmirvitch Danchen-ko- ,

the trains

j

who examined all the other "Maggi"
signs and advertisements. All had
maps on the back. The spies inns pre- pared for the German landing. Thera
yf re numerous such instances.
Thanks to the statistical work of the
German agents, tho Germans on entering a city, know the location of the
most important buildings nnd houses.
Bombarding the city, they always aim
at these structures. The information
supplied by tho secret agents was used
in the attempts made rrpon King Albert and President Polncare.
Tho
German dirigible brought down near
Libau in 1915 had among its command Germans who had lived in Libau before the war as barbers, and
Lieutenant von Schenk, a Russian
land owner and lumber merchant.
"During tho war the espionage system of tho Prussians has been organ-

the veteran war correspondent, ized perfectly," declared NemrVovitch,
the entire Russian army was permeat- Danchenko, tho famous Russian war
ed by the espionage of the German correspondent.
"Wherever they came,
colonists in Russia.
whatever positions they took, they
"The Russian colonists has led the found ready organizations of signalists,
Germans to our reeling armies," ho secret telephones, guides, hidden prosaid. "They treacherously led our ar visions. Even when tho Germans remies into German traps. They sorved treated they left their secret agents
The German colonists kept them
as guides for the Germans, they sheltered them, they provided them with hitlden in cellars, and they came out
food while they denied theso to the tered throughout Russia.
Radio Mossug-- From Cellar.
Russian troops.'
As a concrete instance may be menThe Gorman spies had mado a care
tioned
this case of espionage at Rig?
ful study of tho various parts of Rus
sia long before the outbreak of the While Russian soldiers were dying in
war. Dependable German colonists the uppor barracks located at tho
factory the engineer,
had been stationed in certain sections
a Riga German, head of tho
of Russia so that when tho German
forces entered Russia they were in po Riga fire department, and two "volunsitlon to render thorn most valuable teers" were in tho basement sending:
radio messages to the German staff
service.
of the Russian
When General von Liber entered about the movements
They were all caught at tho
Lodz, ho knew not only tho names of troops.
a
radio telegram in
with
all therwell to do people in Lodz, but apparatus
their hands. There were hundreds of
he also knew the attitude of each of such
factories, shops or stores scat-t- r
them toward tho Germans. He knew
dthroughout Russia.
exactly how to act, where to get his
The German general staff instructed
provisions, where to Impose contribu its secret agents
In foreign countries
tions.
to
for airplanes,
prepare
platforms
111
Active
German Spies
Every City. reservoirs for
and even to
This was true of almost every city build fortresses.Zeppelins
In the Baltic provin Russia that the Germans entered. inces these instructions were carried
Thev had the Germans in all these out by German
engineers, in fact, sevplaces working for the kaiser years be eral German fortresses were erected In
war.
fore tho
Russia by German agents.
From correspondence found on Ger"This is not a fairy tule, not a myth,
man soldiers, killed or wounded near bu the bitter truth,"
reads an official
Warsaw, it is evident that the Ger- Russian document. "Our soldiers conto
knew all they wanted
mans
- of
vinced
themselvesthis fact when'
know about the fortifications ariel
fortrcs-e- s
were attacked from
in the city, but they theyabout five versts from such
Vladislavov.
even divided Warsaw into districts be- It took the Russian
army flvo days to
fore entering it. The German general capture these German
fortifications
staff hud given specific instructions on
Russian territory.
in what parts of the city troops were
wa discovered that these fortifi
It
lo be stationed. They indicated the cations had been constructed by Gerhouses which were to be occupied by mans who .had become Russian subthe general staff und by the officers.
and who thus contrived to check
The Germans had so arranged matters jects
of the Russian armies on
tlie
that each of the officers could drive theirprogress
way to Prussia.
'to his home in Warsaw immediately
nor the allies susNeither
Russia
upon his arrival In the city.
pected how far reaching tho scope of
According to the Russian docu German espionage
was because they
ments, before the outbreak of the war did not realize that
the German spies hud prepared signs was the force behind tho system of
and posters along the coast of England German espionage,
for the guidance of German troops in
(To lie Continued.)
event of a German landing. They employed for that purpose tho advertiseZhi-rard- or

Kur-mash-

Oulchy-le-Chatca-

offic-

ial-buildings

'

Inner Workings of

Impression of intensified armament,'
of considerable sacrifices and the

strained political situation the solution shall be regarded as a libe 'ution
because after the war there win come
years of peace and prosperity, as after
the war of 1870.
"Wo must prepare ourselves for the
war also from the financial viewpoint,
which will require muoh work. We
FRANCHISE LIMITED
must not arouse tho suspicions of our ments of the firm "Maggi."
The London corresponilcnt of the
financiers, but of course we cannot
IN SCHOOL ELECTION
be
conceal everything from them
Russklya Vedomosty stated that
The organization of disorders in fore the outbreak of the war many of
ALL AMKIUCAXS X jV.
various countries must be carefully the walls in London and the provincial
lePICIAl a RMIIPONDINCI 10 WOHNINO JOUSNALI
IVY IIFUMAX IlKKNSTMV
Santa Fe, July 28. Tho law giving
by our political agents and towns were covered with advertise
prepared
A Londoner recDntly wrote to a Who
letters mill who 1ms jiint returned must be financed.
Disorders should ments of "Maggi" soup tablets. The women the right to vote at school
produced tin; fnmous
Cabecause
London daily protesting
break out suddenly,
from a six months' investigating trip in Russia for tin New York Herald,
simultaneously advertisements, painted upon tin, rep elections does not extend tlie franchise
d
cook to them as to county and stato superwith cessation of railway communica- resented a kind, stout,
nadian soldiers had been ralle'l
should have a 'eader carrying a bowl of steaming boup. The intendents of school, according to an
ind
tions,
they
"Americans" in its pages. That editor
(Copyright, 1918, the New York Herald Co. All Rights Reserved.)
accnts of this firm paid for tne priv opinion handed down today by Asin religious unel political circles.
solemnly and patiently wrote a reply
Milton J.
(Copyright, Canada, by the New York Herald Co.)
"We must bo strong at all costs In ilege of putting up small signs on the. sistant Attorney General
explaining that Canada was ns much
order to destroy our enemies in tho walls of the cottages along tho coast. Helmlck.
machination-;
of
y
tho
In
uiiscrnulous
the
correspondence
Kadi Sign Ilore a Map.
The opinion was given in response
cast and the west with a mighty
a part of North America as the United
which I published last year the chiir- - Gorman espionage and oc :as,ormlly stroke. I!ut in the coming European
A day or two after the declaration to a letter from Mrs. Elsie Spackmnn,
States, and even a larger part.
actor of kaiser William II. was re- directed the work of Important sm ret war it is essential also that the sec of the war ono of the cottago owners vice .president of the board of educaThe point for regret is not that it vealed throughout the world as that of agents at critical moments.
ondary powers shall either serve our received a telegram from the agent of tion at San Acacia, Socorro county.
is in
was necessary for a London news a hypocrite and intriguer, who talked
Tho cards of Germany's Internation- interests or he suojugnteel. under cer- this firm announcing that he was com The constitutional provision
God
while plotting al game are open now. Wo can see tain conditions thoir armies and their ing to change the number upon the aei section 1, article VII, as follows: "All
of peace and of
paper to explain this to its readers in against the peace of tho world,
addifat
bo
held
of
son
elections
the
shall
school
cottage
intentions of Wilhelm II. the in- fortresses could be quickly conquered vertisement. The
this enlightened day, but that this dis- vancing his personal ambitions its the
other elections.
sane egotist, and the clique of mil- or neutralized. This may happen with owner, who saw this telegram, was ferent times from
tinction of nationality should bemade Prussian Ward Lord by mesmerizing itaristic
behind him. llelgium und Holland in order to pre- surnrlsed. as there was no number Women possessing the qualifications
prescribed in tbiK section for main
between Canadian soldiers and those the feeble minded Czar Nicholas II.
who
The
kaiser,
poor vent our enemies in the west from unon the advertisement.
preached
flatHe threatened him, bullied him,
The young man then examined the electors shall be qualified electors at
seizing control of tho territory which
of tho United States.
Of course for tered him; he counselled
painted medio to pic- could
back
him how to sermons,whowho
all such elections." As the superinthe
serve as a base for their opera- sign closely and noticed upon
mado bombast'" speeches
tures,
e
purposes of military organization the beat Japan during the
'
nf it a map of tho coast drawn with tendents are elected at the general
tions.
sensationalthe
about
peace
posing
a knife, indicating the rocks, etc. The and not at a school election, women
two armies must bo distinct, but for war and taught him how to save his ist who craved popularity at homo and
in Pledge.
by deceiving tho Russian abroad, at times blurted oilt n's real
"To return to Germany that which young man informed the authorities. aro barred from voting for them.
purposes of winning the war, we're al) monarchy
peopld.
Intentions, ambitions anil dreams, but at one time was hers is our national
AMERICANS now.
Former Ambassador Gerard exposed the statesmen of Kuropo regarded nim duty."
la
no army in the field that the kaiser and the system of Wilhelm-isTo accomplish this kaiser Wilhelm
There
merely as a phrase monger jnl paid
He disclosed his no need to his
so closely resembles our own in per
effectively.
utterances which ic- - and his miliaristic clique organized a
whims
net
and
tactics
tho
of political economic and so called
great Ltrayed his secret yearning. Tho Ger
during
ponni and In fighting ability ai the war.
Ho
and analyzed man emperor believed,
pictured
no mado a cultural organizations abroad a numnnd
Men
of both armies are kalserism ns it ronlly Is, for he had number of German statesmen believe ber of years ago.
Canadian.
The diplomatists
stalwart, healthy, upstanding Ameri both tho opportunity and tho ability that as h? said in one of his speeches, ami tho German spies worked incesto
see
course
it at close range in the
it was his task ''to break down the santly in every country which the
cans of the best manhood of North
of the first years of the war.
barriers which separated and divided kaiser regarded within the sphere of
America.
Their likes and dislikes,
I
the groat German people."
operations.
During mv recent visit to Russ'a
even their army slang are the same. familiarized
The German general staff and the
These Ken not mere words with
myself with the materials
office
demanded of their secret
fixed
foreign
embodied
his
They smoke tho same brand of clga-re- of the counter intelligence department Wilhelm.
They
information on a great variety
and maybe they even write to the and particularly with tho documents idea and became tho courro of the agents
of
of tho military prosecutor,
A. S. policy of
subjects in foreign lands. The Gersame girls.
man spies were ordered to report conRezanov, concerning Gorman espionI'lvery German's Loyalty I'"xiH'Clel,
1
vnnI!iic-loin
.
Russia
and elsewhere
The ojic time Chancellor
cerning tho condition of tho army,
age
A study of these documents makes
cixpre'ssed a similar thought when finances and the industries, tho In(Kit MAN' rXKASINKSS.
it clear beyond the shadow of a doubt he declared that "The Mission of ternal and foreign policies of Russia
Prussia is lo protect Germans every and her allies. They were instructed
The Frankfurter
Zeitung evinces that kaiser Wilholm has been schemto
ing for years to domlnoto the world where." The very plan of double al- - restpay special attentio n to social ununeasiness
considerable
as to ,the to
und labor disorders.
The scope
Uerman
The
tod
ono
transform
it
into
logiamv
permit
by
Prus
great
t'HAXGIXti MJXDS.
moral effect of the Austrian defeat sia, to reduce all other powers to a government indicates this foreign pol of the work of the German soles v. ai
state of servility. He soems to have icy of the kaiser. Accoreling to the very far reaching. The scheme of
on the Palve.
Soldier Will Long for
How
Jn the old days of Paint Creek
based upon gath.
out the necessity been moved by a peculiar passion to German law concerning double nlles German espionageas 'swell
The
writer
points
as apparently
not so long ago West Virginia was
rule mankind as a moral savage, ns n lam e of German subjects, every Gor- ering Important
Good Old American Tobacco!
of stating the clear facts, and Bays:
religious maniac, covering the naked man is obliged to remain faithful Ptid unimportant information, which is
to all intents and purposes a feudal
examined
Berlin.
in
"As regards Germany, this is im ness of his soul with
The
to
the gloss of civ loyal
Germany no matter where the carefully
And when Mother Jones
barony.
of the Gorman sides are afterin order to prevent deprecia- ilization that is founded
.upon his German subject may be, no matter
tried to help the coal miners she was portant
Journtl guarantee to Id Wer.
tiio Gorman subject may ward verified by other ecrot agents.
what
munition
post
works.
By apeclM arrangement Tho
n
Krupp
tion of the
troops,
tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
I have examined
From
'
the
with
materials
in
bis
now
an
fatherland.
thrown into Jail and guarded try the
occupy
arrangement
Kuwsliv.
in
Marled
through
Spy
Sytrm
while as regards Vienna, people there
In 1!M kaiser Wilhelm II. embodied in Russia I saw that In 1008, at tho
worth of tobacco, for every dollar aubacrlbed, to our aoldlera la
While the kaiser was sending Inti
militia.
should gain a clear notion of this mate messages to the czar, pletlgin; jthe see ret ambitions' Of the Hohenzol- - time of the annexation of Bosnia and
and on tho way to France.
Franc
The other day that same Mother
in a state- Herzegovina, a large number of Gcr- so that they should fbt de him his devotion and friendship, he lerns ami the
worth of tobacco) aro put up la attractive
campaign
Tha
package! (60c
Jones now. 88 years old rodo with ceive themselves'as to the
in Russia an organization ment which ho wrote for an album de man spies werq sent into Russia fori
In every package we put a return postal cart
of established
patriotio packages.
position
the
of
information
oH
luxe
purpose
of
dedicated
to
gathering
in
automothe
bo that you will get word back from
that
an
in
hend
worked
address
name
the mayor and sheriff
and
espionage
glorification
with your
the whole war. Our allies have every hand
iiS aent
regarding the feeling of tho Russian
with the German foreign office, Germany s greatness.
battlefields from aa many aoldlera as you subscribe
tho
probile at the head of a mile-lon- g
toward
'
Austria's
The translation of the kaiser's amaz- puoplo
step. They
reason to thank their military leaders whose purpose it was to Pruuslanlze
pUcti.
'
cession of union miners,
traveled
in
the
In
statement
oower
extensively
trains, thty
as follows:
ing
for the prudence and calmness thty Russia, to wreck her as a great
"Wherever a German in tho faithful talked to Russians In restaurants and
in
event she failed to submit to
TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
exhibited.
The fact that they still the the
their
Instructions
and
were to
hotels,
fulfilment
of
to
hav
lies
dictation
of
his
Totsdam
nnd
then
buried,
Monrc wok von haul.
have large reserves at their disposal make use of her helplessness to fur- ing fallen for duty
Near the Trenches.
his fatherland and report everything that might have any
refutes the foolish assertion that the ther the kaiser's dream of Pan'Ger-manisn- i. wherever the Gorman eagle has bearing on war. Some of the agents,
COBB'S "PATHS Of GLOBI"
IBVIN
FROM
teleThe troubles of the emperor of
to
Russian
officials,
planted its claws in tho soli such according
wholo forces of Austria-Hungahave
Austrla-Hungra- y
are without end.
in Russia, ai re- land is German nnd will ye.tiain Ger- graphed to Berlin daily In code whatGerman
espionage
wo
had como through tho gato of h aohool
recall
I
now,
"Aa
been employed against Italy and have vealed
ever they considered of Importance.
during the war, was Jiot wen- - man. Wilhnlm
He has boen subjected to repeated
house to where tho automobile atood when a puff of wind blowlnt
SlMH'iul
of
failed."
tarried
to military affairs, to tho unSubjects
of
fined
Spy
Inquiry.
"forti
dreams
away
,by
to ua from the left, which meant from aoroaa the battlefront brought
humiliations by the kaiser. His people
Here are Bevcral subjects the GerBut havo tho Austrians large forces earthing of secrets which aould prove fying and spreading the German power man
to our nosei a certain smell which we already knew full well.
were
in
to
Russia
have threatened revolt if they did not
instructed
spies
of value in connection with strategic uiroushenit the world." the kaiser
reserves
of
still
at
their
You get It. I aeo,' said the German officer, who atood alongdisposal?
investigate:
realized
wa
es
that without ft terr'ble
nroblems of this war. German
get food, or if tho war did not end.
1.
side of me. 'It cornea from three milea off, but you can get it five
The morale of the army. Inpionage there was concerned W'th tjr uiilnst the great powers that stood
His cabinet has resigned; his chancelmiles when the wind la strong' and he waved his left arm toward
violation of discipline. The
greater problems. Its tasks had I wen in the wuv of his wild dreams he stances of
CZAIt'S LOYALTY TO ALLIMS.
lors have kicked over tho traces, and
It aa though the acent had been a vlaible thin. 'That erplalna why
of revolutionary propaganda
elaborated not only by the Gorman could not brine: about the universal success
tobacco la so scarce with ua along the atalt back yonder tn Laon.,
now even the peace of his household
or for hegemony of Onrmanv.
Therefore in the army. The degree of confidence
M. Frederic Masson publishes in the staff but by tho department
he commenced to propare for this war of the soldiers in their superior offi"All the tobacco which can- be epared la sent to the men In the
sign affairs.
has been Invaded by Jarring clashes
Bniokn they
Paris Gaulols a document which he
The entire foreign policy of the long ago, drawing .Austria into hid cers. How the defeat of the Russian
front trenches. As long aa they smoke ipi.
and discord.
Ho.
c.n stand that"
during tho Japaneso war af
has obtained from a most reliable German government was bunco upon snares.
,
for it secretly, forces
prepared
'
n
Karl's wife, tho empress-queeandeystomattcally. The fected the Russian officers. The views
source.
In November, 1915, count tho work and reports of tho liertmn energetically
Wo Matter How Small the Amount Send t in.
Zlta (she is empress in Vienna and
spies In various countr'os, ond that kaiser s inscription In the album con- - of the officers with regard to the pos
tho Prussian gourt cham is
Kulenburg,
It is difficult to sav whera the Urm the secret German reports of sibllity of - war with Germany and Aus
why
a.
Our
of
is
In
boys are going to need tobaoeo In treat quautltles. Fill out
queen
Budapest)
daughter
berlain, sent a letter to Count Fred- - work ofthe German statesmen ceases 1913 which were made public by the tria.
fenerousi
now Today is None Too Sooa rtnfl nk
the
coupon
2.
She is a Ifourbon of the crlcksz, minister of
France.
command of the army. De
Bring It, or mail It, to The Journal Office.
the, imperial court and where that of German ipiis were Fre.irh government; concerning the tailed The
officers
the
of
characteristics
She prefers to have her of Russia, expressing a wish to see
Bourbons.
German secret aw.t3
of
German
army,
the
strengthening
photographs.
hats and gowns made in Paris. It is their old time friendship reestablished called upon to fulfill the orders of 'he tlie course of Germany's foreign policy and3. their
Information concerning tho uniand the preparation of tho German
same
time
at
while
staff
the
military
are
corsets
smug- between the two emperors. The czar
said that even hey
THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
forms.
tor
Photographs and descriptions.
the coming war. ,
carrying out Important instructions people
4.
Information concerning muni
Tltc Sccmt normal! llenorl
gled In from the French capital. And entrusted the drafting of a reply to for the diplomatic department. Many
o lee.
That Bccret report read in part, as tions plans, descriptions, and if possistep,. Net. Popular eUerettes tavlns retail Talus
as for eating 'sausage and pumper- M. Sazqnoff, his foreign minister, who of the German spies were .located in
technical
ble
tho
e
details
latest
about
vain
retail
offices
of.
the
havUis
the
and
tobaoeo
those
of
No.
apartments
nickel, the very thought
Popular pip
pkt.
submitted this reply to the emperor: German
toOur feirefathers made the greatest Innovations in firearms of all sorts.
diplomats and worked Gorof Ms.
el
foods given her the horrors.
retail
tobmooo
aarlDf
5.
The
the
results
of
4.
No.
dfaretts
1
Ke
sacrifices
"Get tho kaiser to send a collective gether with them.. Many of the
in 813.experiments
pkg.
popular
It is our sacred
The war has held nothing but woe
if possible, samples of the guns.
tbum
to all the allies of man diplomats directed the espionage duty to sharpen the sword which was' and,
rstau
tobaoM
Sana
peace
proposal
ehswtai
No.
6. Various experiments produced in
Popular plv
pkc.
for the man who became heir to a Russia."
system in foreign countries and were placed in our hands and keep it ready
of We.
maneuvers. The
of
the
for
our
atcrimes
numerous
army.
for
Reports
of
our
defence
for
as
well
assassination
responsible
really
as
throne through the
' The czar
regulations and instructions.
In aesardano with your offer to seal popular brands
thought this reply perfect, committed thera for the sake ef the tack against our enemy. It Is neces- latest
seem lot sK
Ferdinand which was
the arch-duk- e
7. The location of the troops. The
fearettss to oar soldiers la Europe layalt of its paakagea,
but added that after reflection he greater Germany which Wilhelm II. sary to spread the idea among out
its beginning.
nad conceived.
that our military preparations barracks and the tents. Photographs
people
i.
count
would
Eulenburg'a
prefer that
uro an answer to the military measures and sketches,
Itouartlod Honor u Prejudice,
It is probable that had Karl fore
He
8. Progress of the airships. What
'
Tho code of German morality In and tho politics of France.
seen his ascendency to the head of letter should remain unanswered.
"Wo must get our people accustomed machines are adopted for use in Ruswrote on the margin of the letter:
this direction unfortumttoly became
the dual empire he would not have
to
sia.
Their number. Where the sta
tho thought that an offensive war
only after the outbreak of this
............
"The friendship is dead. It must known
Street Address
war.
married the princess Zita. Marriages
Now the wholo world knows Is necessary to crush the provocation tions are located. How quickly are the
that German diplomats and German of our enemy. Wa must act cautiously newly formed companies trained. The
between the nobility of countries never be mentioned again!"
..........
Btat
any aad
The Gaulois publishes the letter s military men regarded international In order not to arous any suspicions resultsi of the experiments of latest
aligned against each other by alliances
honor as nothing but an absurd pre and to avoid o crisis which may In machines.
are always dangerous for the peace of a proof that Nicholas II. was .faithful Judice,
names
sta
The
of
The railroads.
It was convenient for them as jure our economic structure. We must
mind of the participants. "With one to bis allies to the end.
long as it served as a screen, tor conduct our affaire eo tbat under the tlons wiiere troops are likely to board
Four-llinut-

,1

In

creased.
Even now, however, the empress-quee- n
is not unof Austria-Hungar- y
popular in the French capital. She is
so French that Parisians cannot help
hc does not conceal her
liking her.
anxiety that peace como even ut the,
sacrifice of military principles, which
is unothcr thorn in the sido of tho
William never fails to let
Kaiser.
Karl know that his consort conducts
herself contrary to the wishes of tho
war lord.
It is likely that In his heart Karl.
himself would be willing to put aside
military aspirations In order to bring
peace to his turbulent empire.
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To purchase or rent from
the owner, modern five
or

six-roo- m

,

-

Metropolis of the Mimbres Val- ley To Be Southern Division
Point With Payroll of $75,-00- 0

J. JitMHSOH
Ittoz

TO

3, Mkvmww

tire-plac- e.

$3,500

I.

July

est pioce of good luck
had since the location of the canton
ment here "broke" last week when
1' was announced by Superintendent
W. M. Wilson of the Tucson division
of the Southern Pacific that this city
had been selected as the site for the
company's new shops and that a
freight division will be established
liere. Mr. Wilson was here from
Tucson for a short time In company
with II. L. Archbold, division engi-

150-mi-

100-mi-

selected in case Lordsburg were aban-

LOST.

li m'l

LK t it,

Ht-s- t

Qlirlil

QIK'K!

i

rhon

mii I.

1

0r
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Dwelling!.

norm.
i
11ENT
luodulli
houae, furnlHhed. (It North Sixth.
KOH KENT Three mum eottuKfl furiTijTlTed.
Hi.'.iO wr muntll. Kill .Nnilli Flint.
VOH
mifurniirhed
KENT ThrneToom
huupe; potch. lniulr 1300 North Bucund.
IC
l''Olt iVk.VT Twu-riii- n
eolLiKu f urninhi'U,
Ifrj.dO. Also larK
lh;lit airy room for
lltthl
fll.r.o. l::u North Klrnt.

fc'Uli

HELP WANTED.
Hale.
WANTED
Driver, good wages fur compet
ent limn. i:. w.
WANTED
Harbor, I:", oo uiiurunlccil. Elk
liurlier Khnp, (Sallup, .V. M.
WANTED.
Shoemaker Lli.it umiil si uml
machine. John J'. O'Neill, (Iallup, N. M.
WANTED -- Experienced mail for milk house
work. Apply Ileziks llulry. 1003 North

Fourth.
WANTED .Teacher for. nianuui
training
mid an all round mechanic. Rio Grande
Industrial School, rii.x 6U5 city.
WANTED Cat penU-rH.lii to u per day.
Laborcm 12 r.0 to 3.90 per day. 40 labor-efur Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
South Third. lJhon 814.
the business and here we are. We tlllVEKNMENT NEEDS L'D.DUO CIJCUKS at
have been here for the last six weeks.
W'aliliiKton. Examination! everywuvre in
We have $2,500 worth of machinery AtlKU.-- f. Kxperleneo unneivMsary. Aten and
denirlnff government poKltfona writ
womtn
altogether."
for free particulars to .1. ('. Leonard, dormer Civil Keivlen Examiner.) i'ir.3 Ker.olj
nidi;., WoshiiiRion.
PUBLIC MARKETS PROVE
W'Xn T Ml) M .Teh n 1st
to operate lMheiT
liorlnK millR, ete., In construcBOON TO PRODUCERS planers,
tion of eleetrln hoisin. crashing and confurmachinery for InduMtrlea
centrating
TO knni
C04nganNauNc
jnimNM..
nishing buppHph to our hoys "over there."
East Las Vegas, N. M., .fuly 28.
Tlrey nre dolnif their part nolily and we
i;
Detivir
Products of war gardens are being must do our bit at homo.
Work. 50th & Blaka, Deliver,
sold at public markets held .on Wed731.
nesday and v Saturday mornings by Colo I'honn Main
I

r Bear

J

South.
Ktllt IIE.T

Modern linusea. 4 . . - 7 in. me.
Close In; Borne fui'iilnhrd. W, II. jicMlllloii
200 West Oold,
i
I'"UR ItENT
Furnished small
bungalow with glass sleeping porch, newly
tinted anil varnished. $13 Per month, c IG

Wer.t Coat.

VOi It"UNfine filrnlshud

iimiaei
four
rooms, 403 and also two four-roounfurnished houses at 411 South Seventh. Apply
at 214 West Oold.

.Illghlnnrss.
KENT
vju
furnished

Dneiraliie
aettage... Phone 213U-COR RENT I'rntshed two.ruoin
cottage
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walter.
Four-rooFoil RENT
house two giussed
In porches. Water paid, $14. Phtuo l.'i22 J.
FOH RENT Three-roofurnished cottage.
Inquire 17 South Broadway. Phone 2114--'four-rooW.tNTIOI'i I'o rent a
houte. Will
lease for year. C. M. Barrett, 7.11) South
Kill

i

h.

FOR
furulslied
house
Mrs. Daniel Stern of the woman's
renin.
with
porch, piano, water, garage,
auxiliary of the state council of de- WANTED Jxporlence.d waitress. Mecca $12.00. sleeping
:!"
south
Edith.
fense. The demand is greater than
Cafe.
FOR RENT Modern
anculow throe rooms
the supply.
WANTED Vouiu; lady to work ttl
with Inrge sleeping porch,
furnlshod.
The public market idea has made
Phone S71. Inqulrell2l East Central.
such a decided hit in Las Vegas that WANT'lliD
FOR
KENT
Modern
Tub
nulenwumao.
rurnieheiTriiiiinKB?
Competent
it is believed it will bo continued
Cenlrul car line, convenient lo eanator-lumEconomlHt.
throughout the fal land winter, giviig WANTED
Thaxton A Co., Third and Oold.
Sanltorluin wanta
the fanners and opporunlty to bring
a cook. Phono 681.
mierTr,
in products for sale.
y
glassed
m

Urim-nhaw'-

F(Hri(ENf-FuTTii;iord-

io

'

.

self-ma-

f-

s

io

fffesh-lookln-

'

'

(Jlrl for Ken. rut houBewoik. Apply 308 West rtoma.
WANTED competent wuman for general
housework. ll!i North Kim.
For general housework; no oooau
WUMAN
'
ln. Address Box; 62, Albuquerque,
WANTED Competent woman - for housework. 724 West Copper, l'hone H48.
housework.
WANTED (till for general
work, no washing. !30 Bouth Edith.
WANTED Experienced housekeeper to help
take care of Jwo babies. Apply 417 Pouth
WANTED

Arno.

WANTED Competent cook and houHekeep-c- r
must bo clean, tit) washing. 609 West

Lead.

",t,,;

porchnK, University

car

lines.

' none ssi. mornings. 1624 Hast Central.
FOR ItE.N'i
wonw ill
MIKItlunilS.
four.
room bungalow, furnldhe.l:
i
u,,, ..
sleeping p(,rch; also garage. Coll 1207 East

'.tntral.

General.
FOR RENT

ElKlrt-roo-

house, auitahle for
two epnrlmen.s. Phone 612,

FOR

ItENT

Flvo

roolnspaTriyurnlsiirdT
electric lights and bath. Water paid. Rent

$20 per month. Inquire 611 West Central or
Phone 3!R.
FOR RENT
furnished Irouse very
desirable; every modern convenience, two
screened porches, shade, flood terms to,
or 675.
permanent tenant. Phone S139--

WANTED (ilrl for general housework and
care of children; good wages; no cooking.
10
For Rent Rooms With Board.
South Fourteenth.
housework.
WANTED Maid for general
Also lauialress by the day. Apply coo
North Fourth. I'hons 811.
HlliU class board and sleeping porcn eito
WANTED A girl for general housework to
room at summer lates, 1st. Ul soutn Arno.
a.
small family. Apply mornings at
.,
Phone 1618-son North Tenth.
FOR RENT To convalescents, large aleep-In- g
WANTED (ilrl for general housework at
porclr, with good home cooking, 1700
Cowles, N. M. ITpper Pecos. Tor particuEast Central. Phone 213S-lars ca'.; at f19 North Second.
Rooms with sleeping porches,
FOR lfRNT
WANTED Woman cook or cook's assistant
hot and cold water, 1st clasa table board,
and man to carry water and care for cow. Casa dV Or
13 West Qold.
Well Country Camp 18 miles out. Phone
furnished
FOR RENT
100-Sleeping porch
table board. 201 South
rooms, first-clas- s
WANTED iJldy clerk, not. under 2f, years Edith. Phone 8S0. Mrs. Abbott.
of age, must te good salesman and correct
of the Lockhart Ranch
at figures. Bennett Indian Trading; Co., MIts. W. H. RUED,
Iras moved to 002 South Arno. where she
Fourth bd4 Gold.
Is prepared to take health seekers, Phone

FOR SALL
rPALTS NtceTioma,
,

2335.

House.

ESCOND1DO"
141, JAt;PIN
For convalescents. Something a little better.
Coolest
olaee In city. Pleussnt surroundings. Rates
paying' buslsV-ssf
reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone 1112.
Bungalow, Journal office.
FOH SALE Cement block house five rooms SHADT NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
steeping porcn, cenar, city water corner
tot one block from car line, handy to shops For rates phons J4aF-4- ; free transportation
a little cash and 112 per mouth. Call 1301 Accommodations Dow available. Mr B, B.
Thomas.
,
South Ar" Phone Itoin-good

FOR

furnished

and
$4,000, half cash

STRAYED.

Miscellaneous.

REN1

HiiKSBS and Riga to Jemel Springs;
B. Oercla. 1301 North Arno.
PIANO FOR "RENT. The E. C. Whft'son
hones 390 and 1454-Music Co,
$,
'
West Gold.
'.
FOR KENT Idem theater central location
completely equipped ready for business,
seats 4 SO. Apply . Arthur Everltt, Jeweler,
i
Albuquerque.

CARPENTERING.

MONEY TO LOAN.
TO luam On reel etate soouiliy.
Wl nnm nre unity rv. adoM Tie

ttonttt
1ST

tfMALL

loans $'..00, $l(l.o, $25.00 and up.
-Strictly confidential. Address M." .Journal.

TO EXCHANGE.
FOR

io

EXCHANUH

$13.1.0110
"Two-Bit-

"

Ild

Crutsa Club.

Two

horses, black mare,
brand. Brown horse branded
left side
$25 reward for Information
or
rteurn. Elln" Nuanes...B2n West Stover.
STRAYED

.

KTrTJATtPENr
Cent n( North First street.

JaW lbe

MH'I.t'tlHAN
(10 W. .(iolil. Piione
,
and Autu Insurance,
Notary Public
It

FOR RENT

Rooms.

North.
FiR RENT

FOR REN!

apartment;

want land. Beach,
iiiu.mirl.

vi,

tit

Mw

$00,000
$40,000

Kldge '

flaU,

clear.

apartment,

Bld.,
i

Kansas

Rooms for light housekoeieiig.
415 North Second.
t'OR M&NTMouero
rurntstaeo rooms; no
sick; running water, WH West (Antral.
FOR RENT Rooms m,
i7oath7
summer rates; no sick; uyer Oolden Rule
Store.

Full RiiNT
room.

1SH7--

212

Large,
North

well

Fifth

IIH) llllANDI.; HOTEL Hi
miiits. r,lf West Central.
West, Proprltrerit.

ventilated

I KEPT AN
APPOINTMENT

5UFFERHN, PROM

CAiJEB iTP

bed

itreet. Phone
is nn,l upult- Mrs. Richard

Have a llogulator Clock for. $0 1)0
A
in. Steel Cable for. $10,011
1'hone 409 when you have anything
to sell.
.

B0-f- t.

IBosialfiSiw

For Site, MfiJurai

mi

1 --

The Star Furniture Co.
riinno 400

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screenod sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

New
brick, hardwood floors,
features, basement,
dandy bullt-l- n
furnace, garnire, sidewalks, trees, for
K. L. McSpmldcn only $3,700;
good terms.

lo 4S

limimra.

T,

SWELL HOME

Wost Gold.

21

ME EI10IAHE

uw iiaittr. owner can gal same
huUAJLt
by going to first house northeast of Santa

TiGHTEma

jUCK!

LOANS.

FOUND.

doned, was also certain, this being the
Railroad
only alternate considered.
men have long maintained that the
IEGAIj notices.
three interesting roads here make
this the only logical place for the first NOTICE Ol1'
TAX
division out of El Paso.
SlIT AND SAI.K
The statements of Mr. Wilson and
Notice
is
hereby given that the
Mr. Archbold were absolutely unO. A. Matson, Treasurer
equivocal that the division and shops and
Collector of Taxes, withwill come here and the matter Is rein and for the County of Ilerrtalillo,'
garded as definitely settled.
New Mexico, upon the third day of
September, 1918, at the hour of 10
ENGLISH BOY OF 17
o'clock" a. m., will apply to the DisIS A MANUFACTURER trict Court of the Second Judicial
District of the State of NewiMexico,
sitting within and for the County of
(By Newspaper Enterprise AssociaBernalillo, for a judgment against the
tion.)
real estate and personal propLondon, Eng., July 28.
London lands,
has a boy prodigy of 17, who is well erty upon which taxes assessed within
and for said county are delinquent
on his road toward becoming a
and unpaid in the sum of more than
millionaire.
He is the youngest employer of $25.00, and for an order of said court
labor In England, and owns a factory to sell such lands, real estate and percon sonal property to satisfy such Judg- working on large government
s
tracts.
ent; and notice is hereby further
name
is
Robert Scott. At 11
Ilia
that said Treasurer and Ex-ohe left school and struck out for him given
self, showing such engineering skill ficlo Collector of Taxes, within thirty
that at 15 he was earning $10 a days after rendition of such judgment,
will offer for sale at Public Auction
While still athat age he, with an- at the front door of the Court House
other boy, rented a small room and of said Bernalillo county, separately
commenced making screws and nuts. and in consecutive order, each parcel
drafted fori the of property upon which-an- y
JThe partner-wataxes are
army, but young Scott continued his delinquent and against which judglittle shop, and was soon able to rent ment
rendered, for the
a small factory and emplojj eleven amounthasof been
taxes, Interest, penalties
men and eight women.
. He had saved $2,000, which he spent ana costs due thereon, or so much of
for machinery, and another $2,000 ho such each parcel as may be necessary
had Invested in war bonds. Govern- to realize the respective amounts due.
ment contracts for airplane parts soon And notice Is hereby further given that
put him in the way of making a for- said Treasurer and
Cotune.
llector of Taxes will offer for sale at
g
Is
a
Young Scott
tall,
the front door of the Court House of
;youth, wearing spectacles and brown the said Bernalillo county at the date
'overalls.'
"I have always loved engineering," fixed for the sale of property upon
he said in an interview. "At school which taxes are delinquent in excess
I was invariably at top of the engi- of $25.00, separately and in consecuneering class, and I made one or two tive order each parcel of property
models In those days.
upon which taxes of $25.00 or less,
"On leaving schol I became an em- are' delinquent as shown by the tax
of
one
of the largest firms
ploye at
rolls and by the lists posted
engineers in London. After a time the period of this publication! during
at the
I was placed in charge of a departfront door of the Court House for
ment of about fifteen men.
"I was not quite sixteen at the said Bernalillo county or so much
time, and the question occurred, to thereof as may be necessary to realize
me: 'Why should not I make an ef- the respective amounts duo, together
fort to run a business of my own?'
with interest,' penalties and costs.
"Well, I started, in a small way,
O. A. MATSON,
at my mother's home. Then my Treasurer and
Collector
on
to
and
moved
a
I
partner
larger
of Tuxes, Bernalillo County, N. M.
r
i
place.
First publication July 22.
"So, by gradual stages, we built up
,

MAIM

Bargains in second hand folding camp
stove, Perfection and l'uritan oil
stoves, refrigerators, pianos, beds,
dressers, etc. Wo buy anything.
I'lmne 1111
120 Wi'frt JM

JKmI Estata, Insurance, Loa.ua
111 South. Fourth fltrwrt

The greatDoming has

neer.
Work on the new shops will begin
very soon, according to Mr. Wilson.
As the company
already owns a
large piece of ground along the right
of way east of the station (about 80
acres) no additional ground will have
to be acquired before starting the
work for either the shops or the additional yard trackage Involved in establishing a division point.
The visitng S. P. officials conferred briefly while here with various
city officials. Superintendent Wilson
was In consultation with Mayor Hamilton and Engineer Archbold took up
with County; Surveyor C. B. Morgan
the matter of the closing of certain
roads across the tracks that will interfere with the proposed improvement if left open. This is practically
the only step necessary before starting actual work. ,
The coming of the shops and division to Deming means a payroll of
from 170,000 to $100,000 per month
and will be a tremendous factor In
the city's future prosperity, without
It Is a move that many
question.
Deming people believed was inevitable
law, which
owing to the eight-hou- r
run from El Paso
made the
to IiOrdsburg too long for way freights
to accomplish In the time limit. The
division is the right length,
Uncle Sam has found since taking over
the roads, and it is possible that this
move would have been made under
any circumstances In the course of a
year. The burning of the shops at
I.ordsburg in the big conflagration
there last March has always "looked
very much like the end of the division
point there.
That Demmg would be the town

TEIMT

N

A. FLEISCHER

K0 ADVANCE IEEE

REAL ESTATK. FIKK INSUKANCE.

7,

ALU

COLO.

Good homes at old prices ore exceedingly scarce. We can, however,
modern brick with sleeping still offer an exceptionally well built
with basement,
porch, close in, lowlands. House in Santa Fe brick home,
The lot is worth $(100 heating plant, five spacious rooms,
Al condition.
surbut we are going to sell you the hall, bath, large porches, ingood Lowin
house, lot and all for less than the roundings and very close
luniso could be built $2, SHU takes it; lands, for the old price of $4,200.
$250 down, $25 per month. Get busty,
ON & CO.
beat the other fellow to it. Hee
AGENTS
Hit 10 INSLKANCM
Third unil Ciold
A. 1U
CO.

stuc-

1

OASSDHED

EE90UG1
.''BARGAIN

brick,
coed, large living room with fire- I'hons 166.
place, South Seventh.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage; T. L. McSpiutuVn
Highlands, close in.

MORNINtt JOURNAL!

28.

--

--

GAKrODNEt

Monthly.
Demingr, N. M.,

0.

A

room frame, modern, 2
sleeping jiorchcs, completely furnished, milubl
for 2 families,
ronts for $30.00 per month; 8rd
ward.
$4,7fiO
cement block
and shingle residence, hardwood
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot,
good location, I'oui lh ward.
4 room
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
4
room
$2,600.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modem,
4

$2,000.

home, close
in. State price amt locaFUTURE tion to
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FOR SALL

FOlt SALE
adobe
house, with sleepinK porch, on
lot containing; fruit trees,
grappa, etc. A nice home
for a uniall family,
CHAS.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
ber-rlo-

IVrceIianeu.

Uli .ALK .Ippim uuil oiarn. l'hooo i:.;j!i.
FOlt MALE 20 guago notgur'ulliioat lo wT
$:io. 401 West Central.
Folt SALE High gratis upiiKlit piano, wul-nu- t
finish, slightly used. Coat $tou will
lake $iuo rash. Box 98, Journal.
Full SALE tin account" uF 'leaving uTvvil
fnsli canned Jolly, Jam and eai . frultn.
ii!i North Thirteenth.
Phone )r,74-J- .
SALE
No. 1 drlvlliK
horse viighl
10T.0. 2 sudilles, 2 set harness, one
heavy;
1
020
runabout, very cheap.
North Second.
FOR .SALE (lentleinuns good lanvnss coat7
overcoat and suit, size :;8 and 40. Also
illsbes nilfl carpenters tools. (IIS Norlh Sixth.
FOlt SALE Cuaranteed hair work, "w'ltv'h-e- ,
puffs, curls from combings. Also ham)
made lace, Mrs. K. R. Maxwell 807 South
I'M 111. l'lions 107!).

118 West Gold

.

FOR SALE

Underwood Typewriter

Style No. 4, In flrat clam
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
"PROFESSION AL CARDS."
JOHN

V.

WII.NON

Attorney
Cromwell Building
Phone 1172.
"
"
"
KOIIKl M RODKV
Allornrvs at Ijin
Suite 2. Law Library Rulldtng
Rooms 15, 17 and 19.

i

r

l)HNTITi

k7 J. e7 hxvv

Denial Hurgeoa
Rooms
llnrnett llulldiug
Phone
Appointments Made by Mall

uoo

per gallon. Roofs under our care will
Hi
Improve from year to year. ' We can put on
'
a new root that will last as long as the
r."i'.c()PP
building. The Maniano Co. Phone 1401-nrntlst
iio Houth Walnut.
Rooms
Mellni Building
KH1H carbon root patnv aim root"uemeaT
atopa leaks; lasts five rears. Use Oevoe
PIIVSKIANH AMI rllH(;KONN
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laW. T. Ml H I'll V, M, J.
muhulr top and seat dressing, Motor car finBouttj.
Print lie limited to TulwrcliliMls Wright
ish, cold wuter kalsoniine. and be satisfied,
FOH RENT Furnished rooms, 414 West Sliopposite postufflce. Office hours.
Thos.JT. Keleher. 408 W. CeniiaL Phone 410. hulltllng;
11 to 12 o. m., 2 to 2 p. m. Phone, of rue
ver; no sick, no children.
KO i I s A V. E ( "no ueT- - U i w I tTTens." NSTTuiie
207- - Wi residence
207-FOR RENT Furnished room end slipping
$L'5. Marsh plrl mo fruine vlsn with saw,
J. 'KTVKl(iHT
n
I)K. M AROAKKT
porch. Nu nick. Uentlenian preferred. 007 $1- -. Twelve
Jiiks, $H. Ten
West Hold.
H
Pructlce l.lmlteil In Women's nnd
Jugs, 2Sc each. Thirty-gallo- n
hot waIHsettKCS
In film developing tank,
Full ItENT Three housekeeping rooms ter tank. $5. .'I
K
M.
671.
1122
E.
Phone
Central
Albuquerque,
&
closo In, $18. R. McCluKlian.
$2. Ultima
210
lliinna. Master Phologra pliers.
West
Cold. Phone 907.
UAKKS
IlltS. Tl I.I,
FOR RENT Three liirne airy rooms eleep-In- g
Pritdice Minlleil In Kye, Kar, Noe and..
FOR BAI.J)
tii iio. vr
porch and hath. Nicely furnished for ONB
Centrifugal pump and
Office Hours; 10 to 12; 2 to 5
housekeeping, (ins and coal ranges. DcBlr-ablmotor.
Wtth
control.
Hank Itulldlng
pressure
Niitlon.il
kitata
ApOil!
location.
West Coal.
ply O. Weinman, care Economist.
HARAII ( (IKr R
Illl.
ElgbtaMla.
I'rui'tlre Limited lu Children.
FOR HUNT-Furni- shed
218 South
rooms,
Rooms 1 and 2, Wright iliilg.
Office
Walter. Phone 202.
Fourth and Hold.
Hours 2 p. m. to fi p. m.
FOlt KENT Furnished room, gentleman
vTANTrTlTTTuypUn
101
201S.
Office Phone 6t
Phone
Residence
Bouth
Walter.
preferred.
To do hair "work,' swItciiesTTtcT
FOR RENT Large
room with sleVpIn WANTKU
I'hnne 2217,
FOR SALE Automobiles.
porch; Ideal for two. 615 Bast Central.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping "porch SPECIAL raten niaile in piolilo and fishing KiTaPmicirToTiaJech
In flrst-clas- e
partlea. Call insJ-J- .
with or wltiijut board. Phone 671. 1128
condition. Phone 2I9G-J- .
East Central.
WANTED it you nenl
calTVT
carpenter,
M.
KOit SALE (lood Cadlllai:; neiv battiirlea;
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished dcep-Im- t
Hurling. phonn u,iir,-.r- .
good tires; $750. 710 Kent.
rooms, meals If desired, r.15 East WANTED To buy the best twelve hundred
Mitchell, nearly
Central. Phone 1470-FOR SALE
pound horse six years old. John Mann,.
C.
new. Cash, terms or trade. Phone
WANTED At once second hand furniture
General.
auto truck expresa
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or FOR SALE" Two-ton
FOR
RENT Nicely
ruriuahed
luoueru
2196-J- ,
body. Elitbt months old In best of condirooms for light housekeeping. Phone 1772 range. Phono
tion 407 South Seventh.
WANTED To buy a few sec77iiirnanbtig
smT
Accommodations
RENT
For
for man
gles and spring wagons. Must be cheap. FoirHAfE Chalmers touring ear seven
wlfo or two ladles. A home for tho right Thos.
J. Paesmore. 414 South Second.
fifty. Hun four thousand mlbs. Seventeen
1114.
purl li s. References exchanged. Box, 5, care
UIHHEST CAHHr7r'Tl5PAIl" wTuUNK model. Must sell at once, phone
Journal,
BY TUB SOUTH WKHTBItN JTJNK CO..
114 WRST I.KAD. PHONB
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
1. WH ALSO
FOR REN1
BUT OLD AUTOS.
Apartments.
RENT Offices In suite or single. Call
FOR
Becond-Sand
WANTED
men'
and boys'
FOofItEiFu
uixtulrs. over Wooiworth's store.
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunk!
Hotel, corner First and Tlleras.
teeond-hand
and suit ctses. Call (lis. CWoago
offlie
FOR HUNT 2 front
connecting
FOR ItENT Desirable furnished uparimeiil
rooms over Golden Rule Store. Inquire
store, SIT Sonth First.
also sleeping room. 400 Houth Seventh.
Room 22.
UALH!
foH
UeaUtlfut
Sweet
peas,
siprncer
FOR KENT Two- and three-rooapartlong stemmed, fragrant, assorted colors
ment! and aleeplng rooms.
Highland t5o per hundred. Order In advance. Rlu
FOR SALE.
Ranches.
House.
.
(Jrande Industrial School, Phono 5400-F2FOR RENT Three room apartment,
furn100 acres In
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WANTED-io.O- oj
2a
to
to
from
bags. Pay
ished, modern. Cull 208 North Arno, or
valley all fenced; priced right. Adeach. 600 tons scrap Iron, Pay from
Phone 12r.9-ton
dressSouth
City.
to t-lb.
Broadway,
St.
Louis
Patriotic, duty.
per
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished Junk Co., 4MI South First street. Phons 172.
Foil SALE Six acrea of cultivated land
apartments, modern; 609 South First. In- WANTED To sell or trade for
and
house, three miles north of
aheep or
)
quire Savoy hotel office.
$850.
price $800; on terms
ranch property, one
farm has five town. Cash
'
i:i85-FOR RENT Two, three or four-roofurnPhono
room modern bungalow, artcslsn well, located
ished apartment, with glassed In sleeping at Huntington Beach, California, Inquire FOR SALE 160 acres mountain rancli or!
porch. 1006 East Central.
of M. 1 1. Carols, Bo 4.14, Migilalena, N. M.
Pecos river, 16 acres under cultivation;
FOlt RENT Two-roobung
housekeeping apart- WANT WD "Careful kodnk finishing by mas- b0 acres fenced; t modern five-rooone mile protected trout stream. Adments, three rooma with bath and sleepter photographers.
Twine dally service. alows; Box 12R.
M.
VaRev
2
218
rooms.
Ranch.
T.
dress
North
Hotel
ing
Albuquerque
Rend
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
Second.
your finishing to a reliable, established firm,
FOlt RENT Furnished room, wlthSfupIng Hanha 4k Hanna. master photographers.
WANTED
Position.
porch, suitable for light houaoliisplng.
SHEEP WANTED
W A i LI
ton
as
meat
fusil
cutler, mar
009
electric light and bath; $12.00.
W.jr. Second.
WAN'TEP 20,000 ewes. on. shares or rent
ried, good r'frenors. Address too North
Phono C01.'
NorOl
will tike them for 4 or S years for a year- Oni.n. Rl Pano, Te.
CHANCE for a happy winter home. Coal ly rental In wool. Have fine ranch plenty of
Position as salesman ur tlprft;
already stored, a few nice little furnished feed and watr year round, rain fall 25 Inches WANTED
by eiperlencud man; can furnirih'd
apartments vaeant, Suitable for two persona. no droughts. Hank references. Address Shat-tuc- k
AddrfHS ft. C, eara Journal.
(Tenants railed by Uncle Sam). If taken
Hotel, Berkley Calif. J. A. Stroud.
quick will let for the former all year round
West
1002
at
TUB
WASHINGTON,
prices
FOR SALE Livestock.
Central. J. n . Kaklna. Prop.
FOR SALETwo well broken cow ponies.
MAIL STAGS
Becemek's Dairy. Phone 2&1.
Phone call anywhere
any time,
Two
RKNT
r.v,
bulldttiKB at Seventh and FOR 8A7SThreeyoung" horses," 235 to
silver City 7 a.m.; ar. Mogollon I p.m.
Fm
Oneral Aveiirt. Apply to J, J2. Elder,
1100.
B.
Dr
N. Wilson, three mlTee Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; ar. Silver City I p.m.
;
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
Agent.
south of bridge.
BENNETT MOTOH TRANSIT CO.
FOK SALE Barber ahop and pool roum,
Hereford cows, heifers snd
RWOIKTBHBI)
enter City, N. M.
also furnished roomi. Apply Central Bar-hr- -r
nuns, rnr sale, or trade for grale cattle.
Shop, Old Albuquerque.
D. W. Stiles, Orant, N. M.
!ing
Rtioune.
FOH KAbtC Kftomlng
completely
"pedigreed
TIME CARDS.
furnltihfd. Good buMners. On account of FO- BA LE
breeding stock Flemish (llant, New Zeaother buln.ia mimb aell. Phone 1149.
land, and Rufu. Tted Belgian hares. William
iNINW Minerals, mutahi and gem materials Ostrech. sr.,
!4 North Eleventh
Street,
in large fl8ure dyke; good chance for ,Albaquerque(, N. It.
dlamondH. Illerul offer ta all. Baggaty &
FOR RALE Standard bred stallion.
years
Uarneit, Wavlandp Ark.-- .
1.000 lbs. sound, gentle and good looker.
FOH HA LB Hotel, aeventeen well furnlHhed Drive or ride will egehange for real estate
rooms, inentrally located, eloee to dpot. or take diamond an part
SANTA FS) BAIL.
payment. 401 West ATCHISON, TorrKA
Owner wni earruice. nee nauunai invest- - Central.
WAT t it.
ment Co. 102 North Third.
Waetbtmael.
FOR KKNT One of the be it dcuble etore TUB RIO ORANDPl IlttROf! UOO CO. of No.
Class.
ArrtTes
Ceparta.
fur general
bulldlnKe and beet located
Alhuquernue the larnrest breeders of regis- 1. The Scout
. 7:10 pm, 1:20 pns.
merchandise In the city. Bee ,. D. Eaklh at tered hoirs In the southwest. Can supply you 2. California Limited
.11:41 am. 12:42 pns.
now with herd boars and voting stuff nt 7. Fargo Faat
Washington Apartments U0S 'Weat Ontral
.10:45 am.
:11am.
moderate prices. Office 1216 South Third, I. The Navajo
.. 1:20 am. il1:10 aoa
rht
6 mlia
Phone 1?8. Ranch headquarters
Southbound.
TYFEWRrTERS.
south, Phone 2402-F101. El Pseo Bzprese
10:11
$07. HI Paso Express ...
ll:4ii
Kaatboead.
PASTURAGt.
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. Al
10. The Soout
101 am.
7:21am
114
buquerque Typwrlter Wirhsnre. PHnne
I .SO pn. I II pns.
I'UH RENT VII arren aood pasture; 12 per 2. The Navajo
e
T
4
4.
..
:S0
California
,
Limited
I
-Doldc's
of
Ranch.
south
month.
miles
s
pn.
put.
"
I, Santa re Bight.... :11pm. 1:H pm.
town,
PERSONAL.
HUNT
Pasture sin water
rott
eity
s as.
21
11m im
la edvaaca IK. Kaama Oty aad
per eaoatli
IU,KA2smQltf MM
Phons mi-w- .
i4
.
PERI A IROOM.CNVcVclei
.mlT
rates by day or week; over Woolworths,
319 I 2 West
Celling
FOR
REN T Verv di'Slralile roiiill with
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. Also
ne bed room. 1005 West Central. Phone S240.
IM

AiI?cefieou,

-

....

!.,
tict,

EIGHT

AlKucdcrque

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

PHONE S15.

grade, lb
Next grade, lb
Host

WARD'S
1

STORE

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

Avenue.

Coil, and South Walter.

Phone

Nell

IN

"BAREE, SON
OF KAZAN"
VITWiRAPH

FEATURE IN
FIVE REELS

1
!

a Good

concert, which was ischeduled for
Robinson park last night was postponed. The program as announced for
last night will be held Wednesday
night at 8 o'clock.
The old church of Guadalupe at
San Jose is undergoing repairs. The
Improvements that are being made
Include a new steel roof, a redecorated Interior, new furnishings,
grounds, and a red Bandstone
wall.
Miss Arvonia Davies will start to
work in the tool room of the Santa
Fe machine shop this morning. Mrs.
Hessie Trouth began work In the tool
room Friday. This makes three women who are now employed for the
lighter work In the shops.
Col. W. 8. Hopewell returned to
the city from the Jemez Springs in
the Clay auto yesterday afternoon.
He will return to the springs In a
few days, where he left Mrs. Hopewell. J. E. Hlinn, the druggist, and
Gilbert Nirisen nlso returned to tho
city from the Jemez Springs.

Comedy Reel

:
i

ji

Adults 10c

Children 5c

X
X

I

Bulk Mocha and
Java Coffee, 3 lbs.
$1.00.

Buy Thrift Stamps
i; Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
J

I

.

GROCERIES
601 W.

AND MEATS

Tijeras. I'houea

405-49-

.....j

Albuquerque probably has the
youngest motorcycle rider In the
slate and probably the youngest
motorcycle rider in the United
Slates.
The young motorcyclist Is none
other than John Seth, Jr.,
son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Seth,
1413
West
Itoma avenue. Almost any evelittle
seen
been
ning
Johnny may
with liis mother riding in the
side car of the motorcycle as his
father drives
the
machine
through the downtown streets.
He too has taken many trips to
the mountains and other districts
in the immediate vicinity of AlIn all little Johnny
buquerque.
bus traveled nearly 1,000 miles
in the side car of the motorcycle,
probably farther than any other boy of his age.

Shipman

Also

676

DUKE CITY LIKELY HAS
YOUNGEST MOTORCYCLIST

LYRIC
TODAY

'

J J

6

GOOD ROADS BUREAU
MAY BE ORGANIZED

.

BY C. OF C. MEMBERS

I Strong

Brothers I

Undertakers

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
76. STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

h

LOCAL ITEMS

1
f

i

-

J

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Mr. ami Mis. Q. Kelly of Kstancia
are .here tor a few days.
C. fl. McGregor of Sliver City la in
the city to spend several days.
It. I.. Hilt of Wlllard. who was here
several days, left for home yester-

day.
Mis. William H. Walton returned
Sunduy from a two weeks' visit in
Chicago.
George Williams will start to work-todaIn the Santa Fe shops as a machinist apprentice.
Mr. and Mis. Hoy F. Smith of Silver City, arrived in Albuquerque Saturday to spend several days.
The Good Time dancing; club will
meet tonight at the home of Roy
fciehick, 415 West Marquette avenue.
Dr. M. K. Wylder, who has been
taking his vacation in southern California, will return to the city this

morning.
There will be no work in the gauze
room of the lted Cross for a few days.
The workers will be notified when
the material is received.
Mrs. William McChii ken, 3:M North
Twelfth street, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Joseph Jolly

at

Flagstaff, Ariz., is expected to return home this week.
A. B. Wachter. head of the store
department at the Santa Ke shops
returned yesterday morning from a
stay of two weeks In Washington, D.
C.
Among arrivals from points In New
Mexico yctserday were: Dr. and Mrs.
O. F. Heeson and Miss Hetty Heeson
Koswell; S. J. Hubbard and Leo A.
Doyle, Kstancia.
Mrs. W. S. Dougherty, 130G South
Edith street, and two sons, Walter
und Kelly, left Inst night for San
Francisco to Join Mr. Dougherty, who
Is working in th shipyards there.
On account of the rain the band

SPRINGER
HAULS ANYTHING

A good toads bureau of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce maj
he organized. Aldo Iopold, secretary
of the Chamber of Commerce, 1b mailing a supply of letters to the members asking their opinion regarding
such a step. If a sufficient number
of the members favor the organizing
of the bureau, a meeting will be called to elect a leader and out line a
program of action. The letter In part
follows:
"What do you think of organizing
a Good Roads bureau in the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce?
"As you know, our membership Is
already divided among civic, public
health and advertising, commercial.
Industrial, real estate, and agricultural bureau's, with a leader for each
bureau, but none of these bureaus
are exactly adapted to cover the matter of highway service.
"We need a special bureau to be
(a) on the lookout for opportunities
to secure the Improvement of our
highways and streets; (b) to act In
an advisory capacity to highway officials; (c) to act as a clearing house
for current Information on the condition of highways."

EMBERY IS CLASSIFIED
AS EXPERT ENGINE MAI
K. A. Embery, 722
nue, who joined the

Shippers Receiving Consign- Speaker Tells Crowd That Man
of Today, Tomorrow and of
ments of Freight Must Pay
DelivFuture Is the Man in UnCharges at Time of
iform; Slides a Feature,
ery, Is Ruling of McAdob,
How carriers will put into effect on
the government's ruling that
August
all transuoi'tatlon charges thereafter
shall be put on a cash basis is exin a statement issued today
plained
by W. F. Ingram, assistant treasurer
of the Saulhern Pacific company. The
statement covers points that have
been agreed upon also by tho Santa
Fe, Western Pacific and Salt Lake

East Silver avearmy last month

and left for Camp' Mabry, Austin,
has been classified as an expert engine man by government lnr
spectors. In a letter received by him
here, Embery touches upon camp life.
His letter In part follows:
"Company three took the prize yesterday at Inspection and the comallowed
officer
visitors
manding
through our barracks hut wouldf not
allow them In any of the other barracks. I was on guard duty again.
I went on Friday night at 5 o'clock
and went off at 6 o'clock Saturday
night hut I had it soft this time. I
was put on as extra guard and all I
had to do was lay around the guard
house for twenty-fou- r
hours and
sleep. This is the happiest and friendliest bunch of boys I was ever with.
You never see one with a grouch, on
and they would do anything for each
other.
"There were seven airplanes that
came over here last night and, have
been here all day doing stunts In the
air. They come up here every Saturday now so it is getting common to
see them flying around here."
Tex.,

--

railroads.

A crowd that filled the high school
auditorium beyond seating capacity
heard the lecture of Private John H.
Dale of the southwestern recruiting
district last night. Fifty slides, o(
scenes in France, including parts on
the battle front, soldiers' life in the
tienches'and desolate hinds of France
were shown as a prelude to the main
lecture and proved u feature of the

According to Ingram's statement evening.
Private Dale opened his nddrcss
the new rules will not apply to transby referring to the various kinds of
portation rendered to the Vnited
many
States government; its allies; the var- slackers, saying there were so enumious states, counties ami municipali- that he would not have time to
in
the
included
He
and
of
Columbia
erate all
them.
ties; the District of
Alaska; the American Red Cross. list however, the fuel, food, military,
Special arrangements for the pay- Red Cross and gasoline slackers. He
ment of such charges can be made considered the Red Cross slacker ns
on the approval of the assistant treas one of the worst kinds, be said.
urer of the carrier,
"Of all the slackers," he said, "the
Agents have been instructed to Im- father or mother who will tell a son
now
hav
all
patrons
mediately notify
not to go to war is the biggest slacking bonds on file that present arrange- er of them all. The mothers will' say
ments will be cancelled us of July 31, it Is a sacrifice. Yes, hut nothing was
1918. and all outstanding
bills, in ever won without a sacrifice. Any
cluding those issued in the month of girl too who has any respect for her.
or
on
before
be
must
that self before she links arms with a man
paid
July
date.
should ask where he stands on the
Instructions In Shippers.
war, and if he is a slacker he is not
All present arrangements covering fit to exist.
a remittance of freight bills to other
Keep Student in Sdiool.
agencies, banks or accounting depart"The man of today, the man of
ment for collection will discontinue tomorrow
and the man of the future
branch
July 2". Shippers maintaining
houses or agencies In one or more will be the man in uniform. The man
cities or towns on lino of carrier muBt you people will put at the head of
either arrange for cash payment of your government in the future, the
head of your state ami at the head
charges locally accrued or authorize of
their representatives to make sight
anything else that amounts to anyoffice
with
drafts on the main
freight thing, will be the man In uniform.
The speaker scorned the man who
bills attached, or authorize local rail
road agents to make such drafts had become a qtiaker since the war
Such shippers or conslgnes should so he might be put In some
file with agents at their main office
service or not in service at all
location, credit bond in nmounts suf- and the man who had married since
ficient to cover credit to be extended the war and then used his wife as nn
at all branch agencies, accompanied excuse to be In deferred classification.
by letter specifying location of their He urged all the men who were atbranches at which applicable.
high school or universities to
Branch houses receiving prepaid tending
continue their courses, adding that
freight which may be Insufficiently they would be of more benefit
to their
prepaid on original waybilling, should
secure authority from their main of- government by remaining In school
and
themselves
efficient
for
preparing
fices to make draft for any under
charge carried on such shipments service.
The
bills
speaker branded pool playing
when received,
giving
freight
full data to be attached. This pro- and dancing "as worse than ' useless.
cedure is established to eliminate loss The government has a wonderful
of time and expense to all concerned thing for you pool sharks to shoot
over small items. he said and (hat Is a gun and not a
in correspondening
Checks of well know responsible billiard cue. In referring to the dance
will
be
accepted In payment he said some women say 'well we
parties
of charges due carrier.
must get our minds off the war.' AnyPay Hills as Rendered,
thing that will get your minds off
All freight bills must be paid as the war for one minute
he, added we
rendered, claims being presented for don't want. He urged every one to
any alleged errors. It is expected that attend churth regularly, and appealearly adjustment of such claims will ed to all to always have In their
he arranged for. The general rule of hearts a prayer for the man in unicollecting transportation charges at form.
time of delivery, or prepaid charges
Prayer Necessary.
if outbound will still obtain but well
"If we are a winning nation," he
known responsible
patrons may be said,
"we must be a praying nation.
basis provided
considered, on cash
that bills presented Immediately shall When we ask God to be with us we
must
make It a fit place for Him to
be paid not later than the following
be with us. It is as much Jour duty
day.
In order to nvold congestion in to unite in prayer as it is for yoii
handling numerous shipments and to be here. A band concert or anyespecially at terminal points a credit, thing else that keeps you away from
when approved by the assistant treas- church only shows your luck of Inurer can lie extended for a period not terest In the fighters at the front.
hours after the
Private Dale announced that he
exceeding forty-eigtime allowed patrons to make pay- would speak tonight and Tuesday
ment on a cash basis, on condition night on the Btreet. He closed his
that a sufficient surety bond is filed. lecture last night with a prayer. PriThis practically makes settlements on vate Dale will
leave for Santa Fe
basis when covered by
a
a bond. Quick attention is necessary Wednesday.
on the part of agents and shippers in
Persons rhn ivfcit tn mm a f.V.
securing and filing bonds that no In- out
memberships In the Red Cross
convenience may be experienced.
uu so oy catling nt birong-- g Hook
Store. O. A. MHtmn . rv nrin, ah....
or Mrs. II. I). Ferguson, or by phoning
MAIM DROPS DEAD
e.
or uie Membership
iuc
No. tSSl--

Jaramillo,
Rancher,
and One Time Politician of
Valencia
Passes
County,
Away at Age of 53.

Ruperto

Ruperto Jaramillo. rancher and
former politician in Valencia county,

S10

Rooms 1

:

Pewtlst
ik!t V Wlilrtnf Bonding

Cornier Second

sod

GoUL

DR.

Join

Urn

"Two-Hi- t-

ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Two large cars at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.

Bryant's Delivery

WANTED.

Contract plan. Colombia Cleaning Co.
....
PeUrer flume
w;r
w

v:

"The
Scarlet
Road'

831-V-

v

V

X'ft.

1

A "Oman's triumph over the
wolves at New York society.
New Yolk's social spiders try to
girl of Puritan blood
into iincouvcntli nal social web
or Bohemia. A luittle of strong

FOR SALE
Furniture of a
house, including range and kitchen utensils;
all sanitary and almost new; at 819
North Eleventh. Phone 213S-.-

llCUI'ts,

I.

Also u

Sunshine

two-re-

fl "1 -

Comedy

i

clapy asTocxwii,!.

"WHO'S YOUR FATHER"

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

Time of Shows, 1, 2:30, 4, 5:30, 7, 8:30, 10
the

All persons wishing to enlist In

Mat inee,

Children

to 6
Nights, 6 to 11

British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

1

5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

--

British Canadian Recruiting

,

Mission

Coming Tuesday and Wednesday
Mae Marsh in "ALL WOMEN"

George Roslington
Officer
Resident

THEATER

WANTED.
Man to work with poultry; married
man or one not subject to military
duty preferred; good wages, living
quarters furnished; extensive exIt. B. T
perience not necessary.

LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Journal.

Paramount Presents

HUE

The Real Hoover Candy J
Chocolate

Shop Chocolate

BURKE
in

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
"Grlmsliaw Wants to See Yob" 4

"Eve's

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

Good
Propositions
Open Now., See j
JOURNAL

St

Daughter"

Are

V- -

By Alicia Ramsey

Farm Labor Agent

MORNING

i&StH??' '

Burke she of the
airy personality and the bewitching ways
Amin an
erican play
that's too good to miss
Dillie

OFFICE

USED CAR SALE
Look Over Uie List Ton May
Find Just What You Want.
One Overland Touring
- passenger
$100
One
Overland
Touring,
- passenger
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$150
One Overland
touring (In excellent con$800
dition) almost new
One Ford Touring
$350
One Dodge Touring
$200
MANY BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

7

fJ
V

v

"WEEKLY EVENTS'
See the World

1

Cillie Burke.

5-

6-

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

518-51-

6

5

to 6 Admission
to 11
Adults 15c; Children

Gallup Lump
Cenillos Lump

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

CO.

D

Phone 710.

1

10c
10c

Gallup Stove
Cerrlllog Stove

01

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Coke. Mill Wood. Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime.

W. Central.

ni Dross Club.

neglect.

$1
$1.25.

YS

BATCH'S OLD STAND

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This
a duty you should not

Four suits pressed

n"

W1
A

ALONSO

MARRON

II

IN

1214 WEST CENTRAL
Phone

HOUSE

dropped dead at his home In Coyote
Springs, Bernalillo county, at 7 o'clock
FOR QUICK SERVICE
yesterday morning. He ws in AlbuPhone AO I.
S23 West Copper.
querque Saturday night and according to members of his family was
Liver, uiui HAliltn lunw. Trimble'
seemingly in the best of spirits and Red born.
health. He arose yesterday morning
as usual and began to dress himself.
"Two-Bit- "
He had not completed dressing when
he complained to his wife that he had
is
a pain over his heart- moment
A
later he dropped lifeless.
Mr. Jaramillo was born In Belen
53 years ago. He served four years as
of Valencia
commissioner
county
county and later was elected to the
office of sheriff of the same county.
Journal Want Ads brlrt results.
He held this office for eight years
when he relingulshed politics to enIn this
gage In the cattle business
county.
He Is survived by a widow. Mrs.
Manuellta Gabaldon de Jaramillo, and
Chef cook. Two experienced waitfifteen children. The funeral services
ers or waitresses.
will be held at the Sacred Heart
church Tuesday morning.
His body
PULLMAN CAFE
will be laid to rest In San Jose cemetery. Fred Crollett is in charge.
Mr, Jaramillo" had a host of friends
In the central counties of New Mexico
who will mourn his death. A brother,
GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Placldo Jaramillo, Is sheriff at Los
Lunas,
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Don't neglect tho "Two-Bit- "
Rod
W'm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Cross Club. Join today.
uow Ave.
..

SUITS CLEANED,

BRQCKWELL

LUMBER CO
423 N. First.

ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 687
FREE CALL
AND
DELIVERY

'...?

M. WILLIAMS

William Fox Presents

GIuhh.

ROOMS
South First. Phone 231.

2

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

To Replace Thai lirokeu Window

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con.
roy nnd Son Jose Market: 63c dozen.

BITTNEK

House of High Class Pictures and Music

t IT. 5?onr1 a Man

1

GENTRY'S EGGS

Files on your slock take dollars out
HAULING BY TONS
of your pocket. Dr. Hess My CI laser YOUR
will keep your stock contented. E. W.
U Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
FEE.
Phone 3.

a

I

com-oltte-

COYOTE SPRINGS

LAST TIME TODAY

GLADYS

semi-weekl- y

Hi

ILS

small frame house at the rear of
the high school building. Purchaser must move the building Immediately. Sealed bids will be received up t0 and including July 30 at
the office of the Board of Education In the high school. The right
to reject any or all bids is reserved.
A

nt

AT

1918

FOR SALE

LECTUREATH.S.

AUGUST 1, NEXT

.1

Food License No.

HOMER n. WARD

SIS Marble
Phones

75c
60c

,

IE NCE

HEARS SO EDO'S

ft CASH BASIS ON

N. M.

If There Were Any Better Blends of Tea for
Iced Tea, We Would Have Them
Two shipments of Tea received in the last
few days puts us in a position to feel proud of
our Tea Stock.

U. 8.

m EH

RAILROADS GO ON

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

Morning Journal, Monday, July 29,

energetic girt for
ing4 cotmter. Apply
THE I CONOMIST
f
.1,' !
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WAITED
A bright,

t
t
t
t
tt

wrappt

A

A

ft

4,

Tues.,July 30, and Thurs., Aiig. 1, 623 N. 2nd St.
r

Twelve Rooms of Furniture to go to the Highest Bidder for Cash
On account of so much furnishings to offer we have decided to run two days in
order to close out the entire lot.
As the house has been sold there will be
nothing reserved, everything must go at
some price.
Eelow you will see a partial list of what
"
will be sold :
One $650 piano, one $100 hall tree, one
$100 leather lounge parlor suite, dining
room suite, all kinds of rockers, rugs,

set of Haviland China dishes, and many
other dishes, Majestic range, gas range,
linoleum,' refrigerator, tubs, cooking
utensils lace curtains, window shades,
lawn swing and many other articles that
are not mentioned on the account of lack
of space.
house and comThis is a twelve-roopletely furnished and you can find anything you may need in the way of house
furnishings.
carpets hall carpets, stair carpets, dressIf you are in the market or ever expect
ers, chiffoniers, brass beds, iron beds,
to be in the market for anything in the
springs and mattresses, book case, writway of house furnishings this is your oping desk, stand tables, mirrors, pictures,
portunity. .
BE ON HAND EARLY AS WE WILL START THE SALES EACH DAY PROMPTLY
AT 2:30. THE HOUSE WILL BE OPEN MONDAY, JULY THE 29TH, FROM 1 TO
4 FOR INSPECTION OF THE FURNITURE.
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